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AH WILDERNESS 
Now you can bring it indoors with great color 
enlargements from your favorite slides and negatives. 
And get super film processing and prints, too. 
Meisel Photochrome Corporation, the country's largest 
custom color lab for professional photographers, has 
created a new division to serve all serious photographers. 
It's called Accent 35 and it's dedicated to quality. But 
only 35mm film please, no 110 or 126. 
We make economical machine prints, also superb 
custom prints that are enlarger-made by hand, cropped, 
dodged and burned-in. 
As an introductory offer, we're giving you a special price 
on custom 8x1 O prints from your 35mm color slides and 
negatives. They're only $4.95 each. No limit. M--
But hurry! This offer ends March 31, 1979. ~.::-..==.. 

Process & 31/zxS pnnts: ______ 35mm rolls enclosed 
D 20or24exposures@$4.75 ________ _ 
D 36exposures@$6.75 __________ _ 

Color enlargements: ________ originals enclosed 
Custom8x10@$4.95 ___ 11x14@$7.so ____ _ 

Machine8x10@$2.00 ___ 11x14@$5.10 ___ _ 

Add 10% for postage and handling, also add sales tax for TX, WA, KS 
and GA. 
D Check or MO enclosed. Total$ ________ _ 
D Credit Card No. ________ Expires~--

• Visa D Master Charge 
Signature ______________ _ 

D Please send me infonnation on other se,vices. 
Name _______________ _ 
Address ______________ _ 

City --------~----Zi,,_ __ _ 
Offer expires Marcil 31, 1979. Frames not included. 

Send to: Accent35, P.O. Box 220014C, Dallas, TX 75222 
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It's a special kind of outing-that trip to the mailbox to mail your Sierra Club 
membership application. 

Membership allows you to participate in many exciting outings, but more 
than that, Sierra Club membership offers the satisfaction of knowing you are 
helping to preserve these cherished wilderness areas for those who would 
follow us. 

With each new member the Sierra Club grows stronger in our fight for 
those special places. If you are presently a member, won't you ask a friend 
to join? For your convenience, applications are on the other side. 
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I I • Print Mailing Address -------------------- I 
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High-Voltage Transmission 

It is sad and disappointing to see Sierra, 
which once contained interesting, infor
mative and reliable articles, deteriorating 
to the point where it publishes such an ir
responsible diatribe as the article in the 
July/ August issue entitled "Health and 
High Voltage," by Kelly Davis. This arti
cle contains numerous errors of fact and 
unfounded allegations, and it is not possi
ble in a short letter to cover all of them. 

In the first place, the utility industry is 
carrying on a very extensive program of 
research relating to all aspects of high
voltage transmission. The Electric Power 
Research Institute, for example, has spent 
and committed over $21 million in this area 
and the federal government, over $3 mil
lion. This effort has resulted in better 
knowledge so that transmission lines de
signed today are better performers than 
those of the earlier years. 

In California's Pacific Gas and Electric 
Company system, there are over 1000 
miles of 500-kilovolt (kV) transmission 
lines, which have operated very success
fully for more than ten years without any of 
the deleterious effects claimed in the 
article. 

Among other things, the article refers to 
evidence of biological effects reported by 
Dr. Andrew Marino. His work, subject to 
peer review, is considered marginal or of 
poor quality by most nonutility experts in 
the field. The Administrative Law Judges 
in the recent New York State hearings on 
the 765kV lines concluded, "In this 
recommended decision, it has been dem
onstrated that Dr. Marino was reckless and 
inaccurate in his public statements, that he 
exaggerated in his letter to Governor 
Carey, that he was evasive and argumenta
tive under cross-examination, and he was 
unable to cite any support by other scien
tists for his speculations as to biological 
effects from EHV (extra-high-voltage)' 
transmission lines. With this background, 
the indications of careless procedures, 
faulty statistics, and unsupported extrapo
lations from his own experiments make it 

impossible to place any substantial re
liance on Dr. Marino's scientific research 
as set forth in this record." 

A great deal of publicity has been given 
to work by Russian engineers and scien
tists, but on closer examination their data 
simply indicates that in a population of 
workers exposed to electric fields there are 
a number of disorders; whether this 
number is high or the same as what would 
be expected in a similar population not ex
posed to electric fields is not indicated. We 
note that, in general, the U.S.S.R. uses 
lower transmission line clearances than are 
the practice in the U.S. For example, the 
Soviet's minimum clearances to ground 
are from 23 to 26 feet over farmland; our 
practice is 35 to 37 feet for similar 500 kV 
lines. For 750kV lines, the Russians 
employ 29 to 39 feet compared with 50 to 
55 feet prevalent in this country. Their 
lower ground clearances result in higher 
electric fields at ground level than are ex
perienced in the U.S. There is absolutely 
no supportable evidence that I am aware of 
showing damage to crops or livestock from 
electric fields under high-voltage lines in 
the U.S. 

The article's statement on audible noise 
clearly exaggerates the situation. The 
claimed 70-decibel (dB) noise at the edge 
of the right-of-way is totally unrealistic. 
Typical foul-weather values at the edge of 
the right-of-way for 500 to 765kV lines 
range from 48 to 53d8, with most lines 
below the 53d8 level. This is at least 17dB 
less than the number quoted in the article. 
On an actual noise basis, this means one 
eighth of the noise claimed. 

Finally, with reference to the lead pic
ture in this article, it has been well known 
for decades that fluorescent tubes will 

glow dimly in the presence of weak elec
trical fields. A very similar picture can be 
obtained by putting fluorescent tubes near 
automobile ignition systems, CB anten
nas, television sets and some other house
hold appliances. 

I hope these brief comments will help 
you realize that in the long run no useful 
purpose is served by publishing exagger
ated and nonfactual articles and that doing 
so tends to impugn the credibility of the 
organization publishing such materials. 

WR. Johnson 
Chief Electrical Engineer 

Pacific Gas and Electric Company 

While I appreciate the concerns re
flected in Kelly Davis' article on high
voltage transmission lines ( " Health and 
High Voltage," July/ August), the article 
did not deal fairly with respect to the public 
utility industry and the state public utility 
regulatory agencies, and thus is mislead
ing to the general public. 

The author did not recognize that choos
ing the cheapest route (farmland) is gener
ally desired by utilities and regulatory 
commissions because it results in the low
est cost of power to the consumer and, in 
addition, usually impacts the least number 
of people. These aspects should have been 
acknowledged, even if the author is in 
favor of paying higher utility rates in order 
to encourage reduced electrical use. 

The author also notes that state regu
lators fix utility profit margins as a per
centage of total investment. Does not that 
fact negate the contention that utilities al
ways seek the cheapest route-i.e., a 
minimum-investment approach? 

Moving power plants closer to cities 
would add to the cities' pollution and to 
consumers' costs. Compared to the envi
ronmental impact of power plants, the im
pact of transmission lines is relatively 
minor. Furthermore, even if a plant were 
located close to a city, transmission lines 
would be required to connect that plant 
with other facilities outside the city in 
order to provide adequate system 
reliability. 
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Davis also notes that 60dB(A) [decibels 
as perceived by human hearing] is a trans
mission line noise level that requires shout
ing to be heard; but 60d8(A) is in fact an 
ordinary conversation level, while shout
ing is at a level of 75dB(A). A 70d8(A) 
level is approximately twice as loud as a 
60dB(A) level. 

Reference should have been made to the 
extensive hearings (14,000 pages of tes
timony) cunducted by the New York State 
Public Service Commission, which, while 
requiring further studies of public health as 
affected by high-voltage lines, did grant 
permission to operate a new 155-mile-long 
765kV line in that state. Finally, in fair
ness, it should be noted that the testimony 
of Dr. Andrew Marino, quoted by Davis, 
was thrown out as evidence by the Admin
istrative Law Judges hearing the case, 
based upon his lack of credibility: 

Kelly Davis replies: 

D. H. Weiss 
San Mateo, California 

The New York State Public Service 
Commission ordered a study of the health 
effects of765kV lines because they felt the 
utilities' research in this area was 
hopelessly biased . The Electric Power Re
search Institute has two major projects 
under way; in each case the experimental 
protocol has been designed in such a way 
that no possible result of the experiments 
will be adverse to the utility industry. An 
initial research project sponsored by EPRI 
found biological effects due to extremely
low-frequency (ELF) electric fields. After 
five years the project was abruptly cancel
led at the recommendation of EPRI 's sci
entific advisory committee precisely at the 
point where the investigators began to re
port serious biological effects due to ELF 
exposure. 

There have been countless attempts to 
discredit the work of Dr. Marino. Lawyers 
for Rochester Gas and Electric cross
examined him for thirteen days; he was 
made the target of abusive legal manuev
ers; his personal life was investigated. 
Why such tactics if he was not right on 
target? Dr. Marino cited more than 200 
references to scientific sources in support 
of his testimony, which was not "thrown 
out." The final document of the PSC sub
stantiated Marino's position that the lines 
could be hazardous and that involuntary 
exposure to them must be ended. It agreed 
wjth him that the right-of-way should be 
widened and that a standard of one volt per 
centimeter at the edge of the right-of-way 
should be applied. 

W.R. Johnson repeats a vicious per
sonal attack on Dr. Marino but does not 
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add that the Administrative Law Judges' 
statement was ruled out of order and ex
cluded from the final Public Service 
Commission document. 

Dr. Marino also testified before a com
mittee of the California Energy Resources 
Conservation and Development Commis
sion investigating the safety of transmis
sion lines. The committee ·s report to the 
commission recommended compliance 
with Marino's proposals regarding expo
sure to the electric fields under the l\nes. 

Rather than quibble over the clearance 
<.lifferences between American and Rus
sian wires. the power

0

industry should fol
low the example set by the Russians, who 
recognize that power lines present a health 
risk. The U.S.S.R. has a regulatory sys
tem governing length of exposure, type of 
clothes worn, distance of lines from 
houses, etc. There are not such safety pre
cautions in this country because the utility 
companies insist, in the face of over
whelming evidence to the contrary, that 
the lines are not a threat to the environ
ment. At least 65 groups of scientists 
around the world have reported biological 
effects due to ELF field exposure; the 
utilities have dismissed them all as 
incompetent. 

A Rochester Gas and Electric report on 
their proposed 765kV line through New 
York state said flatly that the noise level at 
the edge of the right-of-way would be 
53dB(A). The measurement was not made 
under operating conditions, nor was foul 
weather defined-and upstate New York 
weather can definitely be foul. Even if we 
believe only the utility company figures, 
it's still more noise than people should be 
subjected to involuntarily. RG&E assured 
people that the noise would not disturb 
their sleep because their windows would 
be closed in bad weather! 

When upstate New York farmers were 
told they should be grateful for the 200-
foot towers in their backyard because it 
would reduce their electric bills, they an
swered appropriately- and 40 were sent 
to jail. Building transmission lines on farm 
land is cheaper, if one takes the short view. 
It is cheaper to build shopping centers and 
housing developments on farmland, too, 
and we have been doing so at such a great 
rate that vast amounts of prime farmland 
are being gobbled up every day. Someday 
we 'II have to pay that bill. 

Saving the consumers money is not the 
overriding concern of the power com
panies, or why would we have such things 
as "phantom taxes'' (tax costs anticipated 
by utilities and charged to customers but 
never collected from the utilities), which 
in 1977 amounted to $2. l billion? Or over-

charges for the generation of excess elec
tricity? Pacific Power and Light Com
pany's customers paid an additional $35 
million in 1976 for the production of un
needed power. 

Moving power plants closer to cities 
would at least decrease the number of 
miles of lines necessary and reduce the 
amount of public exposure to the hazards 
of the lines. Transmission lines are usually 
buried underground in cities. because 
rights-of-way are unobtainable. A more 
important step would be to decentralize 
energy production using smaller local 
_plants instead of building large units far 
from the points of use. 

Fluorescent tubes will not glow near a 
household appliance, unless there is leak
age because ofa faulty mechanism. If that 
is the case, something should be done 
about it, and for the same reason that we 
should be doing something about high
voltage transmission lines: they're 
hazardous to our health. 

The Editor com111e111s: 
Several people have written to point out _ 

that the photograph published with Kelly 
Davis' article was a time exposure. The 
picture showed demonstrators waving 
fluorescent bulbs under power lines at 
Binghamton, New York- the bulbs' glow 
powered only by the lines far above them. 
We have recently learned from photo
grapher David Tinney that the photo was, 
indeed, a time exposure, the technique 
used to emphasize the light. which was 
visible to the naked eye. Although when 
we published the photo we didn't know 
that Tinney had done a time exposure, and 
so didn't mention it in the caption, our 
point illustrated by the shot is not 
affected - that the electrical field sur
rounding these power lines is sufficient to 
light fluorescent bulbs. 

Nuclear Waste Disposal 

Ellen Winchester 's article, "How Swe
den Plans to Dispose of Nuclear Waste' ' 
(July / August), is an important step in in
forming the public that solutions already 
exist for disposal of high-level nuclear 
waste. We had similar demonstrations in 
this area more than six years ago. How
ever, it is difficult to understand the state
ment that ''As of this writing, no one has 
disproved the possibility that fissile mate
rials in the anticipated 9000 cannisters 
could migrate to form a critical mass.'' 
Using her own figures, and with only 0.5% 
to 0.8% plutonium in spent fuel and only 
approximately 0.5% of that in the high-
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Fill out this coupon 
and save the children 
Complete this simple questionnaire, and befriend a needy child through Save the Children. For only 
fifty-two cents a day, your money, combined with that of other sponsors, can breathe new life into an 
impoverished village ... help hardworking people in their fight for dignity ... turn despair into hope for a 
child who has known only disaster. Fifty-two cents may not buy much where you live. But for the poorest 
of Y,e poor where the need is so desperate, it can work miracles. sce 119 

My Name Is 
(please print) 

Address ---------------------------------

City _____________ state ____________ Zip _____ _ 

Tell us how you want to help, by answering these questions: 

1. What kind of child would 
you like to help? 
O Boy O Girl O No preference 

2. What geographical area are you 
interested in? 
Urgent need exists in all the areas listed below, especially 
overseas. If you have a strong preference for a particular 
location, check the area of your choice. II not, won·t you 
please let us assign a child where the need is greatest? 

D Certainly. Choose a child for me in an area 
of greatest need. 

I strongly D Chicano (U.S.) 
prefer: D Colombia 

D Africa 
D Appalachia 

(U.S.) 
D Bangladesh 

D Dominican 
Republic 

D Honduras 
D Indian (U.S.) 
D Indonesia 

D lnnerCities(U.S.) 
D Israel 
D Korea 
D Lebanon 
D Mediterranean 
D Mexico 
D Rural South (U.S.) 

3. Would you like a picture of your 
sponsored child? 
Shortly alter we select a child for you, we can 
send you a photograph and brief personal 
history, if you desire. 

• Yes • No 

4. Would you like to exchange 
correspondence? 
II desired, correspondence can 
build a meaningful one-to-one 
relationship and provide a unique 
educational experience for the 
sponsored child. In areas where 
illiteracy is high, a village 
representative will keep you 
informed of the progress your 
child is making. Translations, 
where necessary, are 
supplied by Save the 
Children. 

• Yes • No 
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5. Would you like information about 
the child's community? 
Several times a year you can receive detailed reports on 
the activities and projects being undertaken in the com
munity to benefit your sponsored child. These community 
reports show how your money is being used most elfec
tive ly for permanent improvements to the child's 
environment-for health care, education, food produc
tion, nutrition, and community training. Would you like to 
receive such information? 

O Yes O No 

6. How do you wish to send your 
sponsorship contribution? 
Enclosed is my check for .,._ __ _ 

O Monthly, $16 O Semi-annually, $96 

O Quarterly, $48 O Annually, $192 

7. Do you wish verification of 
Save the Children credentials? 
Save the Children is indeed proud of the handling of its 

funds. Based on last year's audit, an exceptionally 
largelpercentage (75.8%) of eac~ dollar spent 

was used for program services and direct aid 
to children and their communities. Due to 

volunteered labor and materials, your do
nation provides your sponsored child 
with benefits worth many times your total 

gilt. Would you like to receive an in
formative Annual Report (including 

a summary financial statement)? 

• Yes O No 
(A complete audit statement is avail
able upon request.) 

8. Would you rather 
make a contribution 
than become a sponsor 
of an individual child 
at this time? 

O Yes, enclosed is my 
contrib~t ion of$, __ _ 

l
Mailto: 

Save the Children~ 

O Check here for general 
information about our 
unique programs f or 
aiding Impoverished 
chi ldren. 

I 50 Wilton Road, Westport, Connecticut 06880 

I 

I 

YOUR SPONSORSHIP PAYMENTS AND CONTRIBUTIONS ARE U.S. INCOME TAX DEDUCTIBLE 

I Established 1932. The original U.S. child sponsorship agency. Member of the American Council of Voluntary Agencies for Foreign Service. ~ 
L ~~~ ---------------------------------



level waste, there would be only 25 to 50 
grams of plutonium in each container, vit
rified, diluted in a solid contained 0.4 me
ters in diameter and 1.5 meters high. 

We see vitrified materials in natural 
formations that are hundreds of millions of 
years old. Plutonium has a half-life of less 
than 25,000 years. What is there left to 
prove? 

Mark H. Arndt 
Pacific Northwest Chapter 

Ellen Winchester replies: 
Mark Arndt appears to misunderstand 

both my article and radioactive decay 
phenomena. 

I did not say that solutions already exist 
for qisposal of high-level nuclear waste. 
Ins tead, I discussed a plan by the Swedish 
nuclear industry prepared in the hope of 
satisfying the Swedish law that there must 
be a means for disposing of nuc lear waste 
before any more nuclear power plants are 
licensed. Since the plan's release in De
cember 1977, it has been extensively re
viewed for the Swedish government by 
experts from several countries. Most of 
these reviewers have pointed to significant 
defects in the plan, and some of these I 
discussed at sufficient length to indicate 
that a permanent and safe disposal plan for 
high-level waste does not yet exist in 
Sweden . 

In dismissing the danger of criticality in 
a repository at some future time, Arndt 
apparently fails to realize that intricate 
radioactive-decay relationships involve 
several actinide elements, not plutonium 
alone. Furthermore, geochemical changes 
in the initial repository configuration may, 
over hundreds of thousands of years, con
centrate some of the fissionable material 
into a critical mass. More study of the crit
icality problem is urgently needed with re
spect to all currently proposed plans for 
disposal of nuclear waste. 

The importance of criticality consid
erations in designing a satisfactory repo
sitory for Sweden has been briefly stated in 
the review of the KBS plan carried out in 
April 1978 for the Swedish Energy Com
mission (document Os I 1978:17, "Dispo
sal of High Active Nuclear Fuel Waste, A 
Critical Review of the Nuclear Fuel Safety 
[KBS] Project on Final Disposal of Vit
rified High Active Nuclear Fuel Waste") . 
The following quotes pages IV:36-37: 
"The KBS has not considered whether, 
through a sequence of geochemical events, 
the plutonium or urani1:1m present at some 
future time could be assembled into a criti
cal mass and cause a nuclear chain
reaction. The consequences, in terms of 
heat and radioactivity produced, could be 
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disastrous. According to KBS designs, the 
total of fissionable elements present, in
cluding americium, which decays to 
plutonium, is, in a full repository, 1000 
times more than needed to form a critical 
mass under ideal laboratory conditions. 
Since plutonium decays to fissionable 
long-lived uranium-235, the time of con
cern is essentially infinite, and prevention 
of criticality must be based on geochemi
cal barriers to cri tical-mass formation. The 
barriers to dispersion of radioactivity in 
groundwater may actually tend to increase 
the risk of accumulating fissionable 
isotopes into localized regions, through 
element retention by mineral surfaces, and 
thus lead to the formation of critical-mass 
regions. Therefore, additional geochemi
cal features must be included in the repo
sitory design to counteract this tendency. 
The failure of KBS to consider criticality 
as a potential problem is a major 
oversight.'' 

Praise for the Alaska Campaign 

During the Alaska National Interest 
Lands debate on the floor of the House, I 
wished we had John Muir back to cham
pion our cause. But what pleases me is that 
the Sierra Club not only survived his loss, 
it is still one of the most influential conser
vation organizations in existence. 

I think that while all of us need to thank 
our senators and representatives who sup
ported the Alaska legislation, credit also 
goes to the many citizens, members and 
nonmembers, who worked so hard. As 
long as this spiri t of cooperation exists, 
and as long as such keen environmental 
awareness is felt, the Sierra Club will 
never die! 

John H. Burkitt 
Portland, Oregon 

Apalachicola River 

r found K. Cruickshank's article, "' Im
proving' the Apalachicola" (May 1978) 
quite interesting, particularly as I have 
been studying the hydrodynamics of Apa
lachicola Bay for a year now. Cruickshank 
hints at the problem upstream dams may 
create, but he does not state it clearly. 
While mean annual discharges of water 
may be slightly reduced by increased 
evaporation, in general the topography of 
the Apalachicola Valley requires darns to 
be essentially "run-of-river" - providing 
minimal storage. Large-scale changes in 
the frequency distribution of river flows 
that drive the estuary would therefore be 

relatively minimal. The high-saline 
episode referred to in the article was prob
ably due to the joint occurrence of a low
flow event, high evaporation and the new 
artificial boundary created by Sikes' Cut, 
which was completed in 1954. The cut al
lows saline water to enter the bay's center 
without the tidal and frictional mixing that 
it previously underwent. 

Of more importance than alterations in 
the discharge and the salt-flux frequency, 
perhaps, is the possibility that the quality 
of incoming water will be reduced because 
of upstream industrialization based on 
water-borne commerce. fn this case, the 
state would bear the environmental costs 
and receive few of the benefits. In addi
tion, one of America's greatest estuaries 
could be lost. 

Steven Graham 
Gainesville, Florida 

Jobs in 1PM 

Hal Rubin's article ('·IPM: Getting Off 
the Pesticide Treadmill, " June 1978) 
clearly illustrates the environmental dan
gers of the prodigious growth in pesticide 
use and gives much-needed attention to the 
1PM alternative. 

The task before us is to bring IPM tech
niques into use by as many farmers as pos
sible. We can succeed in this effort be
cause the indiscriminate use of chemical 
pesticides is not only environmentally det
rimental, it is also far more costly for 
farmers than pest control using 1PM. 

1PM is labor-intensive. If agricultural 
extension offices are to expand 1PM pro
grams, they will need a great number of 
trained "scouts·' to walk the fields and 
monitor the number of pests present. This 
is essential if we are to limit pesticide use 
to those times when the number of pests 
reaches a critical level. 

I have introduced legislation to include 
1PM jobs among employment programs 
under the CETA (Comprehensive Em
ployment and Training Act) bill, which 
provides jobs for our nation's unem
ployed. Young people, who suffer dispro
portionately from unemployment, are par
ticularly well-suited for jobs as scouts. 
And these would be real jobs, not make
work pastimes. In addition, training in 
[PM techniques will assist a young person 
in obtaining permanent employment in this 
expanding field. This proposal has gained 
support and will almost certainly be in
cluded in the pending CETA legislation. 

Richard G. Lugar 
United States Senator, Indiana 
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The Environwentll Review 
futroauction 

BROCK EVANS 

I
T WAS INTENSE and powerful right to the end, a suitable climax to the most environmentally important 
Congress in history. Although much had been accomplished already, a considerable unfinished legislative 
agenda faced Congress as it went into its final week prior to adjournment on October 15. The result was an 

increasing tempo of early-morning and late-night meetings and increasing fervor and intensity in the debates, 
all climaxing in a marathon 48-hour, around-the-clock session last weekend. 

The scene in the Capitol seemed straight out of an etching of 
some earlier time: weary representatives and senators in their 
chambers at 4:00 a.m., milling around the floor, listening to 
debates and making points of order, disposing of the most im
portant legislation in minutes, and debating for hours over 
minutiae. 

This is perhaps not the best way to conduct the nation's busi
ness, but this is how it is done at the end of every congressional 
session. It is a dangerous time for groups such as ours that have 
so much at stake. A knowledgeable representative will use this 
time to attach special riders or amendments to completely 
nongermane legislation being considered, hoping that oppo
nents won't notice until it is too late. The enormous time pres
sure also means that Congress will accept amendments to a bill 
just to get it through, even though the amendments wou ld never 
have had a chance in less harried times . This was the case with 
the Endangered Species Act, which came up on the House floor 
early Sunday morning. Several weakening amendments were 
tacked on, and the damage had to be repaired in a hasty House
Senate conference just before final passage. In the crush, 
another bill-one to give stronger protection to the Boundary 
Waters Canoe Area in Minnesota-actually got lost for an hour 
or so. The bill had just passed the House, and it was put in a pile 
to be sent to the President for his signature, instead of back to the 
Senate for final approval. 

When the dust finally settled, there emerged a truly outstand
ing record, which is summarized in this special section. A strong 
stripmining bill and a Toxic Substances Control Act had passed 
earlier; now there is a strengthened Clean Air Act, and a still
strong Clean Water Act; there is a good Outer Continental Shelf 
bill and, fin~ly, a National Energy Act that includes much of the 
Club's conservation policy. 

Nearly 5.5 million acres were added to the National Wilder
ness Preservation System-the largest single set of additions 
since passage of the Wilderness Act in 1964. The national parks 
record is just as excellent. The Santa Monica Mountains in Los 
Angeles, the famous Mineral King Valley in the Sierra Nevada 
and the P ine Barrens of New Jerst:y were all protected by the 
' 'Omnibus Parks" legislation. In separate legislation, Redwood 
National Park was finally expanded. Eight rivers, from 
Pennsylvania to California, were added to the National Wild and 
Scenic Rivers System and seventeen designated for study. 

The Alaska bill died in the last hours, but it proved to be only a 

temporary setback. President Carter took action to preserve . 
much of the Alaska Public Interest Lands. Other bills, such as 
the Endangered Species Act, were weakened somewhat from 
their previous form; but here, as in all cases, we must consider 
the nature of the opposition, which fought against any meaning
ful legislation. The fact that we were able to hammer out a bill 
that many believe more durable than the old one is again a tribute 
to the many thousands who wrote in to support a strong act. 

We have much to be proud ofin this Congress. We are grateful 
to the many representatives and senators who stood up for envi
ronmental bills, such as Representatives Udall (D-Arizona) and 
Seiberling (D-Ohio) and Senator Durkin (D-New Hampshire) 
on the Alaska issue; Representative Phillip Burton (D
California) for his outstanding work on redwoods, the Boundary 
Waters Canoe Area and the " Omnibus Parks '' legislation; Rep
resentatives Jim Weaver (D-Oregon) and Teno Roncalio (D
Wyoming) for their work on the Endangered American Wilder
ness Act; Senator Gary Hart (D-Colorado) for his work on clean 
air and Senator Ed Muskie (D-Maine) for his on clean water. 

But we can also be proud of ourselves. For while it is the 
members of Congress who must actually do the voting and 
propose the amendments, we are the foot soldiers. Environmen
tal bills do not pass in any Congress without massive support 
from the people. No bill would see the li.ght of day without 
thousands of letters and expressions of support; neither could it 
succeed without accurate and timely information supplied by 
environmental groups. The great successes of the 95th Congress 
are due as much as anything else to the unique interaction be
tween conservation group staff and volunteers. 

The future is more uncertain; it is not clear if the new Con
gress can equal the accomplishments of the old. The e lections 
did result in a definite turn to the right, which generally means a 
more pro-industry and anti-environment tone. In addition, sev
eral environmental leaders on key committees lost their bids for 
reelection. Finally, the central fact of lobbying in Washington in 
the mid-1970s has been the e normous concentration of wealth 
and power of our opponents. 

Nonetheless, we have a very large agenda, and we must press 
on in whatever form and with whatever means available to us. 
not resting until everything is safe that must be made safe. • 

Brock Evans is director of the Club's Washington office. 
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SPECIAL REPORT 

Congress and the 
Environment-
Sweet Tidings 

GENE COAN AND MICHAEL MOSS 

HE 95TH CONGRESS ended October 15 in a flurry of bi ll-passing. When the paperwork settled, it was 
!ear that environmental protection had fared well. Despite its glaring failure to pass an Alaska lands bill, 
he 95th Congress did act on a wealth of important environmental legislation . Below is a summary of the 

key environmental legislation of the last two years . 

Wilderness 
• The Endangered American Wilderness 
Act designated 1.3 million acres of wil
derness in ten western states. Four exist
ing wilderness areas were expanded, and 
thirteen new areas were brought into the 
National Wilderness Preservation Sys
tem. Highlights of the act include a 
306, 100-acre Golden Trout Wilderness in 
California and a 206,000-acre Gospel 
Hump Wilderness in Oregon. 
• The "Omnibus" parks legislation (its 
real name is the National Parks and 
Recreation Act of 1978) was praised as 
"the most sweeping conservation mea
sure ever passed" by Interior Secretary 
Cecil Andrus. Title IV of the act desig
nated almost 2 million acres in 8 units of 
the National Park System as wilderness 
and an additional 120,000 acres as "po
tential wilderness additions.'' The new 
wilderness additions are in: Carlsbad 
Caverns National Park (New Mexico), 
Everglades National Park (Florida), 
Guadalupe Mountains National Park 
(Texas), the Buffalo National River (Ar
kansas), Qulf Islands National Seashore 
(Florida), Hawaii Volcanoes National 
Park (Hawaii), Organ Pipe Cactus Na-
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tional Monument (Arizona) and Theo
dore Roosevelt National Park (North 
Dakota). These areas more than double 
the amount of designated pa[k 
wilderness. 
• Montana wilderness areas were the 
subject of two separate pieces of legisla
tion. One act designated a 285,771-acre 
Great Bear Wilderness and added 60,000 
acres to the adjacent Bob Marshall Wil
derness. A second act designated a 
904,500-acre Absaroka-Beartooth Wil
derness and an additional 973,000 acres 
for wilderness study. 
• The "Wisconsin Package" of legisla
tion designated a 7312-acre Whisker 
Lake Wilderness and a 5886-acre 
Blackjack Springs Wilderness. 
• Legislation not only established a 
70,000-acre Indian Peaks Wilderness in 
Colorado but also designated 459 acres 
of the Oregon Islands National Wildlife 
Refuge as wilderness. 
• A Boundary Waters Canoe Area bill 
added 43,029 acres to the BWCA Wil
derness in Minnesota, prohibited "com
modity'' uses such as logging and limited 
the use of motorboats and snowmobiles 
within the area. 

• The proposed Dunoir Basin additions 
to Wyoming's Washakie Wilderness 
were not passed by Congress. 

Parks and Rivers 
• The Omnibus parks legislation added 
21 new units to the National Park System. 
including a large Santa Monica Moun
tains National Recreation Area in Cali
fornia and a New Jersey Pinelands Na
tional Reserve that will protect the Pine 
Barrens in that state. The act also trans
fers 16,000-acre Mineral King valley 
from the Forest Service to the Park Ser
vice for inclusion within Sequoia Na
tional Park, thus probably killing plans 
for a major ski resort there. 

The Omnibus legislation provides ad
ditiona-1 fu nds for acquisition in 29 units 
of the National Park System and funds 
for development in 34 units. 
• Redwood National Park was increased 
by 48,000 acres to a total of 106,000 
acres. A 30,000-a~re protection zone 
was also established. 
• A Chattahoochee River National 
Recreation Area was established to pro
tect a 48-mile section of the river near 
Atlanta, Georgia. 



• The Omnibus legislation added 8 seg
ments totaling 620 miles to the Wild and 
Scenic River System, the largest single 
addition since the inception of the 1968 
act. The new Wild and Scenic Rivers are: 
the Pere Marquette (Michigan), Rio 
Grande (Texas). Skagit (Washington), 
American (California). Missouri (Neb
raska and South Dakota). Saint Joe 
(ldaho), Upper Delaware (New York and 
Pennsylvania) and the Middle Delaware 
(New York. Pennsylvania and New Jer
sey). Protection of the Middle Delaware 
river will finally prevent construction of 
Tocks Island Dam, opposed by environ
mentalists for the last sixteen years. An 
additional seventeen rivers will be 
studied for possible later inclusion in the 
Wild and Scenic River System. 

Energy 
• A good stripmining bill was passed in 
the first session of the 95th Congress, 
providing reasonable regulation for sur
face mining. 
• Offshore oil development will be af
fected by legislation that will greatly im
prove federal management of the oil and 
gas resources on the outer continental 
shelf. The act also improves develop
ment plans and will increase state and 
local participation in leasing decisions. 
• The National Energy Act final ly 
passed. This long-awaited legislation in
cludes a gas-guzzler tax, incentives for 
the implementation of solar energy and 
for energy conservation, a federal push 
toward utility rate reform, provisions to 
encourage utilities to burn coal rather 
than oil and gas and a new pricing 
scheme for natural gas. 
• Solar energy was the subject of a 
number of bills; one of the most im
portant measures that passed will accel
erate funding for the development of 
photovoltaic cells. 
• Nuclear proliferation could be slowed 
by legislation that places greater control 
on nuclear exports. 
• Oil tanker construction and operation 
wi II be better regulated by new 
legislation. 
• Environmentalists lost some, too: 
Congress failed to pass legislation on 
oil-spill liability. The Solar Energy De
velopment Act, which would have 

provided funds for increased solar devel
opment, also did not pass. The most im
portant environmental loss, however, 
was Congress's approval of the breeder 
reactor program. 

Pollution 
The Clean Air Act was amended in 

1977 to improve the protection of clean 
air areas, while extending the timetable 
for cleaning up automobile emissions. 

The Water Pollution Control Act was 
amended in several beneficial ways, 
keeping the momentum for clean water. 

Public Works 
Unnecessary dam construction was 

dealt a heavy blow when the House failed 
to override President Carter's courageous 
veto of the Public Works Appropriations 
bill. The bill included funding for some 
30 dams and other water projects that 
would have been environmentally 
damaging, that did not meet good 
water-planning criteria and that would 
have benefited only a few individuals. A 
later compromise bill eliminated seven
teen of the projects; environmentalists 
see this as a turning point in the battle 
against unnecessary projects. 

A scaled-down Locks and Dam 26 on 
the Mississippi River at Alton, Illinois, 
was authorized for construction. One 
lock (instead of two) was approved, and 
only a weak "user'' fee was incorporated 

in the legislation. But provisions were 
included for thorough environmental 
studies of the upper Mississippi, includ
ing user fees and transportation. Au
thorization of further projects is forbid
den until a master plan, based on those 
studies, has been adopted. 
• The Highway Trust Fund Authoriza
tion again passed. but it did include less 
money for highways than was proposed 
in an earlier bill. and it also improved 
funding for mass transit. 

Urban Issues 
The Sierra Club sponsored five fea

tures of President Carter's urban policy. 
Congress passed three of them: 
• A Neighborhood Self-Help program 
will provide $15 million to community 
organizations over two years for such 
programs as housing rehabilitation and 
weatherization. 
• A Livable Cities program will provide 
another $15 million in grants to nonprofit 
groups over two years to encourage 
neighborhood revitalization through art
istic, cultural and historic preservation 
projects. 
• The Omnibus legislation contained an 
Urban Recreation Recovery program that 
will grant $725 million over the next five 
years to renovate recreation faci lities in 
urban areas. 

The remaining two parts of the pack
age did not pass. The first, the "State
Urban Strategies'· program, was to give 
states grants to reallocate funding and 
make plans to aid cities. The second, the 
"Labor-Intensive Public Works" pro
gram was to provide grants to renovate 
public facilities while relieving hard-core 
unemployment. 

Miscellaneous 
• The Endangered Species Act was ex
tended, but for only eighteen months. 
Two especially disturbing amendments 
were adopted; one calls for an economic 
review before critical habitat can be des
ignated. The second establishes a 
cabinet- level board that can exempt cer
tain projects from the act. • 
Gene Coan is the Club's assistant conser
vation director and editor of the National 
News Report. Michael Moss is assisrant 
editor of the NNR. 
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Tlle On111i bus Parks Legislatiou 

Varieties of Victories 
THE OMNI BUS Parks legislation , which expands the wilderness, wild and scenic river and park systems by 

more than one million acres, culminates years of Sierra Club efforts in a number of campaigns. Often 
called the " Burton bill " (for its author, California Representative Phillip Burton), the Omnibus legisla

tion was a political innovation. Using the tactics usually associated with the passage of public works legisla
tion, Burton combined proposed parks, wi lderness and rivers located all over the nation into one legislative 
package-thus assuring the widest possible support. 

Below: John Muir's dream wasfinal/yfulfil/ed when Mineral King Valley was added to 
Sequoia National Park; as early as /9/ I . the Sierra Club urged expansion of the park to 
include the 16.200-acre \'alley. Right: Horn Island is now part of the Gulf Islands Wilderness, 
which includes much of the Gulf Islands National Seashore in Florida and Mississippi. 

Below right: Much of New Jersey's Pine Barrens will become a national recreation area, 
preserving a unique and extensive wild area close to the great eastern cities. 

I 
<ll 
~ .__ _____________________ __,.;; 
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Right: Pe11nsyil'a11ia' s Upper Alleghe11y River will be swdiedfor possible 
designario11 as a ll'i!d and sce11ic ril'er. Above: Los Angeles 11011• has much more 
parkla11d: a Sama Mo11ica Mo11111ai11s Na1io11al Recremio11 Area was established. 

Left and below: Idaho's Saim Joe Ril'er and Washingto11's Skagit R i•-er both 
became parts of the 11ationa/ Wild a11d Sce11ic River SyMem. 

j 
0: 
E ._ ____________________________ _, ,::: 
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Ei~l1ty Thars of Grass-roots Action 
Has Saved Califo1·nia's Coastal RedvFoods 

The New Redwood 
National Park 

LARRY E. MOSS 

EIGHTY YEARS of effort to preserve a significant living heritage of sequoia sempervirens, the coast 
redwood, culminated in the spring of 1978 when President Carter signed H.R. 3813 into law. Con
gressman Phillip Burton's legislation enlarged Redwood National Park by 48,000 acres and, for the 

first time, established a national park big enough to preserve an adequate portion of the landscape and towering 
trees of the striking northern California coast. 

The forests of coast redwoods that now grow only in the coastal area from Big Sur in central California to the 
southwestern tip of Oregon are all that remain of the vast redwood forests of prehistoric times. Twenty-five 
million years ago the " Redwood Empire " extended across the northern hemisphere from western Canada to 

the Atlantic Ocean and from France to 
Japan. However, when the climate be
came colder and drier and the great 
glaciers began to move across the earth at 
the close of the Miocene epoch, the red
woods began their retreat. Many species 
of these giant trees disappeared forever, 
and the remaining forests are mere sam
ples of what once existed. The California 
coast, which approximates the temperate 
humidity of former times, is the last 
stronghold of the redwood. 

Some specimens of the dawn redwood 
remain in China and giant sequoia groves 
are found in the Sierra, but only the coast 
redwood gives a sense of the redwood 
forests that once existed. It was once the 
most common conifer on 1.5 million 
acres of forest land; but today most of the 
magnificent old-growth trees, some of 
them more than 2000 years old , are gone. 
Only 6% of the old-growth acreage re
mains intact, and most of that is in parks. 
In many places second-growth forests 
sprouted when the old-growth giants 
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were felled, but elsewhere redwoods no 
longer grow where they flourished prior 
to 1850. The vineyards of the Russian 
River valley, the sheep meadows and 
housing tracts of the Sonoma and Men
docino coast, the cow pastures of the 
lower Eel River valley- all these once 
supported luxuriant redwood forests. 

Redwood country is sharply etched 
and luminous- innumerable ridges and 
canyons, translucent mists, brilliant sun
shine, shifting trails of fog, great rivers 
pulsing to the sea. Throughout its range, 
but particularly in the southern half, the 
redwood is part of the coastal mosaic and 
mixes with other trees. Sequoia semper
virens occupies a well-defined climatic 
niche-the fog belt of maritime central 
and northern California. The summers 
are too dry to support extensive stands of 
the types of conifers that thrive in the 
moister climate of coastal Oregon· and 
Washington, but the fog's dampness lin
gers in the summer to keep the dry
climate conifers at bay. 

The coast redwood is most magnifi
cent in the northern California counties 
of Humboldt and Del Norte. It is concen
trated there in almost pure stands in the 
canyon bottoms, on the nutrient-rich al
luvial flats and on north-facing slopes. 
Douglas fir is found throughout the red
wood zone, and tan oak and madrone mix 
with the large conifers on the drier 
slopes. Redwood shares the coastal cliffs 
with sitka spruce and grand fir. Big-leaf 
maple, alder, laurel, azalea, rhododen
dron, mosses, ferns, berry vines and 
many flowering plants are also 
significant components of a redwood 
forest. 

Unfortunately, the awe evoked by 
groves of redwoods has not always been 
matched by a commitment to their pres
ervation. Approximately 75 years ago, 
President Theodore Roosevelt, speaking 
of both the coast redwood and the giant 
sequoia, said, " I appeal to you ... to 
protect these mighty trees, these wonder
ful monuments of beauty ... There is 



The long campaign 10 preserve California's remaining redwoods did 1101 slacken when Redwood National Park was established in 1968. In 1969, as Lady Bird 
Johnson spoke at the dedication of a redwood grove named in her honor, activists demonstrated for park expansion. 

nothing more practical in the end than the 
preservation of anything that appeals to 
the higher emotions in mankind." How
ever, fine sentiments are often easy to ex
press but difficult to implement. 
Roosevelt's sole achievement on behalf 
of the coast redwood was to accept for the 
federal government the gift of a few 
hundred acres of redwoods in Marin 
County, north of San Francisco, which 
he proclaimed as Muir Woods National 
Monument. Congressman William Kent 
had purchased the area and donated it to 
the federal government, which then took 
no action to preserve more of the trees 
until Redwood National Park was estab
lished in 1968. 

The coast redwoods, mostly owned by 
the federal government at one time, were 
practically given away under the terms of 
the Pre-Emption Law of 1841, the 

Homestead Act of 1862 and the Timber 
and Stone Act of 1878. By the time pres
ervation of the coast redwoods became a 
concern, the trees were in private 
ownership. 

Fortunately the state of California and 
groups of private citizens have done bet
ter. The Sempervirens Club of California 
was formed in 1900 and, in 1902, it per
suaded the California Legislature and the 
governor to establish Big Basin Red
wood State Park in the coastal mountains 
south of San Francisco. But the most 
magnificent redwood groves rise from 
the river canyons of northwestern Cali
fornia, and the increasing harvest of 
timber in that region spurred the forma
tion •fthe Save-the-Redwoods League in 
1918. The league, in conjunction with the 
state, has done yeoman's work since 
then, establishing a string of small but 

ecologically significant state parks. 
However, the state parks did not en

compass enough land upslope from the 
preserved groves, and destruction of 
old-growth trees within the parks has re
sulted. A combination of destructive 
logging and attempted conversion of the 
land to grassland denuded many slopes, 
and relentless winter rains sent countless 
tons of exposed soil and rock down the 
streams. In 1964, hundreds of magnifi
cent redwoods were destroyed in Hum
boldt Redwoods State Park when a 
gully-washer sent a tremendous load of 
silt from logged-over lands rushing down 
Bull Creek. The raging, overloaded 
stream cut away its banks on the alluvial 
flats and undermined many giant trees in 
the Rockefeller Forest. Even today the 
signs of recovery are barely discernible. 

The housing boom of the late l 940s 
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accelerated the harvest of old-growth 
redwoods, increasing pressure to save 
the redwoods. Public concern expressed 
from all parts of the country forced estab
lishment of a Redwood National Park in 
1968. Unfortunately, Congress took a 
good proposal for a national park and 
weakened it so much that the Redwood 
Creek portion of the park was another 
Bull Creek disaster waiting to happen. 

The national park established in 1968 
consisted of 58,000 acres and took in 
three state parks-Jedediah Smith, Del 
Norte Coast and Prairie Creek. The prin
cipal federal acquisition was in the area 
of Lost Man Creek and Redwood Creek. 
Redwood Creek is a major coastal stream 
south of the Klamath River; the world's 
tallest measured trees grow there, in the 
"worm," the narrow, southern-most ex
tension of the park. However, all land 
more than one-quarter mile upslope of 
the creek in the worm remained in timber 
company ownership. As clearcutting 
went on and the lands became a swath of 
timber slash, erosion and scenic degrada
tion, the promise of a national park in 
Redwood Creek was fast receding. 
Timber operations had substantially 
damaged these upslope lands during the 
decade after the park was established, but 
increasing evidence of that damage, the 
growing threat to the tall trees along 
Redwood Creek, and the continuing 
interest of organizations such as the 
Sierra Club finally won over the state of 
California, the Carter Administration 
and Congress. Congressman Burton's 
legislative skill, the support of key sena
tors, and grass-roots activity in all parts 
of the nation finally made a reality of the 
hope for a larger park. 

The 1978 Redwood Park legisla
tion- H .R. 3813- consists of three 
principal parts. 
• The park was expanded by 48,000 
acres in order to provide ecologically 
sound park boundaries in Redwood 
Creek and to add some important lands 
that separated Prairie Creek Redwood 
State Park from the federal land in Lost 
Man and Redwood creeks. The bill 'also 
established a park protection zone of 
30,000 acres upstream from the ex
panded park in Redwood Creek. The 

Secretary of the Interior is authorized to 
acquire land in the park protection zone 
in order to prevent damage to park re
sources. 

• Less than 10,000 acres of the 48,000-
acre park expansion consist of undis
turbed old-growth redwoods. The rest is 
cutover; much of it was logged recently. 
This cutover land is a welter of stumps, 
buried small streams and ongoing ero
sion. H.R. 3813 authorizes the ex
penditure of $33 million to rehabilitate 
these lands. This program will boost the 
depressed and undiversified north coast 
economy while minimizing further ero
sion of logged lands. 

• Timber operations of two compa
nies-Arcata and Louisiana-Pacific
were partially dependent upon logging 
the old-growth redwood trees that were 
taken for the park expansion. These 
companies, as well as Simpson Timber, 
will be fairly paid for the land taken, but 
employees of Louisiana-Pacific have 
been laid off because of federal acquisi
tion of land that was scheduled to be 
logged during the next few years. Arcata 
and some other employers will also be 
affected. Title II of H.R. 3813 provides 
that employees who lose their jobs or 
whose earnings are reduced because of 
the park expansion will receive compen
sation, retraining and relocation pay
ment. This provision is unique to the 
Redwood National Park expansion legis
lation and should minimize any eco
nomic losses by individuals. 

The new park is long and slender, ap
propriate for the preservation of trees that 
grow on ly near the sea. The park reaches 
50 miles from Redwood Creek south_of 
Orick to the magnificent forests of 
Jedediah Smith Redwoods State Park 
east of Crescent City. Although Red
wood National Park was established to 
preserve the coast redwood, it also in
cludes a spectacular wilderness beach 
from Orick to Crescent City. Soaring 
headlands, steep cliffs, the surging sea, 
long open beaches, the Klamath River 
estuary, offshore rocks, quiet lagoons 
and the ever-present trees are the ele
ments of this unique landscape. 
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There are three main areas of pre
served old-growth redwoods in the 
park-Redwood and Lost Man creeks, 
Prairie Creek and Jedediah Smith State 
Park. The trees in the Stout Grove, at the 
conjunction of Mill Creek and the Smith 
River, the lush forest and understory 
along Prairie Creek, the unbroken ranks 
of redwoods on the slopes of Redwood 
Creek, and the world's tallest trees are 
the highlights of the redwood forest, but 
there is a naturalist's catalogue of other 
places to see. 

Three large lagoons, which are not 
part of Redwood National Park, extend 
south eight miles from the mouth of 
Redwood Creek, and there is a breathtak
ing slope of redwoods to the east of the 
town of Orick. An old logging road, 
mostly reclaimed by alders, serves as an 
eight-mile trail along Redwood Creek to 
the world's tallest tree, and another 
closed road provides a trail up Lost Man 
Creek. The upper watershed of this small 
stream supports particularly impressive 
stands of rhododendrons. 

A dirt road leads to wild Gold Bluffs 
Beach, so called because of an attempt in 
the 1850s to mine gold from the colorful 
cliffs. Fern Canyon, a jewel draped in 
robes of ferns, opens onto the beach. 
There are numerous trails through the 
redwoods and along the streams in 
Prairie Creek Redwoods State Patk, and 
the open meadows and beaches are often 
frequented by Roosevelt elk. 

S pectacular headlands rise south of the 
Klamath River and, north of the river, a 
trail opens onto views of a sea that seems 
to extend to infinity. Sea lions often are 
seen feeding at the mouth of the river. 

Trails lead through the forest and down 
steep cliffs to the ocean in Del Norte 
Coast State Park. To the east of Crescent 
City, Mill Creek and the Smith River 
flow through what many consider to be 
the most beautiful of the redwood 
forests. 

There are some questions about the fu
ture of the park. Redwood Creek is bur
dened with a tremendous load of sedi
ment from the destructive logging of past 
years and from natural erosion. If a rain
fall as intense as the 1964 deluge occurs 
before the unnatural sediment load is 

gradually flushed out to sea, the disaster 
of Bull Creek could be repeated along 
Redwood Creek. The cessation of log
ging on the land that was recently ac
quired, together with the rehabilitation 
program, wi II decrease the unnatural sed
iment load entering the stream. The Inter
ior Department is committed to system
atic monitoring of activities in the park 
protection zone. The Interior Secretary 
has the authority to acquire any or all 
lands in that zone to prevent damage to 
the park, but it is not clear at this time if 
acquisition of any or all of this land will 
be necessary. The beautiful lagoons 
south of the park are partially in private 
hands and should be preserved . The state 
of California is presently working on an 
acquisition program in the area. 

But, all things considered, the future 
of Redwood National Park is more as
sured than it has ever been. An agree
ment is nearly concluded between the 
state of California and the National Park 
Service for the federal agency to lease 
and manage the three state parks for 25 
years. This will be the first step toward 
consolidating the federal and state lands 
into one national park, and it should fa
cilitate the development of a master plan 
for the park. 

The expansion of Redwood National 
Park could be used as a textbook example 
of the importance of grass-roots support 
for such an undertaking. Many Sierra 
Club people were deeply involved, 
among them Edgar Wayburn, the former 
Club president who worked for many 
years to establish a Redwood National 
Park, and Linda Billings, who worked 
for many years as a Sierra Club lobbyist. 
John Amodio, a north-coast resident who 
spent months in Washington, D.C., lob
bying for the redwoods, said, "When the 
legislation to expand the park was hung 
up in the House Rules Committee, the 
flow of letters from people all over the 
country to their representatives in Con
gress provided the leverage to push the 
bill out of committee. Without those let
ters we wouldn't have made it." 

Larry£. Moss is a free-lance writer on envi
ronmental issues and a former execwive di
rector of the Planning and Conservation 
League. 



How Environmental Candidates Fared 

The 1978 Elections 
Results by Region 
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C
ANDIDATES with strong conservation positions did reasonably well at the polls in November. In fact, in 
areas where environmental issues were the deciding factors in local elections, conservationist candi
dates enjoyed their greatest successes. Following are some of the most important election results. 

Alaska, Hawaii and the Pacific 
Northwest 

In Alaska, the narrow reelection victory 
of Governor Jay Hammond (R) was wel
comed by environmentalists; he has em
phasized planned rather than unre
strained development of Alaska's natural 
resources. A major setback for environ
mentalists was the passage of the 
" homestead" initiative , which wi II 
make up to 30 million acres of state land 
available for private ownership; this 
poses a threat to proposed National Inter
est Lands and to Alaskan wildlife. The 
initiative's constitutionality is being chal
lenged in court. 

In Hawaii , Jean King was elected 
lieutenant governor; King was a very ef
fective conservation advocate in the state 
legislature. Voters also passed two envi
ronmental constitutional revisions: one 
gives citizens the right to sue on behalf of 
the environment; the other requires a 
two-thirds vote of the state legislature to 
approve a site for any, nuclear facility. 

The quality of congressional represen
tation from the state of Washington 
should improve following the election of 
two conservationist-supported Demo
cratic candidates to the House, Mike 
Lowry and Al Swift. Local conser-

vationists expect Lowry to take the lead 
among the Washington delegation on 
conservation issues. 

The reelection of Representative 
James Weaver (D) in Oregon is one of the 
most important election results for con
servationists. Weaver heads the House 
Agriculture Subcommittee on Forests 
and has been a strong advocate of sound 
forest management and wilderness pres
ervation. Representative Les AuCoin 's 
(D) reelection was also applauded by 
Oregon conservationists. Oregon voters 
strongly endorsed state land-use plan
ning by soundly defeating, for the third 
time since 1971, an initiative that would 
have seriously weakened Oregon's Land 
Conservation and Development 
Commission. 

California 
Governor Jerry Brown (D) easily won 

reelection, with significant support from 
environmentalists. A key campaign issue 
was nuclear power; Brown opposes new 
plant construction until waste
management problems are solved. He 
also made strong commitments in his 
campaign to improve air quality in urban 
areas and to protect farmland. 

The results in the congressional races 
were mixed. There will be three new 
pro-environment faces in the House: 
Norman Shumway (R) defeated incum
bent Representative John McFall (D); 
Vic Fazio (D) will replace retiring Robert 
Leggett; and Tony Coelho (D) will oc
cupy the seat of retiring 8. F. Sisk. These 
gains were offset by one major loss
John Krebs (D) was narrowly defeated 
by Charles Pashayan (R). Two traditional 
opponents of environmental legislation, 
Don Clausen (R) and Robert Dornan (R), 
bare ly survived close contests with 
environmentalist-backed candidates. 

The Northeast 
The most significant gain for New 

England conservationists was the defeat 
of Governor Meldrim Thomson (R) in 
New Hampshire. Known for his pro
nuclear power, pro-utility industry 
stands, Thomson lost mainly on the issue 
of levying a controversial proposed sur
charge to pay for construction work in 
progress on the Seabrook nuclear power 
plant. His successor, Hugh Gallen (D), is 
opposed to the surcharge, which would 
increase electric bills prior to completion 
of the plant. 
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Environmentalists in Massachusetts 
were disappointed when Ed King (D), 
was elected governor. He supports nu
clear power and offshore oil drilling and 
denies that the disposal of nuclear waste 
poses any problem. 

Conservationists are pleased with the 
election of Representative Paul Tsongas 
(D) to the Senate. 

In Maine, the proposed D ickey
Lincoln dam was a determining factor in 
the election of Representative William 
Cohen (R) to the Senate . He defeated in
cumbent Senator William Hathaway (D), 
who was generally good on environmen
tal issues, but favored the dam. Cohen's 
House seat was won by Olympia Snowe 
(R), who also opposes construction of the 
dam. 

ln Vermont, Representative James 
Jeffords (R), a solar-energy backer, was 
reelected . However, Governor Richard 
Snelling (R), a pro-development busi
nessman with no apparent environmental 
sympathies, was also reelected. 

S enator Claiborne Pell (D), Represen
tative Femand St. Germain (D), and 
Representative Edward Beard (D), all 
strong conservationists, were reelected 
in Rhode Island. 

In Connecticut, the reelection of Rep
resentative Toby Moffett (D) was a major 
environmental victory. 

A major loss in New Jersey was the 
defeat of Representative Helen Meyner 
(D) by James Courter (R). Also disap
pointing was the reelection of Represen
tative Edwin Forsythe (R), a powerful 
anti-environmentalist. On the brighter 
side, both Representative James Florio 
(D) and Representative William Hughes 
(D) retained their seats. Florio was espe
cially helpful on the legislation to protect 
the Pine Barrens. Representative Robert 
Roe (D) was reelected by an overwhelm
ing margin. Roe is the chairman of the 
Economic Development Subcommittee 
of the Public Works ~ommittee, where 
he has been a leader on urban environ
mental issues. 

In New York, Geraldine Ferraro (D) 
scored an unexpected victory for envi
ronmentalists, but Representative 
Edward Pattison, a strong environmental 
backer, was defeated. 
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The Midwest 
In Michigan, Detroit City Council 

chairman Carl Levin (D) defeated two
term Senator Robert Griffin in the state's 
most important Senate race. Griffin was 
at best lukewarm on environmental is
sues, although he did play an important 
role in defeating the SST in the early 
l 970s, and more recently was a supporter 
of strong Alaska lands legislation. How
ever, Levin is well-liked by environ
mentalists. The most exciting change in 
the House was the defeat of Republican 
Garry Brown; he was replaced by former 
state legislator Howard Wolpe, who will, 
we hope, be an excellent environmental 
advocate . 

On election day Wisconsin voters 
picked Republican Lee Dreyfus to be the 
state's next governor. A colorful 
maverick, Dreyfus was chancellor of the 
University of Wisconsin before deciding 
to take on the favored Representative 
Robert Kasten for the GOP nomination, 
along with then-incumbent Martin 
Schreiber (D). While environmentalists 
generally supported Schreiber, Dreyfus 
is believed to be receptive. His an
nounced energy policies are terrible
accelerated powerplant development, 
more nuclear power-but his general 
environmental sympathies are still un
known. The defeat of Representative 
Robert Cornell (D) is regarded as a set
back; he had a good environmental 
record and was responsible for the recent 
passage of a bill designating two national 
forest areas in his district as wilderness. 

Minnesota's Democratic-Farmer
Labor party suffered a major defeat. Sen
ator Wendell Anderson, the incumbent 
Democrat, was narrowly defeated by 
Republican Rudy Boschwitz . Ander
son's national posture was strongly in 
favor of environmental measures, but 
state environmentalists were angry at his 
positions on state issues. Boschwitz 
seems receptive and has been a strong 
advocate of the BWCA wilderness. 

For the Senate seat held by Hubert and 
then by Muriel Humphrey, Representa
tive Don Fraser, a superb environmental 
leader, was beaten in the primary by a 
millionaire entrepreneur, Bob Short. En
vironmentalists were thus delighted to 
see Republican David Durenberger thor
oughly trounce Short in the general elec-

tion. Duren berger in the past has been 
active in the environmental movement in 
Minnesota, although his campaign pro
nouncements did not reflect that fact. 

The worst news from the Midwest was 
the'<tefeat of Iowa's Senator Dick Clark, 
a most respected environment-minded 
member of the Senate. Clark was upset 
by Roger Jepson (R), who apparently 
benefited from well-organized anti-Clark 
campaigns. The defeat of two-term Rep
resentative Mike Blouis, a strong envi
ronmentalist from Dubuque, was also 
regrettable. 

Illinois had a few surprises or 
significant events for environmentalists. 
Senator Charles Percy came from behind 
to win a third term. Percy has had a gen
erally good environmental record. In the 
most interesting congressional race, the 
perennially beleaguered Abner Mikva, a 
strong environmentalist, was reelected. 

Ohio environmentalists will have to 
hunker down for another four years of 
anti-environmental Governor James 
Rhodes, who barely squeaked past the 
challenge offered by Lt. Governor 
Richard Celests. 

I n Kentucky, environmentalists had 
hoped to elect a candidate from their 
ranks, Tom Easterly, to the House to re
place John Breckenridge. Lexington area 
voters foiled that by filling the seat with a 
Republican for only the second time 
since the Civil War. Little is known about 
the environmental leanings of the victor, 
Larry Hopkins. 

In Kansas, incumbent Governor 
Robert Bennett (R) was narrowly de
feated by environmentalist-backed John 
Carlin (D), former speaker of the state 
House. Representative Dan Glickman 
(D), considered to have the best envi
ronmental voting record in the state, was 
easily reelected. Losses included the 
election of Bob Whittaker (R) to the 
House (Whittaker opposes the proposed 
Tallgrass Prairie National Park) and the 
defeat of Martha Keys (D), who also has 
a good conservation record, by Jim 
Jeffries (R). 

The Southwest and the Rockies 
In Arizona, Representative Morris 
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Udall (D) easily won another term in the 
House despite the concerted opposition 
of the mining industry, which had 
launched a recall campaign earlier in the 
year. Udall is chairman of the Interior 
Comittee and has a good record on envi
ronmenta I issues. Environmentalists 
were also pleased by the reelection of in
cumbent Governor Bruce Babbitt (D), 
who has a good record and is an avid 
backpacker. 

In Colorado, conservationist-backed 
Senator Floyd Haskell (D) lost his reelec
tion bid to Representative William 
Armstrong (R). Armstrong has a very 
poor voting record on conservation is
sues in the House. Representatives 
Patricia Schroeder (D) and Tim Wirth 
(D), two incumbents with good envi
ronmental voting records, won reelection 
handily. Governor Richard Lamm (D), a 
one-time environmentalist whose reelec
tion campaign stressed opposition to Car
ter Administration environmental 
policies, also won easily. 

In Montana, Representative Max 
Baucus (D), a strong conservationist, 
will be replacing retiring Senator Paul 
Hatfield (D). Baucus' House seat wi II be 
filled by Patrick Will iams (D), who ran 
on a pro-conservation platform. 

Two nuclear power initiatives passed 
in Montana. One, a statewide initiative, 
requires that all nuclear facilities pro
posed for Montana must be approved by 
the voters and must be covered by a bond 
of 30% of the capital cost to cover de
commissioning. Missoula County voters 
approved a ban on the siting of any nu
clear facility within their county. 

Wyoming's incumbent Governor Ed 
Herschler (D) ran a close but successful 
reelection campaign that stressed envi
ronmental protection and strict controls 
over energy development. 

In Idaho, Senator James McClure (R) 
and Representatives Steve Symms (R) 
and George Hansen (R) all won easy 
reelection: all three have very poor vot
ing records on environmental issues. 

The South 
In Florida, Robert Graham (D), who 

had an excellent environmental record in 
the state senate, defeated Jack Eckerd for 
the governorship. Florida also voted 

down constitutional revisions that would 
have crippled environmental agencies. 

In North Carolina, Representative 
Steve Neal (D) was reelected; he plays a 
key role in energy issues on the Banking 
Committee, heads the subcommittee that 
oversees the Export-Import Bank and is 
the author of a bill to create a solar energy 
development bank. Senator Jesse Helms 
(R) , who has one of Congress's worst 
conservation records, was reelected. 

Jn Virginia. Representative Herbert 
Harris (D) retained his seat. Harris spon
sored legislation for the Manassas 
Battlefield Park and the Potomac Na
tional River Park. 

S outhern environmentalists received a 
double blow in South Carolina; Senator 
Strom Thurmond and Representative 
Floyd Spence, who both have terrible 
environmental records, will return to 
Congress. 

Arkansas and Alabama each had mod
erate environmental gains. Howel l 
Heflin (D), an opponent of unrestrained 
growth and a critic of nuclear power, 
claimed a senate seat unopposed in 
Alabama. Arkansas' new governor is 
Bill Clinton (D), formerly the state's at
torney general and a strong backer of 
solar power. 

Oklahoma Representative Ted 
Risenhoover (D) lost his seat in the pri
mary election. He will be replaced by 
Mike Synar (D), who looks good on en
vironmental issues. 

The new Texas congressional delega
tion appears slightly improved to conser
vationists. Eight of the state's 24 seats 
were available because ofretirement. Re
tiring Texans held many key committee 
positions. Four representatives are likely 
to be strong supporters of environmental 
positions: incumbents Bob Eckhardt (D) 
and Jim Mattox (D) and newly elected 
Mickey Leland (0) and Martin Frost (D). 
Environmentalists regret the defeat of 
John Hill, a pro-environment Democrat, 
for the governorship. Farmland preser
vationists were pleased to see the passage 
of a constitutional amendment that bases 
property taxes on the present use of the 
land rather than on its development 
potential. o 
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Alaska: 
President Carter to the Rescue 

EDGAR WAYBURN 

T
HANKS to the vision and courage of an environmentally aware President of the United States, the 
National Interest Lands of Alaska now have a great degree of protection. Congress adjourned in October 
without passing National Interest Lands legislation. On December I, 1978, using his authority under the 

1906 Antiquities Act, President Jimmy Carter signed proclamations designating 17 national monuments 

covering approximately 56 million acres 
of Alaska. The President also directed 
Interior Secretary Cecil Andrus to use the 
1976 Federal Land Policy and Manage
ment Act (the BLM Organic Act) to des
ignate approximately 40 million acres in 
12 areas as national wildlife refuges. 

Secretary of Agriculture Bob Berg
land has aiso taken action under the BLM 
Organic Act to protect 11 million acres of 
the Chugach and Tongass National For
ests from mineral entry and preemptory 
state selection. 

Earlier, on November 16, Secretary 
Andrus had protected all the areas in pro
posed conservation units by issuing 
emergency withdrawals of 110 million 
acres- including the acreage that Presi
dent Carter later moved to protect. These 

three-year withBrawals will remain in 
force with the President 's actions under 
the Antiquities Act. 

Thus, firm executive action has ac
complished the objectives that the Sierra 
Club and other conservation organiza
tions have 6een fighting for since the 
Alaska Native Settlement Act passed in 
1971. 

Thirteen of the national monuments 
will be managed as national parks by the 
National Par~ Service. Two monuments 
are national wildlife refuges, managed 
by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. 
and two areas will be managed as wilder
ness by the U.S. Forest Service. Subsis
tence hunting will be allowed in all areas 
e_xcept the Kenai Fjords National Monu
ment. 

National Monuments Proclaimed by President Carter 
Under Park Service 
Aniakchak 
Bering Land Bridge 
Cape Krusenstem 
Denali 
Gates of the Arctic 
Glacier Bay 
Katmai 

acres 
350,000 

2,600,000 
560,000 

3,890,000 
8,220,000 

550,000 
1,370,000 

570,000 
1,710,000 

Noatak 
Wrangell~-St. Elias 
Yukon-Charley 

Under Fish & Wild/1/e 
Yukon Flats 
Becharof 

Under Forest Service 
Admiralty Island 
Misty Fjords 

Kenai Fjords 
Kobuk Valley 
Lake Clark 2,500,000 Total acreage: 

Proposed National Wildlife Refuges 
acres Nowitna 

Arctic Range 9,900,000 Selawik 
Copper River 690,000 Tetline 
Innoko 3,720,000 Togiak 
Kanuti 1,480,000 Yukon Delta 
Kenai Range 160,000 Alaska Marine 
Koyukuk 2,080,000 Total acreage: 
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5,800,000 
10,950.000 

1,720,000 

10,600,000 
1,200,000 

l, 100,000 
2,285,000 

55,975,000 

1,560,000 
3,220,000 

770.000 
1, 180,000 

13,710,000 
460,000 

38,930,000 

President Carter's deeds reflect not 
only his environmental unqerstanding 
and wisdom but also the overwhelming 
support of the American people for pro
tection of Alaska's National Interest 
Lands. This support was evidenced re
peatedly in congressional hearings held 
over the past two years. But Congress's 
failure to act- largely because of the de
laying tactics of Alaskan Senator Ted 
Stevens (R) and the intransigence of 
Alaska's other senator, Mike Gravel 
(D)-put the National Interest Lands in 
jeopardy. The President's quick and deci
sive actions place him in history as the 
greatest conservation president of our 
time. Only Theodore Roosevelt, who 
withdrew a total of 234 million acres of 
public land, established the national 
forest system and designated national 
monuments in the Grand Canyon and in 
the Olympic Mountains, can be com
pared to President Carter. 

Grateful as we are for the actions of the 
President, we must remember that the 
battle for the National Interest Lands is 
not over. Congress can modify or nullify 
what President Carter has done. It is not 
likely that those who would exploit the 
last great natural areas will be content to 
let the President's actions go unchal
lenged. FQr our part, we must see that the 
measures he has taken are reinforced
strongly and immediately. In his procla
mation the President stated, ''The actions 
I have taken today provide for urgently 
needed permanent protections. However, 
they are taken in the hope that the 96th 
Congress will act promptly to pass 
Alaska lands legislation.'' It is up to us to 
follow his lead. o 

Opposite: Unnamed Min glaciers i11 rhe proposed 
Lake Clark Nario11al Park. 





"You must take the consequences 
of your mistakes or misfortunes wi.thout 

excuses or explanations. Excuses and 
explanations are for the world below." 

Behind the drama and advenTure of Law
rence Ladin's story is an important lesson, 
one always heeded 011 Sierra Club outiflgs. 
Any mou111ain trip may be dangerous, yet 
with common sense and experience, the 
risks of ski-touring can be minimized. 
Sierra Club ski tours stay ow of trouble by 
staying our of avalanche country and by 
having the appropriate equipment and 
enough well-trained leaders 011 each trip. 
And, of course, our main tool for avoiding 
danger is utilizing the common sense, the 
knowledge and the precawions that have 
evolved during the 76 years the Club has 
been leading outings. For a description of 
Sierra Club ski tours, write the Owings 
Departmem, 530 Bush Street, San Fran
cisco, CA 94108. 

W 
E llA VE halted lo rest at the top of 
Allenby Pass. I drop my pack on 
my skis, panting from the climb. 

The cold, still air quickens the blood with 
each breath. Around us range shining, un
touched snowfields, the ramparts of the 
Canadian Rockies. Pale blue glaciers hang 
on the cliffs. Above us, near the peaks, the 
rocks have been blown bare of snow. No 
one speaks. 

The sun is intense, dazzling. There is no 
wind. 

Snow, rocks, sun, silence. 
Then , on a farther peak, snow begins lo 

waterfall off a rock ledge, first slowly, then 
in a heavy stream. The snow plume lands 
far below, and the lower snowfield ab-
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LAWRENCE LADIN 

ruptly disappears in billowing clouds, with 
the boom of thunder. Then silence again. 

We scrape the ice from our skis, shoul
der our packs, tighten the straps and move 
on. 

That, in 1976, was my fir t winter trip in 
the Canadian Rockies. We had the 
mountains-we were 40 miles northwest 
of Banff, Alberta-completely to our
selves. The snow had buried our log cabin 
to above the windows. We skied up and 
down a few peaks, built an igloo, held a 
dance by kerosene lamps and with a wind
up Victrola. The Canadian guide knew his 
wilderness skiing and was practiced in 
mountain rescue. Our second guide was a 
Frenchman from Chamonix, an ex
mathematician, who had c limbed on 
Everest. At the end we skied out over Al
lenby Pass, making the 28 miles in two 
days. The mountains and glaciers were 
awesome. 1 can see them yet. 

I RATHER like the Canadian Rockies. 
Their history is pleasing and 

romantic-the voyageurs, the Hudson's 
Bay Company, the Mounties, the Edwar
dian spas. I like the Canadians, too. l 've 
made many summer backpack trips in their 
mountains, sometimes with friends, some
times solo. 

Backpackers now sweep into the Rock
ies each summer. Yet those who love the 
sheer silence of the wilderness prefer the 
winter. 

Consider, however, the problems of the 
winter wilderness. You climb a mountain 

on your cross-country skis. You descend 
that mountain on those light wooden slats 
with their loose bindings, carrying a 40-
pound pack. 

The snow pours down. You cannot see 
ten feet ahead. You must find your camp in 
the white-out. Your fingers are starting to 
freeze. What now? 

You must cross a steep snowfield. Can 
you tell whether the snow will avalanche 
as you cross? If you are swept away, can 
you save yourself? If your companions are 
buried, can you find them? Can you revive 
them after they have been buried half an 
hour, ten feet down? 

Here skill is rewarded, ignorance and 
clumsiness are punished. You must take 
the consequences of your mistakes or mis
fortunes without excuses or explanations. 
Excuses and explanations are for the world 
below. 

In 1977 two Canadian friends asked me 
to join in another winter trip, to be led by 
the same Canadian guiding firm as the year 
before. My mountain cross-country skiing 
was till shaky, my winter survival ski Ii still 
rudimentary. My training might well con
tinue with this outfitter. I wrote to say I 'd 
join the group. 

We would ski in about eight miles, then 
rendezvous with a helicopter for a lift to 
the cabin. A week later we would ski all 
the way out, going over Allenby Pass 
again. I noticed that this year the guide 
firm offered more than a dozen trips, far 
more than in 1976. 



SEVEN O'CLOCK in the morning, a at least some avalanche beepers?" 
bus station in the mountains. I edge " Have them at the cabin. Don 't need 

through a crowd of skiers, hunting for our them in Citadel." 
guide. Most of the skiers are expensively Clouds have been piling up as we ready 
dressed, carry downhill skis and are obvi- ourselves. Clothes and packs are adjusted. 
ously not with my party. I spot some of my Snow begins to fall. The ascent begins. 
group in well-worn hiking clothes and car- We ski sing le fi le. Kobi , far ahead, 
rying packs. We gradua lly sort 1/hmratro,r by Bill Ynm, 

dah , dum . Somewhere I ' ll find you/ 
moonlight behind you/dah, dah,dah,dah , 
dum." I 'm moving smoothly and easily, 
and my pack is riding nicely. 

Kobi leads us across an alpine meadow, 
his trail dipping occasionally but steadily 
climbing. I skim over the rises and swoop 

ourselves out from the high- ,------------------------, down across the dips. A good 
feeling. The snow blows stronger 
and heavier, driving with a pat
tern against my cotton wind 
parka. I tighten the parka about 
my face and wrists, hitch up my 
snow gaiters to my knees, and 
don my snow goggles. That's 
better. 

fashion crowd. No guide yet, so 
we pass the time in the station 
coffee shop . I don't see my 
friends from last year; they must 
have canceled. 

The group is large-too 
large-about 20 persons. Some 
of our skiers are wearing bulky, 
heavy jackets. All wrong for 
cross-country work. Others have 
shiny new skis and new packs, 
another sign of beginners. We'll 
manage, if the trip is run as well 
as last year. 

Our guide turns up at 8 a.m. A 
close-cropped brown beard, a 
green Tyrolean hat and gray ski 
knickers. Very little to say. A 
Swiss, it wou ld appear. He is not 
quite sure when we leave. Even
tually our bus pulls in, and we 
leave for the jump-off point. 
Somewhere in the mountains the 
bus lets us off. 

Most skiers leave their back
packs on the bus for the copter to 
carry in to the cabin, but I 'm 
going to carry my pack; 1 need the 
workout. Besides, my s leeping 
bag and extra clothes make good 
emergency gear for winter travel 
in the backcountry. 

THERE 'ssome milling and con
fusion while the experienced 

people he lp the beginners wax 
their skis. Cross-country wax 
should grip the snow going uphill 
but slide smoothly going down. I 
carry six waxes, examine today's 
snow, hesitate between blue and 
green wax , and decide on blue. 
Blue had better be right. I wax 
up, push my boots into the toe 
irons , clamp them tight and ski 
over to the guide. 

The guide's name is Kobi. He 
doesn't volunteer much informa-
tion; hardly the take-charge type. 

" Kobi, where is the other guide?" 
"I will lead you in myself. Th~ other 

guide is at the cabin.'' 
"Only one guide to lead 20 people?" 
''The Citadel Pass is a simple route. 

Never problems going through. '' 
··How about avalanche cords for us, or 

.. ' . ~ 
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THE TRAIL grows steeper. A 
girl trips and pitches into the 

soft snow. She flounders, shoul
der deep. Two of us pulling and 
hauling on either side get her on 
her feet again and brushed off. A 
novice, and not in good condition 
e ither. 

The ascent co,ntinues. The 
pace slows as the slope steepens 
again. Slide, breathe in ; slide, 
breathe out; slide, breathe in; 
slide, breathe out. Even in this 
cold wind I'm sweating. When 
skiing uphill the danger is not the 
cold; the problem is overheating 
and sweating, so I loosen my 
wind parka to let in air. Under the 
parka I only wear a light wool 
s hirt and Norwegian fishnet 
underwear that lets air circulate 
against the skin. Sweat is danger
ous. Sweat-damp clothes will 
freeze when you stop to rest. 
Keeping dry is the first rule in 
winter wilderness. 

Here we go again. At this al
titude the trees have shrunk to the 
size of bushes; they hug the 
ground tightly. Presently they 
disappear; we are above tree line. 
Our track is the only mark on the 
s mooth, undulating snowfield. 
The slope steepens again; we 
must be nearing Citadel Pass. 
Slower pace, but I 'm moving 
well. Slide, shift balance, breathe 
in ; slide, shift balance, breathe 
out. There is no talking now. 

· YEN NE • 
We mount a small rise and at 

breaks the trail in the soft, deep snow. 
Skiers chatter, introduce themselves, talk 
about gear. The islands of pointed spruces 
look black against the snowfields. 

In a few minutes l have a good cross
country rhythm. Slide, slide, breathe in; 
slide, slide, breathe out. "Dah , dah , dah, 

once the mountain opens up into a 
saddle between two dimly seen peaks
Citadel Pass ahead. The snow pours out of 
a white sky through white swirling air. To 
climb mountains with an exhilarating ef
fort, to ski smoothly and tirelessly, to be 
warm and dry in the storm-this is truly 
living. 
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It is tempting to push on to the head of 
the group but the novices are floundering 
and panting hard. There should be an as
sistant leader at the rear to keep the novices 
out of trouble. 

A RED parka lags behind with me to 
keep an eye on the beginners. A Ger

man, apparently, named Ulli; a good skier, 
but a tireless talker. He knows a good deal 
about wilderness skiing, and he tells me all 
without pause. 

Ulli doesn't like the snow conditions. 
Too much fresh snow, too deep and corn
ing down too fast. 

Now for the top of the pass. Today's 
snowfall is already knee deep, but still it 
comes down. The gates of the pass are 
hardly visible, though Kobi 's trail is clear 
enough. A steep descent in the open, then 
brush and timber dimly seen below. 

A pause to collect the slow-movers, and 
now the descent. The first sl:ciers, the best 
ones, ski a straight descent, which looks 
dangerous. But there they are, whooping 
and yelling, plowing knee deep through 
the powder, making jump turns before they 
hit the brush. 

I draw my parka close and tight for the 
descent, compose myself, and push off. 
First try an easy descent, a slow, shallow
angle traverse across the hill. My skis dis
appear in the soft powder, which billows 
around my knees. All under control, so 1 
tum into a steep descent- floating down 
on air, whooping and yelling as the snow 
parts like a bow wave. 

By the time the laggards flounder or fall 
to a stop, Kobi has disappeared into the 
trees, and the voices of the first skiers be
come distant. The trail is a traverse along 
the steep side of a hill, dodging between 
the spruces but easy to follow. Berni, a 
small and sprite ly lady, jogs in front of me, 
skiing her own casual, freeform style. She 
describes the one and only authentic way 
to organize a British Columbia salmon 
barbecue. Rod, her husband, begins some 
anecdotes of lumberjack bars he has 
known. We are the last ones on the trail. At 
least I think so, but I can't see far in this 
heavy timber. 

Ulli has skied forward to talk with Kobi. 
Ulli doesn't like the snow conditions at all. 

We hear them counting off from the 
front. About time. We count off three 
times before the guide, somewhere far 
forward, seems satisfied. Twenty-four 
people, inc luding the guide. Too many. 

The snow has suddenly stopped, leaving 
the spruces bowed heavily. We are still 
traversing a slope, inside the timber, but 
the going is easy. I 'm g liding along nicely 
while Berni describes an annual gala her 
brother gives on Vancouver Island. 

Someone ahead is shouting. Something 
about an avalanche. Well, we can 't see any 
avalanche here in the trees, and we can't 
hear it, so what's the point? We'll see it, I 
suppose, when we get out of the timber. 

"Hey, avalanche!· ' 
"Where?" 
"Avalanche, up forward. Hurry! Please 

hurry!" 
"Can't hurry in these trees.' ' 
"For God's sake, hurry!" 
We move forward. Still in big trees but 

now the snow is rumpled and torn. This 
can't be an avalanche. No trees broken off, 
no roar. 

"Where is it?" 
''Right ahead. For God's sake start dig-

ging! People are buried.' ' 
"Buried?" 
·'Dig!" 
''What?'' 
' 'Dig! Right ahead. We don't know how 

many." 
Kobi is probing into the snow with his 

ski pole held upside down . I drop my pack 
and start probing with a ski pole, handle 
down. 

"Where 's Anne? Where's Jo?" 

T HEY can 't be buried. There wasn't 
even a roar. The trees aren't broken. 

They must be in the woods somewhere. 
Kobi shouts: ''Here's someone! You dig 

here. Take off your ski and dig with it." 
Kobi digs furiously with a short shovel. 

"Watch out! I 've reached her face. Dig 
the sides of the hole so I can get down to 
her. Her legs lie that way. Dig there." 

The snow, packed heavy by the slide, is 
hard going. A girl's face appears about five 
feet under. 

··can someone give mouth-to-mouth 
resuscitation? You can? Get in there, and 
keep going until she's out." 

"Who's in this hole? " 
" lt 's Barbara." 
" Barbara, Barbara, can you hear me? 

Slap her face." 
A murmur from Barbara. 
"Barbara, who was ahead of you?" 
Weakly- "Anne." 
''How far ahead?" 
"About three yards. She was caught. In 

front ofme. The snow came down. " 
' 'Who was ahead of Anne? " 
"Shirley.'' 
"Who was behind you?'' 
"Dan." 
To the group, "Is Dan, Anne or Shirley 

here?" 
'Tm Dan. I dug myself out. " 
"Start probing about here for Anne. You 

three keep working on Barbara." 
Ulli comes up to the guide. " Let me ski 

back with Ken. We 're the fastest. I think 



we 'II make it to the park warden 's station 
before dark. We'll look for help." 

"Go ahead. The rest of you count off 
again." 

Two are still missing. 
"Make a line three feet apart. Probe 

ahead and below Barbara.'' 
Kobi shouts again. "Here's one. Get 

over here and dig' Dig!'' 
Three of us dig with our skis. This one is 

deeper. 
We find her about six feet down. 
"It's Anne." 
Anne doesn't answer when her face is 

cleared. Her skin is colorless, her lips 
blue. Barbara is out now, shaking vio
lently. One of the women goes into the 
hole with Anne for mouth-to-mouth resus
citation. 

From another woman : "Get some sleep
ing bags here. Get Barbara's clothes off. 
I 'II get in the sleeping bag with her. Get 
some padding under us. Strip her to the 
underwear, that's enough." 

K OBI slaps Anne's face. "Anne, Anne! 
Listen to me! " Anne's eyes open. 

··was anyone ahead of you?" Anne mur
murs something. "She says Shirley was 
caught ahead of her." 

We start probing ahead and below 
Anne's position. 

Kobi pulls some aluminum tubes from 
his pack, screws them together into a long 
pole and begins probing again. 

The snow's deeper here. My ski pole 
could be passing over her head without 
touching her. I take a ski and push it all the 
way down and still no bottom. Worse and 
worse. 

By this time we have organized into a 
methodical search party. Eight people are 
probing in line, each about three feet apart. 
Nothing. 

Anne is out now and into a sleeping bag 
with another girl. She is crying and shak
ing convulsively. Someone else is inside a 
sleeping bag, too. Others sit dazed, with 
sleeping bags over them. Six or eight must 
have been caught. 

We probe back and forth covering a 
dozen yards ahead of Anne and below her. 
Nothing. 

A long t.ime has passed-half an hour? 
Forty minutes perhaps? Someone is still 
buried in the heavy packed snow, perhaps 
sprawled upside down, freezing and 
smothering in the dark. 

"Over here. Dig!" 
Kobi found her with his probe. Right 

against a tree. She is down deep. W.e'reach 
her nearly ten feet down, twisted against 
the tree trunk. Her face is dead white. We 
lift her out of the hole, but Kobi shakes his 
head and walks away. 

WILDLIFE AND NATURAL 
HISTORY TRIPS FOR 1979 

The Best of the GALAPAGOS ISLANDS in a private yacht - limited 
to 15 passengers - optional Machu Picchu or Easte r Island ...... . .. . . . .. . January 
The Forests of COSTA RICA - natural history trip ..•....•... . . . . .. . . January 
KENYA, EAST AFRICA - the best of its National Parks .. .. .... . ....•.. January 
The GALAPAGOS ISLANDS in a private yacht - limited·to 15 
passengers - optional Machu Picchu or Easte r Island ........ . . . ... .. . . February 
ECUADOR AND T HE WEST ERN AMAZON BASIN - a natural 
history and birding expedition .. . ........... .. . . .. . ......... Februa ry 
PANAMA - a birding trip, limited to 15 passengers ..... . ....... . ...... March 
The GALAPAGOS ISLANDS in a private yacht - limited to 15 pass . ........... April 

The Best of the GALAPAGOS IS LANDS AND MACHU PICCHU -
limited to 15 passengers ............ . ............ . .... . . . .... May 
Hiking the INCA TRAIL, t he Inti Raymi Festival, & the 
PERUVIAN JUNGLE ..............•.. . . . ............ . .. ... June 
The GALAPAGOS ISLANDS, climbing the Volcano Alcedo .......... . .. . . . June 
The GALAPAGOS ISLANDS, the AMAZON BASIN, & MACHU PICCHU ...... .. June 
ALASKA ............ . ..... . ..... . ............ . ... . . . .. July 
KENYA & TANZANIA - the best of EAST AFRICA ... . ....... . .. . ... August 
TANZANIA, EAST AFRICA -the best Nat ional Parks & 
Kilimanjaro Climb .. . . . . . ... . .....•.... . ...• . ........ . . . August 
S RI LANKA (Ceylon) - a wildlife expedition .. ............. . . . .... August 
AUSTRALIA - a wildlife expedition w ith optio nal extension 
to New Guinea or New Zealand ... . ............ . .....•. September/October 
THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA .. . . . . .. . . ...... . . . September/ October 
Land's End - PATAGONIA & TIERRA DEL FUEGO -
a natural history trip . . . .......... ... . . ........ . .. . . .. ... November 
The GALAPAGOS ISLANDS & MACHU PICCHU .•... ... . . ... . ..... December 
For further information of the above list ings, please write us at the following address: 

......... ...A.. 
(904) 377-711 1 

HOLBROOK TRAVEL, INC. 
We offer you the world 

3520 N.W. 13th St., Gainesville, FL 32601 

&fl§ sciuare foot of m;;;rrtjn,9 
Swept dean by the wind and 

perfumed with sage, 
Heir to the Plains Indian . . . .. 
You may~·ve the unique gift of this hen'tage 

Blues and solid eartli. 
Aruf free om. 

It's a beautiful reality. 
One square Foot of Earth in Wyoming, 

And the space above it to dream it; 
Eagles and old warriors await you there. 

NOT[ SOid as a dream wrth a IOtJch Of realrry one square 1001 is tindevelOPable hence ,1 rs sold as a novehy only 

·-----------------------------------------------------
Printed 99-year lease to one square foot of earth in Wyoming: 

D Matted for display ........ . ............................... . .... $21.98 

• Unmatted ...... . ..................... . ............. .... ........ $1 7.98 
Nam.,_ ______________________ _ 

Add res.,_ _____________________ _ 

City __________ Stat.,__ _____ zi..,_ __ _ 

Send to: RMT Enterprises• Box 3657, • Casper, Wyoming 82602 

·-----------------------------------------------------· 
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PRACTICAL • LIGHTWEIGHT• STYLISH• INEXPENSIVE 

SCOTTISH WALKER by Dolt 
Cordura, YKK zippers. another zippered 
compartment on back side. Includes 
non-slip shoulder strap. 
Just the right size 
for incredible 
versatility. 
9x12x15½. 

$25.00 
Navy, 
royal, 
brown. 

Ca1,roin•a 
,es,oents 
aaa 64o 

sa1es 1a~ 

ORDER 
TOLL 
FREE 

OUTSIDE 

CALIFORNIA: -------

18001 421·7153 ~ 
IN CALIFORNIA CALL: ' 

VISA j ~t~~cash,e, s 
Check only No C O D 01 personal cneck 

BIKECOLOGY 
BIKE SHOPS 

15 15 w,1snire Blvd PO Box 1880 
Sania Mon,ca CA 90406 

Ooen Mon-Fn 8·6 PST Sat 9.5 

University of California, Berkeley 

Research 
Expeditions 

Program 

You could help 

... Excavate a 14th century town in Ghana 
or a :-ieolithic site in Southern Italy 

Record early Indian cave art in California 
Track monkeys in a Kenya forest 
Map an ancient Egyptian monument 
S1udy the ecology of Caribbean lizards 
Collect unusual plant specimens in 

Soulh America ... 

No previous experience 
necessary. For further 
information, contact : 
Un,versily Research Expedihons 
Program (UREPI 
Univer911y of Cahforn,a 
Berkeley. California 94720 
(415) 642-6586 
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THE TRAMP SERIES 
by Tumble Weed Transit 
Waterproof Cordura nylon, YKK #10 coil zippers. 
Special ingredient is a beautiful, rugged full-grain 
leather bottom for superior durability. loading and 
shape holding. Both sides are lined with shape
holding foam and protected with 6 oz nylon inside. 
Internal mesh pocket. nylon carry straps with 
leather comfort grip, shoulder strap, and leather 
lash points add up to the most deluxe valise 
available. The limited production handmade 
quality is evident' Navy. brown. rust. royal blue. 

· Small (1900 cu. In.) Medium (2600 cu. In.) 
Carry-on. 2 outside Carry-on if you're lucky. 
zipper pockets. One zipper. one magazine 
$34.00 slash pocket. $48.00 

- carry-on. 
$61.00 
Send for our 
free unusual 
all-nylon 
luggage 
catalog 

suitcases, 

\ •• - -------~~ packs, brief I cases. wallets, plus' 
Free shipping anywhere in USA. 

10 day inspection money-back guarantee. 

NATURE 
PHOTOGRAPHY 

workshops with 

PHILIP HYDE • ART BACON 
BOB KOLBRENER 

in the Escalante, April 9-14 

PHILIP HYDE • ART BACON 
rafting the Grand Canyon, April 16-20 

STEVE CROUCH 
tra,veling in Baja, April 9-13 

Al WEBER 
through the Mojave, March 19-23 

And more. For complete brochure. 
phone (408) 429-2822 or write to: 

Nature Photography 

University of California 
Extension, Dept. 9 

Santa Cruz, CA 95064 

A man in a blue shirt lays a plastic sheet 
on the snow and stretches her out, face up. 
He opens her eyes and feels for a pulse. 
·'No pulse, no breathing. You [to a woman 
in a green jacket], thump on her heart five 
times, pause and repeat. Don 't stop. I'll 
give her mouth-to-mouth resuscitation. " 
No expression on Blue Shirt 's face as he 
begins. Berni and I wedge some foam pads 
under Shirley and lay my steeping bag over 
her. 

Blue Shirt (his name turns out to be 
Roger) and Green Jacket work steadily. 
Thump, thump, thump, thump, thump, 
pause. Shirley's chest rises and falls as 
Roger blows into her mouth. A little color 
returns to her face. Roger tells Green 
Jacket, •~my, get ready to switch. Don 't 
miss the timing. We 'II switch again in ten 
minutes." The snow begins to fall once 
more. 

From Kobi , " We 'II move down to the 
bottom of the hilJ now, away from the av
alanche area. Bring everything down." 
Apparently there is still avalanche danger 
here. A struggling shuttle begins-people 
with skis and packs moving down the 
slope. 

Berni and I stay with Shirley. The resus
citation continues steadily. A woman joins 
the two working on Shirley, and they start 
relieving each other in rotation. 

"Berni, how long has it been?" 
" I think about two hours since the av

alanche. I think about an hour since we 
found Shirley." 

"Who is this guy Roger working on 
Shirley? ls that her husband?" 

" Yes.'' 
" Berni, do you think there 's any 

hope?" 
" No.'' 
The revival team knows its business. 

Berni and r stand by, not able to help. 
Everyone else is gone, but it doesn't seem 
right to leave them. It's still snowing. 

Finally, " Roger, it 's been two hours. 
There still is no pulse, her pupils are still 
dilated. We ' II work as long as you wish. 
But do you want us to continue?" 

Roger mumbles, " It won't do any good 
now. " The sleeping bag is pulled over 
Shirley's face. Two women lead Roger and 
start down. I take my sleeping bag off Shir
ley. lt will be needed tonight. I pull a plas
tic tarp over her and leave a ski pole in the 
snow as a marker. 

T HE C HUG, chug of a helicopter rotor 
becomes audible suddenly. It must be 

looking for us through the snowstonn. The 
helicopter takes form briefly, then disap
pears into the snow again. 

Camp is in a grove of trees some dis
tance down the valley. A big trench has 



been dug in the snow. Five people wrapped 
in sleeping bags sit with legs in the trench. 
Several women do what they can to com
fort the rescued. One woman is tryirtg to 
get a fire going. 

" Does anyone have an ax or saw?" 
·' No-get all the firewood you can by 

hand.' ' 
We scatter for firewood. The snow is 

very deep; it is getting darker; we flounder 
into the trees. Plenty of big dead timber, 
but without an ax or saw it is unusable. 
Rod and I return with a few armloads of 
small branches and twigs. Others straggle 
in. Now we are in a fix. Five or six av
alanche victims, plus Shirley's husband, 
are in shock. No one has dug a snow 
shelter-a cave or igloo- and it's too dark 
to start. 1\venty-three people and only 
eight sleeping bags. Our firewood can't 
possibly last the night. 

The group is calm. People are doing 
what they can, but the avalanche victims 
aren't going to make it through a night in 
the open. If Ulli and Ken get caught in 
another slide and don't make it to the park 
warden's headquarters, there cou Id be a 
wipeout tonight. We 've given up on the 
firewood, so we start cutting spruce 
boughs for insulation from the snow. I 
suppose we can dig snow trenches, line 
them with spruce boughs and if we lie 
down huddled together I suppose we 'II 
manage. God help the injured. 

Rod and 1 make one last try for fire
wood, hunting in the twilight. We hear 
shouts in the woods. The rescue team 1 

A MOUNTIE and I are seated at a 
wooden table. Hot food is cooking in 

the kitchen. I am cold, wet, tired and glad 
to be alive. Those who could ski were led 
out, skiing in the dark. The rescue team is 
still out there in the woods with the in
jured. The Mountie opens his notebook. 

"Was everyone rescued? How do you 
know? How many were there in your 
party? How do you know how many? 
When did the guide count them? Was 
everyone dug out? How do you know? Did 
you see any avalanche signs before the 
slide happened? 

''Now sir, we'd appreciate your name, 
address and phone number. Don 't leave 
the area without checking with us. Thank 
you for your information." 

Bowls of hot, thick bean soup are put 
before us. I have never tasted anything so 
good in my life. Then they bring roast 
beef, baked potatoes and I don 't know 
what else. 1 muddle my plate. I can 't eat 
now. o 

Lawrence Ladi11 ski-tours a11d backpacks. a11d 
has chaired the Club's Iowa Chapter. 

Giwen trees. Freah moootan 
air. Sparkling streams. The spirit 
that mows you to experience 
nature 6rst-hand. And now, our 
new catalog of wilderness gear. 

Send for yours today. 

C<H>J> Wilderness Supply 
Dept. S • 1607 Shattuck Ave. 

Berkeley, CA 94709 

A limited A superb print in full 
edition of color. size 24" x 36:· 

tOOO pr·nts color surface I7'x25- I/ Z:' 1 each ro be signed by: 
THE NORTH N.E. Odell. lohn Noel. 

FACE OF Lord Hunr. Chris 
MOUNT Bonington and Doug 

EVEREST Scott. Price: $180. All 

B K . h proceeds go to 
Y eit chariries: Royal Geo

Shackleton, g raphical Society. 
R.S.M.A. Mounr Everest 

Foundation. Federation 
o f British Artists. 

Orders or further 
details from: 
Federation of British 
Artists, 17 Carlton 
House Terrace, 
London SWIY 580, 
England. 

THIS IS THE LAST PLACE ON EARTH 
LIKE THE FIRST. PLACE ON EARTH. 

This is Dominica. The most luxuriant tropical island m the Caribbean, perhaps mall 
the world. Last home of the legendary Carib Indians. Last refuge of the endangered 
Sisserou or Imperial Parrot and the Rednecked Parrot. And one of lhe last places on 
earth where people who love nature can find paradise. In a pristine wonderland of 
mountains, waterfalls and orchids, you'll find small. pleasantly informal hotels with /' 
swimming pools, excellent food. experienced hiking guides and safari tours, and / 
very affordable prices. Please write for more about this most uncommon island // 

and a most uncommon new brochure // 

marlin empite 10Ute <;: rt."i~ 
/ O.;s o°".J.." '\q, ,.. 

/ -<; v..,. v ,:,," 
/ R--~ J-0 ~- '# ~ .... 

// #,~ e~""'-o~, •o 

Let us show you the world. 

/ (C i" 0~ 'b<J ~ 
/ <..~<._,,. f ,,.,.,. # // 

// ~,,..~ '$-e •-"->';;,.., o'" 
/ ,:l- 'r' ,.,_, ., / 

/ ,s," ,l> \.' .,., / 
/ ~~~ ~ ,, / 

// '?-<:>\-...' ~0~ 
/ ~.,,.. # 

/ q<'""'S'c:1. ~"' / ..,.,.. ~ <l <o~v<l 
'---------------------------------------~ 
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SEND FOR YOUR 1979 SIERRA 
Put yourself in 

ALASKA 
Knapsack in the backcountry (Kenai 
Peninsula. Brooks Range. the 
Wrangells). sail the waters of Glacier 
Bay and Prince William Sound. 
BASECAMPS 
Exploratory day hikes from a central 
camp two or three days into the wild. 
from Maine to California. 
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BICYCLE TRIPS 
1\vo summer trips are in Hawaii. and 
there is a full tour of Cape Cod. and 
an eco-cycle in the Midwest. 
BURRO TRIPS 
Explore the California Sierra in the 
company of pack animals you ·11 come 
to love and respect. 

FAMILY TRIPS 
These cover almost the entire 
spectrum of trip types and places ... 
knapsacks. base camp Wilderness 
Thresholds. canoeing ... and all across 
the country and into Canada. 
FOREIGN TRAVEL 
These outings introduce you 
to native peoples and customs while 
you travel in the mountains and 
deserts. the coast and rivers of 
foreign parts. 

For 77 years club members have enjoyed 
the wilderness on special consenration 
oriented Sierra Club outings. For a 
long time these were confined to the 
Sierra Nevada. but in recent years trips 
have been to almost every wild place 



CLUB FREE OUTING CATALOG 
the picture ! 

left in the entire world. In 1979 
separate jaunts will explore both 
old favorites and new ones. Find 
out about all these in the Outing 
Departments new 1979 catalog, 
sent to you free on request. 

HAWAII 
Knapsack. bicycle or base camp on 
Lanai. Maui. Kauai and Hawaii. 
HIGHLIGHT TRIPS 
AnimaJs (or sometimes vehicles) 
carry all the camp gear and food. You 
are responsible for carrying your 
lunch and camera etc .. while you jog 
on Cape Cod. hike the Rockies the 
Tetons or the Sierra. and just 
generally live it up. 
KNAPSACKING 
The only way to go if you want to be 
as free as a bird lo change your mind 
and your route on impulse. Too many 
to describe. in all levels of difficulty 
from the leisurely to the impossible. 
And there are eight trips just for 
teenagers. 
SERVICE TRIPS 
Believe it or not. but many Sierra 
Club members pay (a reduced rate to 
be sure) to go to the mountains and 
spend much of their time doing hard 
manual labor. building trails. cleaning 
up other people's litter and making 
themselves generally useful. 

, • SKI TOURING 
Cross country ski camping in both 
Maine and Minnesota. You don·t 
know what the winter woods are like 
until you try it. 
WATER TRIPS 
Raft down the wild Western rivers. 

, canoe the Missouri. Mississippi or 
Rio Grande. California's Eel and 
Klamath and others in the East. 
New thisyear ... Sportyak trips. 
Spring and fall offer the ever-popular 

·.• leisure boating in the Sea of Cortez. 

1979 Outing Program free 56-page catalog . 

. . . TO EXPLORE, ENJOY AND PRE-
SERVE THE NATION'S FORESTS, 
WATERS, WILDLIFE AND WILDERNESS . .. 

Name 
Address 
City 
State ________ Zip ________ _ 

New members and trip participants in 1977 and 1978 will get 
a catalog automatically. 

SIERRA CLUB, 530 Bush St., San Francisco, CA 94108 
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Capturing a Mountain Lake 
Shifting Lights Through a Photographers Lens 
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Text and Photographs by 

DAVID SUMNER 

The unnamed lake in this series of photographs lies 
astride the Continental Divide at 12,190 feet in south
western Colorado's San Juan Range. It is one of seven 

lakes within a square mile-all in the heart of the Carson Peak 
Road!ess Area, one of the state's top RARE II wilderness 
candidates. 

I was camped immediately south of the lake for two days 
before it caught my eye. By simple ''scenic'' standards it is 
quiet and unspectacular. The shoreline is gentle and grassy, and 
neither grand peak nor great wall towers above it. Nonetheless, 
a late afternoon pattern of shadow and light finally intrigued 
me enough that I tried a few casual shots. Then I went back to 
readying supper. 

Moments later I glanced up, and the lake was another place. 
The clouds had moved; all patterns had shifled, and the light 
had intensified. I ran back to the site of my first sho1s, a small 
tundra hummock, and photographed.some more. An engaging 
counterpoint, I thought, content to let the matter rest at that. 

But the lake kept on changing, becoming richer and more 
detailed, drawing me back. Toward sunset I set my tripod on 
the hummock and left it there overnight and for the bener part 

of the next day. Now I was after a flow of changing tones and 
textures in time. I followed the sunset down to darkness, re
sumed at dawn, walched the morning cloud buildup. Alone, 
singly, few of the shots were particularly arresting; together 
they danced. Even in dull afternoon drizzle, the lake was vi
brant and alive. 

A summer later, a long mountain trek took me past the lake 
again; it was like revisiting a good friend. I went straight to the 
tundra hummock and to work. I had only a few minutes in the 
evening before dark, and the same the next morning before my 
party hiked on. In those brief intervals more fresh images 
appeared-quickly, for the wind was up and clouds flying 
across the sky. 

I now have more than 30 distinctly different photographs of 
the lake-all taken from the hummock with similar wide-angle 
lenses. This is an utterly infinitesimal record: bits and pieces of 
four days over two years. The lake has existed, about as is, for 
four-plus million days-more than 10,000 years-ever since 
the final Pleistocene glacier melted, leaving this alpine puddle 
behind. What other scenes have occurred here? The flow-the 
steady, rhythmic round that marks the ongoing wildness of this 
place- is beyond the reach of human imagination. • 
Dw·id Sumner fa a free -lance photographer ond wriler living in Den
rer. His next boo/.: on wilderness will be Colorado/Wild, to be pub
lished by Country Bemmful in 1979. 
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Population Projections 
How They Are Made ... And How 

They Make Themselves Come True 
JUDITH KUNOFSKY 

FOR ALMOST fifteen years, the Sierra Club has acknowl
edged that population growth is a cause of all environmen
tal problems. The environmental effects of the almost 220 

million Americans are compounded by an annual increase of 
almost 2 million; the Census Bureau's "medium level" forecast 
foresees a total population of 296 million in 2025-only 47 
years away. A growing population intensifies pressure on fragile 
land, contributes to pollution of air and water, provides the 
impetus for the urbanization of agricultural land and the con
struction of an ever-increasing number of power plants. While 
growth rates have declined both in this country and in many 
other parts of the world, overall population continues to 
increase. 

The way we evaluate how fast the population size is chang
ing, what programs might help reduce the growth rate, how bad 
(or good) the situation might be in the future is through the use of 
population projections. Moreover, for many programs with 
significant environmental impact-sewage treatment facilities, 
major water diversion projects, massive regional energy 
development- the population projection for the appropriate re
gion is used to justify the project. Ironically, in many cases, 
using a projection this way actually helps bring about the growth 
that was foreseen. In other words, sometimes the projection 
causes the growth! 

A population projection for a given geographical area states 
what the population size and growth rate would be at certain 
dates in the future. It differs from a population estimate, which 
is usually a statement about the past or current population of an 
area. Projections are prepared for the world, for nations, states, 
counties, cities and smaller geographical areas, and can be pre
pared with a variety of detail and sophistication. Some proj
ections give only the total number of people; others describe 
distribution by age, sex and sometimes race, religion or other 
group identification. Population projections are prepared using 
different models, or mathematical formulations, that express 
different theories about why and how population size and 
growth rates change. For example, one might assume that a 
community's overall population will continue to increase at I% a 
year. Or one might make separate assumptions about family 
size, mortality, fertility timing and migration, and apply those 
assumptions to a detailed breakdown of the current population 
by age and sex. Alternatively, one might relate population 
change to a projection of regional job availability. 

A projection is not a prediction; even in theory, a projection 
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need not tell us what is most likely to happen. A projection 
reflects the consequences of a continuation of "current trends" 
and the extent to which the model chosen accurately mirrors the 
real world. The difference between them is that current trends 
always change, and they change, at least in part, as a result of 
our evaluation of and reaction to those trends. For example, 
approximately one out of five births in the U.S. is to a teenager. 
One might prepare a population projection based on this situa
tion. However, one might feel that as a society we will adopt 
programs to change the trend, and therefore project a reduction 
in teenage parenting. 

Population projections are based on much accumulated expe
rience and are almost always prepared to reflect what are be
lieved to be current trends. Of course, it is difficult to distinguish 
between a current trend and a short-term aberration in behavior, 
in fertility or migration. It is important to realize that it is not a 
question of an adequately prepared projection being right or 
wrong, but simply that the world is much too complicated for 
there to be a correct guess of the future. 

Demographer Peter Morrison has written that, "Forecasting 
is least effective when it is conducted as an exclusively mechan
ical process. It is tempting to adopt an approved method, plug in 
some numbers, and crank out some more numbers that tell 
people what to do .... lt should be possible, however, to im
prove the odds on making right decisions not only by laboring to 
improve the models, but also by sharpening our ability to evalu
ate and assess the products of forecasting models .... Those 
who use demographic forecasts must exercise at least as much 
judgment as those who make them." 

Population projections are used in three ways. Projections are 
used to give us an idea of population size and growth rates in the 
future. We can evaluate whether the U.S. has reached or will 
reach zero population growth, how fast our numbers might be 
increasing in the year 2000, what the contribution of immigra
tion at various levels is to the U.S. population, the significance 
of the heavy migration to the Sun Belt, how fast Monterey, 
California, is gaining people or how fast another region is losing 
people. From these projections we can then evaluate the need for 
corrective or supportive actions, the wisdom of adopting various 
population policies to change or reinforce trends. 

Projections also are used in determining the allocation of 
federal funding, the decision to go ahead with or to reject vari
ous federal, local and state projects. All major government 
investments- such as roads, dams, sewage treatment plants and 



ls it fair for a community 
that consciously or unconsciously 

submits an inflated projection 
to receive a bigger chunk of the tax dollars? 

sewers-attempt to solve current problems (such as water pollu
tion), or may provide for additional capacity to continue to abate 
a problem or to anticipate a future problem. A new reservoir 
may, for example, provide for the anticipated water needs of a 
community that does not now have a water shortage. 

In order to determine these future needs, the agency propos
ing a project prepares a projection of the quantities involved, 
whether they're quantities of water, untreated sewage or vehi
cles expected. In each case, an essential component of the de
mand projection is a projection of the number of people who will 
be living in the area in question or who will be served by the 
facility. The population projection is then used to determine 
whether a project is needed, where it shoµld be located, how 
large it should be, the cost-effectiveness of the proposal and, 
finally, the amount of money to be made available by the appro
priate level of government. Pqpulation projections, therefore, 
are crucial and indispensable factors in the evaluation of needs 
by communities and by government agencies with funding 
authority. 

Population projections are also used in devising computer 
models that involve both population and economic projections. 
These models are used to estimate the effectiveness of proposed 
environmental controls. For example, a model may postulate 
various types of air pollutants emitted by different sources, fac
tor in topography and weather conditions, then evaluate various 
strategies for meeting federal air-quality standards. Modeling 
can also be used to gauge the effect on population of proposed 
energy development, a new industrial facility or water devel
opment. But population projections are much more than a rather 
academic, statistical exercise. The projections themselves can 
have a tremendous effect on growth. This is because construc
tion projects often foster the population and economic changes 
that were projected. In other words, if a community provides 
sewer hookups for a doubled population, people may move to 
that community-because there are sewer hookups. 

This situation pases certain problems: 

• ls it fair for a community that consciously or unconsciously 
submits an inflated projection to receive a bigger chunk of the 
tax dollars? 

• The growth ·that is induced by an inflated population projec
tion may reflect the desires of only certain special interests in a 
community. 

• One fecleral program may undermine the goals of another, as 
when the federal government funds a sewage treatment plant to 
solve current water pollution problems, and the reserve capacity 
of that plant facilitates growth in an area that depends heavily on 
the automobile. As a result, auto commuting increases, and air 
quality gets worse. 

Another example would be if a city with decreasing popula
tion were forced to use a projection reflecting only the "current 
trends," thereby aiding and accelerating the population de
crease. This direction might be contrary to an established federal 
or state or local policy of rebuilding the city's population and 
industrial base. 

Different government agencies have experienced different 
problems connected with population projections. In the 
abstract, these problems may seem almost impossibly abstruse, 
but case studies shed some light. 

Water Development and a Wilderness Study Area: 
The Forest Service and Medicine Bow 

National Forest, Wyoming 

T HE U.S. Forest Service, within the Department of Agricul
ture, has been developing a management plan for the Huston 

Park Unit of the Medicine Bow National Forest in Wyoming. 
The unit is near the city of Cheyenne, and the key point of 
contention has been the extent to which the Forest Service will 
accede to the Cheyenne Water Board's request that land be re
served for further development of the city's water supplies. 
Some of the remaining areas within the unit were to be made 
available for study for potential inclusion in the National Wil
derness Preservation System. The five options presented ranged 
from reserving one third of the acreage requested for potential 
water development to reserving all the acreage requested. ln 
area, the acreage requested for ~ilderness study ranged from 
none to 43,010 acres. The original choice made by the Forest 
Service was to reserve all the acreage requested for water devel
opment and to allocate 29,770 acres for wilderness study. 

Substantial controversy arbse, however, after publication of 
the Draft Environmental Impact Statement in late 1976. The 
Cheyenne Water Board had used a projection of I 13,490 for 
Cheyenne for the year 2000, compared with 43,813 in 1973. 
However the Economic Research Unit of the Office of the State 
Planning Coordinator had projected a year-2000 population of 
73,400 for the entire Laramie County, in which Cheyenne is 
located, of which about 60,000 would be in the city of 
Cheyenne. This discrepancy was noted not only by The Wilder
ness Society and the Wyoming Outdoor Council, but also by the 
Office of Industrial Siting Administration of the state and by the 
governor. Governor Ed Herschler wrote that, " The draft state
ment ... fai ls to adequately address several important matters. 
... The discussion of the population projections and the in
creased demand for water resulting from the projected popula
tion should be more specific and definitive." 

Objections were sufficiently compelling that in the final re
port, ·dated September 1977, the Forest Service had changed its 
recommended management plan to one allocating about half the 
requested acreage for potential water development and 36,840 
acres for wilderness study. The city immediately appealed to the 
director of the Forest Service, and the matter is still being 
negotiated. 

Water Development and Hydroelectric Power: 
The Army Corps of Engineers in Alaska 

T HE Army Corps of Engineers has proposed building a dam 
on the wild Susitna River in Alaska. If built, this would be 

the most expensive hydroelectric dam project in the Corps' his
tory, with costs estimated between $1.5 billion and $6 billion. 
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The sum total of all state projections 
used ... should be equal to 

or reasonably related to 
a projection of U.S. population. 

Corps analysts have admitted that, "by making assumptions 
about future populations and economic growth and then 
providing energy sufficient to sustain such growth, the initial 
projections may become Jelf-fulfilli11g prophecy." But the 
project's environmental impact statement takes a different, 
more simplistic view; it claims that the population and indus
trial growth will occur whether or not the dam is built and that 
the increased availability of power will not stimulate industrial 
development. 

The Corps did point out, though, that ''by presuming that 
energy needs must be met, the opportunity to use the provision 
of power as a tool to direct growth toward socially desirable 
goals is foregone. In the absence, however, of any such gener
ally accepted growth goals, it seems highly presumptuous to do 
otherwise than plan as to satisfy the energy needs required to 
sustain that level of future development deemed most likely." 
The statement is somewhat circular, but it does point out 
clearly that unless we as a country begin to develop and articu
late more clearly our national, regional and local population 
and development goals, the de facto growth policy will con
tinue to reflect past trends-or the wishes of the most vocal 
and opinionated special interests. 

If we are to use population projections intelligently and 
correctly-as planning tools rather than as pronouncements 
of unalterable preconditions- a few principles should be 
followed. 

The federal government should continue to produce pro
jections for the country as a whole that include a range of in
terpretations of current trends in U.S. population growth. 
Moreover the federal government should seriously consider 
producing alternative projections that present a more goal
oriented attitude towards U.S. population growth, i.e., that 
exhibit alternative population paths including fertility and mi
gration assumptions that are not now regarded as current 
trends. 

There is nothing wrong with the federal government continu
ing to produce a consistent set of population and economic 
projections for regions and communities, according to current 
trends (as does the Bureau of Economic Analysis for the Water 
Resources Council). However, population projections that are 
developed for use by the government in funding must satisfy 
the following conditions: 

• Projections must be prepared using demographically accept
able techniques and must be periodically updated. This point 
should be no surprise. 

• The sum total of aJI state projections used- or all projections 
for smaller geographical units-should be equal to or rea
sonably related to a projection of U.S. population. The sum of 
the parts must approximate the whole. 

• Projections must take into account the relevance of goals as 
well as trends. 

• There must be opportunities for input by state and local gov
ernments as well as the public. 
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• All federal agencies should use the same projections in a 
community or state. 

Communities must be encouraged to prepare and use pro
jections that reflect goals, not simply trends. This is particularly 
true for population distribution within a commlijlity but should 
also be true for population size itself. Implementation of the 
Clean Air Act, Clean Water Act and other national legislation 
has, in some communities, led to this type of innovative think
ing, but this needs to be encouraged far ~ore t~~n it has ?een. 

As the federal government improves its ab1hty to articulate 
national policies for urban development, protection of agricul
tural land, water policy, housing, population growth and so on, 
these policies should be reflected in its population projections. 
There is good news about the federal government 's use of popu
lation projections. The Environmental Protection Agency 
(EPA) has developed a new and environmentally sound process, 
one that follows the principles outlined above. 

The EPA's process begins with the Census Bureau's "Series 
II" projection for the United States. This is the medium projec
tion, the one most often quoted and used. lt is the projection that 
gives a U.S. population in the year 2000 of 260 million-and 
one in which U.S. population never stops increasing. The 
Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA) of the Department of 
Commerce periodically prepares a consistent set of population 
and economic projections for more than 600 geographical re
gions in the country, including each state. At EPA's request, the 
BEA divided the Census Bureau's single projection into 50 state 
projections. Each state would then divide its projection int~ a 
number of smaller projections for regions (such as those with 
water quality planning agencies-"208" agencies). Each re
gion would further break down the projections for constituent 
counties, cities and sewage-facility planning areas ("201" 
areas). The available federal funding would be limited to 75% or 
85% of the cost of a faci lity whose size would be determined by 
the EPA's population projection. Communities that wish to con
struct larger facilities could do so at their own additional 
expense. 

The EPA procedure also includes provisions for reasonable 
exceptions and variations within strict limits. Environmentalists 
have praised the proposed EPA procedure because it involves a 
national overview of population projections; because states 
have an important role to play; and because communities can 
determine where and how they want growth to occur. Implemen
tation of these reaulations would go a long way toward remedy-

e . . 
ing the problems involved in the use of population proJect1ons. 
But much would still need to be done: state governments and 
communities still have their own policies on how population 
projections are prepared and used. More importantly, the devel
opment of a community consensus on the most environmentally 
sound and socially beneficial projections for their area is a task 
that remains to be accomplished virtually everywhere in the 
country. • 

Judith Kunofsky is preside111 of Zero Pop11/a1io11 Grow1h and is 1he 
Club's popu/a1ion special isl. 



Paradise Lost? 

We don't think so. But the growing number of 
hikers, backpackers and campers is placing undue 
stresses on many of our more popular woodlands 
and trails. It's a problem that concerns everyone 
who uses and enjoys the great outdoors. 

That's why we've recently published a booklet 
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claims are ruled invalid, open-pit 
mining could begin in a wilder

ness area- a de ecration that could have 
historic repercussions. The area in ques
tion is Rock Mesa, a small moonscape of 
obsidian-necked pumice and rock located 
in the heart of Oregon's 243,608-acre 
Three Sisters Wilderness. The problem is 
that U.S. Pumice threatens to mine the 
mesa for its pumice, a mineral chiefly val
uable for its uses as hamburger grill 
cleaner, kitty litter or decorative rock. 
Should a wilderness area be sacrificed for 
such trivial benefits? The obvious answer 
is --no," and nearly everyone agrees that 
Rock Mesa should be spared. Oregon ~ep
resentative Jim Weaver in 1976 urged the 
House Interior Committee, the Agricul
ture Department and the Interior Depart
ment to withdraw Rock Mesa from mineral 
entry- to forbid any minihg .there. ''Vir
tually all of my constituents," he wrote, 
"believe this withdrawal is in the public 
interest.·' Oregon Representative Al 
Ullman natJy stated. "Rock Mesa won't 
be mined," and he has indicafed that he 
will join Mr. Weaver and Oregon's two 
senators, Mark Hatfield ~nd Robert 
Packwood, in pushing for legislation that 
would enable the federal government to 
buy up U.S. Pumice's mining claims if 
other ways of preventing the J')1ining fail. 

Despite overwhelming public opinion 
and such political support , however, the 
threat continues. The battle is now in its 
seventh year. and no clear end is in sight. 
The source of the difficulty is the weak-
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a11 a Pile of Pumice 
BOB WAZEKA 

Oregon 

The swrred arell wirhin rhe Three Sfarer., 
Wildemesr is Rock Mesa. 

ness of the Mining Law of 1872; under its 
provisions, exploration and mining arc 
permitted on any public land that has not 
been specifically withdrawn from mining 
activity; about 68% of the almost 800 mil
lion acres of public land is open for min
ing. If mining activity conflicts with any 
other land use, mining is given first prior
ity. If mining claims are judged valid, the 
n1iner can buy the land for a few dollars 
an acre. 

The Rock Mesa case is especially sign if
icant because its resolution may have im-

. portant repercussions in other areas where 
mining claims could threaten wilderness. 
A mining loophole in the Wilderness Act 
of 1964 allows mining claims to be made 
in wilderness areas until the end of 1983. 
This is not the source of the immediate 
problem in Rock Mesa. because the claims 
there were filed in 1962, before the legis
lation passed. But many wilderness areas 
could be affected by thii,, loophole-and 
the precedent of a mining operation in 
the middle of a wilderness would be 
di quieting. 

In 1962, Pumice, a subsidiary of Cardi
nal Petroleum Company. bought ten 
claims located on Rock Mesa. Two years 
later the Three Sii,,ters Wilderness was es
tablished. In 1970, the company an-
11punced its intentions to mine the area, 
and the furor began. The claims cover 
1460 acres that include the entire mesa, 
which is the largest in a series of dacitic 
pomes and flows on the south flank of the 
IQ,300-foot South Sister. Mining the mesa 
would not only ruin hiking in the area, but 
would result in "total destruction of the 
mesa itself," according 10 Friends of the 
Three Sisters Prci.ident Jon Kemp. · · o 
one knows how long the mining would 
take," explains Kemp. "It could be done 
only a few months out of each year. Dur
ing that time, the whole core of the Three 
Sisters would be unusable as wilderness 
during the main part of the season.'· Be
sides the mining itself, an access road 
would be built, following an old jeep trail. 
The constant traffic of heavy-duty trucks 
and front-end loaders would be an ex
tremely intrusive disturbance . 

That is, if the mining would be worth 
doing. Environmentalists have pointed out 
that the presence of hard feldspar crystal in 
the pumice makes it unusable as grillstone; 
the feldspar would scratch and ruin grill 
surfaces. The same features that attract 
geologists 10 Rock Mesa from all over the 
world make it unattractive as a profitable 
mining venture. And the inexpensive min-

OpposiJe: Broken Top Mo11111ai11. 111 Ore11on's Thrt·t 
Si.Hers Wifd1•rness. 





The Formation of 
Rock Mesa 

A ccording to a 1972 geological study 
by Douglas Stoeser and Frederick J. 
Swanson, Rock Mesa was formed 
about 2000 years ago by a series of ex
trusions that solidified and piled up to a 
thickness of 280 feet. Viewed from 
above, the extrusions appear as concen
tric rings emanating from a central shaft 
or chimney. 

The extrusion process is similar to 
what happens when a bottle of luke
warm, slightly agitated beer is opened 
and the bubble-filled liquid pours out. 
Gas bubbles trapped inside the molten 
extrusions formed ''vesicles,'' or open
ings, upon solidification. Pumice is 
relatively light because it is solidified 
froth. 

Who's Involved? 

T welve environmental groups are now 
active in the Rock Mesa case. Frank 
Barry, formerly solicitor for the Interior 
Department and now an attorney in 
Eugene, Oregon, represents the Sierra 
Club, the Federation of Western Out
door Clubs, Friends of the Three Sis
ters, The Wilderness Society, McKen
zie Flyfishers, Oakridge Audubon 
Society, the Obsidians, and the 
McKenzie Guardians . Joining Barry 
are Portland attorneys Jan Sokol and 
Rick Josephson, who represent the 
Oregon Student Public Interest Re
search Group (OSPIRG), the Oregon 
Environmental Council, the Northwest 
Environmental Defense Center and the 
University of Oregon Survival Center. 
Jon Kemp, head of Friends of the Three 
Sisters, credits Mike McCloskey with 
first alerting the environmental com
munity to the mining threat back in 
1961, when McCloskey was the Club's 
Northwest representative. But the un
sung hero of the entire battle may be 
Don Hunter, a Eugene, Oregon, resi
dent who put together a Rock Mesa 
slide show and took it around the state 
showing it to all kinds of people
including senators and representatives . 
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Hikers descending Sourh Sisrer Mou111ai11. Ahead ofrhem and 10 rhe righr is Rock Mesa. 

ing techniques U.S. Pumice uses else
where - such as front-end loaders - may 
not be feasible at Rock Mesa. As well as 
being interspersed w.ith crystals of 
feldspar and spires of obsidian, the pumjce 
is not uniform in structure. In fact, Rock 
Mesa pumice fails to meet standards 
adopted by the General Services Adminis
tration, one of the major users of 
grillstone, and by the state of California. 
Moreover, according to a 1976 Oregon 
Student Public Interest Research Group 
(OSPIRG) report, there is an " insufficient 
quantity'' of usable material on eight of 
the ten claims. In short, environmentalists 
and government agencies alike claim that 
the pumice deposits do not warrant full
scale mining. And according to federal 
court interpretations of the Mining Law of 
1872, mining claims must be potentially 
profitable to be deemed valid. The pumice 
is of poor quality, there isn 't enough of it 
and other sources are readily available. 
Therefore, mining opponents reason, the 
claims should be declared invalid and the 
mesa left undisturbed. 

A complex set of legal maneuvers and 
challenges has centered around the pro
fitability and validity of the claim. Under 
the Mining Law of 1872, if the claims are 
declared valid, they can be patented, in 
which case the regulations of the Wilder
ness Act would apply. These regulations 
amount to a go-ahead for mining. 

But even if the claims were patented, 

the mining operation would still be subject 
to strict Oregon regulations concerning the 
impact of mining on air, water and undis
turbed wilderness. Complying with these 
regulations would undoubtedly increase 
the costs of mining Rock Mesa-and 
further reduce already dubious profits. 
The Forest Service and environmentalists 
both agree that this situation is a strong ar
gument against the validity of the claims. 

But does U.S. Pumice really want to 
mine Rock Mesa? Once patented, the 
claims would give the company ownership 
of both the minerals and the land itself. 
Theoretically, the land could then be de
veloped by the company as a ski resort or a 
condominium-or both- right in the 
middle of the Three Sisters Wilderness. 
Many environmentalists consider this a 
real threat. 

On the other hand, U.S. Pumice indi
cated in 1975 that it mjght be willing to sell 
its claims. In fact, the company's appar
ently fervent desire to preserve unprofita
ble claims and its sporadic threats to mine 
the area may be tactical moves in an elabo
rate game designed to promote the best 
possible selling price for the claims . 

In the past few years, the parties op
posed to mining Rock Mesa have in
creased in number and political clout. The 
Forest Service's 1977 Grant-Magill report 
concluded that all ten U.S. Pumice claims 
are invalid. The U.S. Department of Fish 
and Wildlife, the Bureau of Land Man-



The pumice deposits on Rock Mesa make it a bleak place; it resembles a jagged moonscape surrounded by 
a gentle forest and mountain wilderness. 

agement and a number of environmental 
groups have all joined in opposing the min
ing. 

In October 1978, a trial was held before 
the Secretary of the Interior on the validity 
of the claims; next, final briefs will be 
filed. A final decision is due sometime this 
spring. Meanwhile, Congress can act to 
preserve Rock Mesa by authorizing its 
purchase, by banning mining in wilder
ness areas in general and by revising the 
1872 Mining Act. But for the next five 
years, until January 1, 1984, it 's up to en
vironmentalists to keep the pressure on. 

The fate of Rock Mesa may involve 
more than one pumice mine. As the Forest 
Service's RARE II program and the 
BLM 's wilderness review (see page 46) 
progress, the general question of resolving 
controversies involving wilderness and 
mineral claims will become very impor
tant. Rock Mesa may be one of the prece
dents that future environmentalists will 
rely on to preserve other wilderness areas 
from destruction. • 

Bob Wazeka is a f ree-lance writer !il'ing in 
Eugene, Oregon. 

The "Prudent Man" Standard 

T here has long been controversy about whether mining claims must be profit
able to be valid. The issue is highly legalistic, but in general it appears that a 
"discovery" must meet the "prudent-man" standard, classically stated in the 
case of Castle v. Womble (1894): 

"A mineral discovery, sufficient to warrant the location of a mining claim 
may be regarded as proven, where mineral is found and the evidence shows that 
a person of ordinary prudence would be justified in the further expenditure of 
his labor and means, with a reasonable prospect of success in developing a 
valuable mine.'' 

A related standard is that of "marketability." This concept is explained by 
the decision of the District of Columbia Court of Appeals in the 1959 case of 
Foster v. Seaton: 

"With respect to widespread non-metallic minerals ... the Department has 
stressed the additional requirement of present marketability in order to prevent 
the misappropriation of lands containing these materials by persons seeking to 
acquire such lands for purposes other than mining. Thus, ... an applicant to 
justify his possession must show that by reason of accessibility ... develop
ment, proximity to market, existence of present demand, and other factors, the 
deposit is of such value that it can be mined, removed and disposed of at a 
profit." 
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[ Tsin~ Solar Polve1· Captiu·ed l~y Plants 

Biolllass Energy 
The Promise and the Problems 

OLAR ENERGY usually brings 
to mind flat plate collectors, 
photovoltaic converters or 
other devices that transform 
the sun's rays into heat or 
electricity. Yet long before 
these conversion devices 
were invented, the sun 

supplied vi rtually all of the world's energy 
requirements without technological help. 
It did this through one of nature's most 
fundamental chemical reactions, the 
synthesis of carbohydrates from carbon 
diox ide and water in the presence of 
light-photosynthesis. 

Besides directly producing food crops, 
photosynthesis has yielded firewood for 
warmth and for cooking. Animals that 
convert the energy in their feed have trans
ported us, tilled our fields and turned 
grinding wheels . From animal fats we've 
made candles to light our dwellings. But 
with the advance of technology, these sim
ple conversions of photosynthetic energy 
have been increasingly supplanted by their 
modern fossil-fuel-based counterparts: 
steam and internal-combustion engines, 
electric light bulbs and furnaces fueled by 
coal, natural gas or petroleum. Even food 
production, once the exclusive domain of 
photosynthesis, now involves consider
able use o f fossil fuels. Now, of course, the 
problems resulting from heavy depend
ence on fossil fuels have become evident. 
So there is considerable interest in finding 
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ways to reverse this trend, and many 
methods are being developed for using the 
energy captured by photosynthesis-or, to 
use the more recent term, "biomass 
energy." 

Biomass energy systems vary in the ma
terial that is the original energy source, in 
whether this material is produced primar
ily for energy, and in the process used to 
extract the energy in usable form. 

Almost every type of plant can be a 
source of useful energy-trees, nonwoody 
perennials, cultivated annual or biennial 
crops, and freshwater and marine plants. 
Either the whole plant may be used, or 
only the residues after harvesting and sub
sequent processing steps; usable residues 
include cotton-gin trash, rice hulls and nut 
she! Is. And almost every type of plant can 
be transformed into a particularly rich and 
available potential source of energy
livestock wastes or, from humans, sewage 
sludge. Energy can be extracted, too, from 
municipal refuse, since much of it is paper, 
wood and related products. 

Some of the materials used as biomass 
energy sources are produced primarily for 
that purpose-kelp grown in offshore en
ergy "farms'' is one example that has been 

given considerable attention recently. But 
many of these materials are processed for 
some other purpose, with energy a poten
tial byproduct. Some materials, in fact, 
occur naturally and need only be collected 
to be usable energy sources. Gathering 
fallen wood in an unmanaged forest is at 
one extreme among the many ways of 
exploiting trees for energy. At the other is 
the ultimate extractive use of forests 
coppicing, or harvesting whole trees at 
three-to-five-year intervals from special 
plantations. (With an appropriate choice of 
species, such a plantation will renew 
itself-new trees will grow from the 
stumps left after harvest.) An intermediate 
system would manage a forest primarily 
for lumber. in an environmentally respon
sible manner. while extracting energy 
from chips and such unusable residues. 

Such cultivated crops as com could be 
grown specifically as an energy source . 
But since com grain is more valuable as 
food, a more advisable scheme would be to 
extract energy only from the ordinarily un
used residues (cobs, leaves, and stalks) as 
an adjunct to normal com production. 

Energy can also be produced frc,:u natu
rally occurring aquatic plants. In fact, ob
taining energy from a ·plant that would 
otherwise be a nuisance, such as the water 
hyacinth, is a particularly attractive 
possibility-it offers an economic incen
tive for clearing the densely growing 
hyacinth from clogged waterways. How-



ever, with many aquatic plants, obtaining 
enough material to justify energy extrac
tion would require intensified cultivation, 
as in the kelp farms. 

M any processes can be used to obtain 
energy from plant materials or organic 
wastes. The most obvious is simply to bum 
them. But except for wood, direct combus
tion is generally not very suitable, either 
because the material contains too much 
moisture, because it is not clean-burning, 
or because it is too bulky to be readily 
transpoqed to where it will be burned. 
However, what is regarded as unsuitable in 
an affluent society might be a necessity 
under other conditions. Nineteenth
century pioneers on the treeless Great 
Plains burned hay and dried animal dong 
for home heating and cooking, and dung is 
still important in countries such as India. 
When the price of com fell to disastrously 
low levels during the Great Depression, 
American farmers sometimes burned com 
because if was cheaper to do that than to 
sell it and buy coal. 

Even in affluent and technologically ad
vanced societies, there are some circum
stances-generally when the material is a 
waste that has to be disposed of anyway
in which direct combustion is a practical 
and economical way of obtaining useful 
energy. The Hawaiian sugar industry not 
only provides energy for its own use by 
burning bagasse (wastes from sugar-cane 
processing), it even generates a surplus of 
electricity, which it sells to the state's util
ity company. The pulp and paper industry 
also derives appreciable amounts of en
ergy from its own wastes. 

But for most materials, some kind of 
processing is desirable to produce a more 
concentrated and clean-burning fuel. 
Some of the many possible methods have 
been in use for a long time. Fermentation 
of plants rich in sugar has produced al
cohol since antiquity, sometimes (but not 
usually!) for use as fuel. When livestock 
wastes, crop residues and other organic 
wastes are digested by anaerobic bacteria 
(those that grow in the absence of oxygen), 
a gas is produced that contains methane, 
the main component of natural gas. 
Anaerobic digestion is also a common 
method of stabilizing sewage sludge, and 
for several decades European treatment 
plants have collected the methane thus 
produced. (In the United States, the 
methane is often used to supply at least the 
treatment plant's own energy needs.) 
Combustion of wood or crop residues in a 
limited oxygen supply produces a low
energy gas containing carbon monoxide 

and hydrogen. This pro.cess is similar to 
the old method of producing "town gas" 
from coal, which became obsolete with the 
abundance of natural gas. Gas made from 
wood was used in Europe during World 
War II because of severe motor-fuel 
shortages. This gas can also be converted 
to methanol, or wood alcohol-adding 
this to gasoline makes a more efficient, 
cleaner motor fuel. 

Energy from biomass can also be ob
tained with more exotic techniques
some are in use now on a limited scale, and 
some are still being developed. In a pro
cess known as pyrolysis, organic materials 

solar energy from satellites when as yet 
few homes have even simple solar water 
heaters. 

Whatever disagreements exist among 
advocates of various biomass energy sys
tems, methane generation from livestock 
manure by anaerobic digestion is near the 
top of almost everyone's priority list. 
Large quantities of livestock manure are 
constantly produced and must be disposed 
of in some way. The technology of 
methane generation is well established 
and, at least in simple form, is readily 
available. Thousands of methane genera
tors are in use in India and other parts of 

There is a natural tendency among researchers 
to work on whatever offers the most interesting research 

while ignoring simpler approaches 
that could be applied right now. 

ate heated in the absence of air to yield a 
low-energy gas and a charcoal-like solid 
fuel. Or, to produce a liquid fuel from or
ganic materials, they can be hydrogenated 
at high pressure. One of the most common 
forms of organic materials is cellulose, an 
important component of wood and crop 
residues, and this resists many of the sim
pler conversion processes. Now, consider
able attention is being given to treating it 
with enzymes that break it down into 
sugars which can be fermented. Older 
techniques exist that use acids instead of 
enzymes to digest cellulose, but the sugar 
yield is much lower. 

Q f course, not every combination of en
ergy source material, production method 
and conversion process results in a practi
cal (or even physically possible) system 
for obtaining biomass energy. Still, there 
are many systems already in use, or that 
give considerable promise of becoming 
practical after further research. Each of 
these systems has certain benefits and limi
tations. If biomass energy programs are to 
evolve in a rational way, the advantages 
and disadvantages must be taken into ac
count, and priorities must be assigned to 
the various schemes. There is a natural 
tendency among some researchers to work 
on whatever scheme offers the most in
teresting research-usually the most tech
nically sophisticated one-while ignoring 
simpler approaches that could be applied 
right now. Biomass energy development 
will not be served by the kind of thinking 
that, in conventional solar research, has 
led to work on microwave transmission of 

Asia, although they leave room for consid
erable technical refinement. 

Methane is produced by letting bacteria 
digest a slurry of manure and water in a 
vessel from which air is excluded. 
Through a complicated chain of biochemi
cal reactions, some of which are not com
pletely understood, the complex organic 
molecules are broken down first to simpler 
organic compounds such as acetic acid (the 
acid of vinegar), and eventually to carbon 
dioxide and methane. If a gas with a higher 
energy content is desired, this mixture, 
frequently called "biogas," can be 
purified into a form that is essentially the 
same as natural gas. Besides removing the 
inert carbon dioxide, purification takes out 
trace cgntaminants such as hydrogen 
sulfide that otherwise would interfere with 
certain uses of the gas. Livestock manures 
can be made to yield methane on any scale, 
from a ·simple farm operation with a few 
head of cattle to enormous digesters han
dling wastes from several thousand head in 
a commercial feedlot. 

Methane production from livestock 
wastes illustrates an important dilemma 
concerning biomass energy systems gen
erally: Maximizing energy production is 
not necessarily compatible with environ
mental quality. With interest in renewable 
energy sources increasing, it is sometimes 
assumed that "renewable" automatically 
implies "environmentally sound." Cer
tainly the inverse can be true: Although 
many nonrenewable energy technologies, 
such as offshore drilling, stripmining and 
use of supertankers, are not environme n
tally sound, it would be a serious mistake 
to assume that the potential environmental 
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impact of biomass can be ignored just be
cause the source is renewable. 

With livestock manures, the conflict be
tween maximum energy production and 
environmental protection arises because 
methane production has an efficiency of 
scale. Larger units are more efficient, es
pecially in temperate climates where some 
of the methane must be burned to maintain 
the digester's temperature in the range re
quired by methane-producing bacteria. 
Heat loss from the digester becomes less of 
a problem with larger facilities because of 
the decreasing surface-to-volume ratio. 
Consequently, net energy production is in
creased when livestock are concentrated 
into large feedlots or when the manures are 
collected from scattered smaller farms. In 
either case, one then has the problem of 
disposing of organic residues left in the 
digester. 

On a farm, using the amount of organic 
material left from methane production is 
no problem; the material is very good as a 
soil conditioner and fertilizer, even better 
than raw manure. But the quantities ac
cumulating at a large centralized facility 
might greatly exceed the carrying capacity 
of nearby agricultural land. Besides posing 
a potentially serious environmental threat, 
disposing of the residues by applying them 
to land at excessive rates or by means other 
than land application would be significant 
waste of a resource. 

The same tradeoff occurs with systems 
that use plant residues left on the fields 
after harvest. Using all the available plant 
material will certainly maximize energy 
prod4ction, but it will also leave the soil 
unprotected against erosion and unre
plenished by the decaying vegetation. Sil
tation and sedimentation from excessive 
erosion is a serious environmental problem 
in many areas and, what is even more 
significant, it indicates the loss of an irre
placeable resource. It would be ironic if, 
out of a desire to find substitutes for one 
nonrenewable resource, fossil fuel, we in
creased the loss of topsoil, a resource that 
not only is not readily renewable but, un
like fossil fuels, has no substitutes. 

There is also tradeoff between technical 
efficiency on one hand and, on the other, 
the ease with which a system can be used 
(and thus the likelihood that it will be 
adopted). Because biogas generation is 
very sensitive to changes in temperature 
and in the quantity and composition of the 
manure supply, net energy production can 
be increased by using more sophisticated 
monitoring and control equipment and by 
devoting more attention to the system's 

operation. This may not pose a problem for 
a large, specialized facility primarilY. in
tended for energy production. On a farm, 
however, biogas production could only be 
a subsipiary activity. Presumably, farmers 
will not be interested in it if it requires too 
much care-especially during periods 
when their main concern is planting or 
harvesting on time. The design of biogas 
and other biomass energy systems is, un
fortunately, sometimes approached only as 
an engineering problem, with little consid
eration given to the needs of the ultimate 
user. The system that works best when run 
by engineers under the highly controlled 
conditions of a laboratory or experiment 
station may not be the one most farmers 
would prefer. While farmers differ consid
erably in their attitudes towards risks and 
their willingness and financial ability to 
invest in expensive equipment, it seems 
likely that many would accept a lower net 
energy output in exchange for dependabil
ity, lower capital cost and relatively care
free operation. 

Finally, there is the obvious question, 
how much of our energy budget can be 
supplied through biomass? lf the supply of 
biomass is the only constraint considered, 
the answer is that all of our energy budget 
could be, although such an answer does 
not mean much . A better way to put the 
question would be, how much of our en
ergy budget can be supplied through 
biomass with acceptable environmental 
impact, without excessive loss of other re
sources, and using systems that farmers 
and other users will find attractive? This 
question is much harder to answer; it is not 
easy to define "acceptable" and "exces
sive" and, even after environmental and 
other constraints have been agreed upon, it 
is still difficult to come up with a good 
estimate. But development of biomass en
ergy need not be delayed until we have a 
precise answer to this question. We al
ready know that biomass can supply 
enough energy to matter, certainly a lot 
more than we are getting from it now. Ad
ditional research will provide us with im
proved and more efficient systems. Avail
able and appropriate technology, if put to 
use with adequate attention to environmen
tal and resource factors and to the needs of 
eventual users, can make biomass energy a 
significant component of a sensible energy 
program. The most important question, 
therefore, is what are we waiting for? o 

William Lockere1z is a research associale al 
Washing1011 University's Ce111er for 1he Biology 
of Na111ral Sys1ems. He edi1ed Agriculture and 
Energy (Academic Press, 1977) and serves on 
1he Allemme Sources Subcommittee of the 
Club's Energy Commiuee. 



TALCBAKO LODGE 
In scenic Tweedsmuir Provincial Park 

A Sierra Club outpost for wilderness enthusiasts in the heart of the British Columbia Coast Range Mountains. 

"The Talchako Wilderness Study Area is 
one of the least spoiled regions in North 
America ... Its forests and lakes are remi
n iscent of Quebec, its glaciated peaks 
bring to mind the Alps, its canyons are 
similar to Yosemite's and its rain forests are 
like those of the Olympic Peninsula. Most of 
the enormous floral and fauna! fecundity of 
the region has been preserved . . . very few 
areas in North America offer such a diver
sity of sublime wilderness scenery." 

Activities available near the Lodge: 

Day Hiking Along the Atnarko or Bella 
Coola Rivers, to eagle nests, waterfalls, 
Indian petroglyphs, up rugged mountain 
sides and through stands of gigantic old
growth firs. 
Backpacking To the top of 1.320' Hunlen 
Falls, one of the highest waterfalls in North 
America, or to the gentle alpine meadows 
of the Rainbow or Cariboo Mountain areas. 
Canoe Trips Through a 20-mile chain of 
seven lakes at the top of Hunten Falls. 
Climbing Unbelievable peaks up and 
down the Bella Coola Valley offer the 
greatest diversity of climbing imaginable. 
There are 3,000' polished granite walls, 
6,000' rimrock bluffs and 6,000' to 10,000' 
snow and glacier-capped peaks. The area 
has climbing for all levels of ability with 
first ascents still possible. The climbing 
season starts about May 1st. 
River Trips Rubber raft and river boat trips 
down the Bella Coola and Atnarko Rivers 
can be arranged at the Lodge. The Atnarko 
offers challenging whitewater for river en
thusiasts who are able to bring their own 
kayaks or canoes. 

Mushrooming Is best in early autumn. 
Many common edible species may be 
found. 
Fishing King salmon to 40 lb .. Coho sal
mon to 20 lb., steelhead to 20 lb. , and trout 
to five lb. All may be angled for in the Bella 
Coola and Atnarko Rivers. Excellent fly 
fishing available. All fishing is best in 
spring, autumn and early winter. 
Cross-Country Skiing Available from De
cember to early April on the valley floor and 
from November to June in the alpine areas. 
The entire area has been scarcely touched 
by winter enthusiasts. Unlimited potential 
for true winter wilderness experience. 
Snowshoeing, Ski Mountaineering Un
touched, unutilized potential in all direc
tions for all capability levels. Snowshoes or 
skis a must for winter wandering and 
exploring. 
Wildlife Throughout the Talchako wilder
ness a tremendous diversity of wildlife 
occurs-moose, deer, mountain goats, up
land caribou, wolves, black bear, grizzly 
bear, wolverine, fox, otter, mink, marten, 
weasel, bald eagles, trumpeter swans, 
Canada geese, ptarmigan, grouse and 
many song birds are the most common 
species observed. Birdwatching is best in 
spring, and early summer. Eagles and 
bears are most common in autumn, swans 
and geese in winter. 

Accommodations The Lodge offers hostel 
accommodations for up to twenty people, 
as well as four additional cabins equipped 
with wood cookstoves, bunks, kerosene 
lamps, and cooking utensils suited for 
families or small groups of up to six people. 
Showers and hot and cold water, as well as 
a few other amenities, are available, if at 

times scarce. Quality meals are available 
at reasonable rates. 

Access and Transportation Talchako is ac
cessible by car, plane, bus or a combina
tion of train and bus; it is a two-day drive 
from the Seattle-Portland area. The Tal
chako facilities are available year round, 
offering a group rate for more than ten 
people. Reservations should be made 60 to 
90 days in advance for the summer season. 
Talchako has a slide show on the Lodge and 
surrounding area which can be used by in
dividuals and groups. Requests for the 
slide show should be sent directly to the 
Manager at the below address, accom
panied by $5 to cover postage, insurance, 
and handling. For further information and 
reservations write to: Manager, Talchako 
Lodge, Hagensborg, B.C. VOT IHO, 
CANADA or telephone: (604) 982-2489. 

Sierra Club Outings 
at and around 

Talchako Lodge in 1979 

# 102 Talchako Lodge Wilderness 
Threshold Family Trip, 
July 25-August 2 

#316 Junker Lake Chain, Canoeing 
and Backpacking Trip, 
August 7- 15 

The above trips are part of the Sierra Club 
Outings Program and are available only to 
Club members. Inquiries about these trips 
should be made to the Sierra Club Outing 
Dept.,530 Bush St., San Francisco, CA 94108 
(not to Talchako). 



Activists Ca.n mfluencc DecisiouH Conccr1Jin~ 450 Million Acres 

TheBLM Begins 
Its Wilderness Review 

Ls1 YEAR was the bu!.iest ever for wil
derness supporters. Congress added 
more than 4.5 million acres to the 

National Wilderness Preservation System, 
by far the largest acreage added since pas
sage of the original Wilderness Act of 
1964. Most ot the newly designated wil
derness was included in such landmark 
legislation as the Endangered American 
Wilderness Act and Representative Phillip 
Burton ·s ,( D-California) Omnibm, Na
tional Parks and Recreation Act. Addi
tional important areas were protected in 
Montana. Colorado and Wiscon5in by 
other legislation. 

At the same time, the Forest Service was 
in the midst of its second Roadless Area 
Review and .Evaluation (RARE II), which 
is scheduled to be completed by January 
1979. Its purpose is to sort some 62 million 
acres of roadless areas within national 
forests into three categories: those to be 
proposed by the President for immediate 
wilderness designation: those to be made 
avai )able for non wilderness uses; and 
those to be studied further before a deci
sion is made. Completion of the RARE JI 
process will result in unprecedented politi
cal activity in Congress. 

Now the Bureau of Land Management 
(BLM) is beginning its own wilderness re
view program. The BLM, an agency of the 
Interior Department, manages more land 
than all other federal agencies com
bined- some 450 million acres, located 
mostly in the West and in Alaska. In 1976 
Congress enacted the Federal Land Policy 
and Management Act (FLPMA), com
monly known as the BLM Organic Act. 
which established basic policies and pro
cedures for the management and protec
tion of BLM public lands. Section 603 of 
this law requires the Interior Secretary, 
through the BLM, to review all ·•road less 
areas of five thousand acres or more and 
roadless islands of the public lands iden
tified during the inventory ... having wil
derness characteristics described in the 
Wilderness Act." This requirement was 
strongly supported by wilderness conser
vationists. The implementation of this 
very broad mandate has become a major 
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·and controversial program of the BLM: 
millions of acres of roadless lands will be 
affected by the wilderness review 
requirement. 

In March 1978 the BLM issued for pub
lic comment draft wilderness policy and 
review procedures for conducting the re
quired review. Many suggestions received 
during the comment period were incorpo
rated in a Wilderness /m•enrory Handbook 
issued in the fall of I 978. The handbook is 
the basic guide for conducting the first 
stage in the review- the inventory of 
roadless areas with wilderness characteris
tics. This is a particularly crucial step be
cause only the roadless areas identified by 
the inventory will undergo formal wilder
ness studies and receive the full benefit of 
the interim protection requirements of Sec
tion 603. Work on the inventory has al
ready begun: by the time this article ap
pears, the BLM probably will be inviting 
the first round of public comment. 

The BLM will also be issuing detailed 
guidance on the interim management in
tended to protect wilderness in the road less 
areas identified by the inventory, to be fol
lowed by instructions for the wilderness 
studies themselves. The entire process, 
cu lminating in specific wilderness 
recommendations. is scheduled to be 
completed by October 1991. 

We can expect the first of these 
recommendations to be sent to Congress in 
1980or 1981, with others to follow over the 
next decade. Congress has established 
specific deadlines for completion of the re
views of cenain areas. The wilderness 
studies of the California Desert Conserva
tion Area, some 12.5 million acres of 
Southern California desert, are to be com
pleted by September 30, 1980. as part of a 
comprehensive long-range plan for this 
area. An additional 55 areas, comprising 
all formally designated BLM primitive and 
natural areas, are to be studied by July I, 
1980. 

As is true of other agencies working on 
wilderness studies, the BLM cannot make 
final decisions about which areas shall be 
designated as wilderness. Only Congress 

can do so. and it has no deadline for action. 
The BLM will use a two-stage process 

in its inventory. The initial stage will di
vide BLM public lands into two 
classifications- those that clearly do not 
meet the criteria for identification as wil
derness study areas, and those that possi
bly do meet the criteria: the latter will be 
subjected to a more intensive inventory. 
which will culminate in a group of lists 
compiled by BLM state directors to iden
tify wilderness study areas. The initial and 
the intensive inventory stages will each in
c lude 90 days for public comment. Active 
citizen participation during both stages 
will be necessary to ensure that all deserv
ing areas are ultimately identified as wil
derness study areas and receive the full 
protection of the interim management re
quirements of Section 603 ofFLPMA. The 
BLM hopes to complete the entire initial 
inventory before September 30, 1980. The 
wilderness studies themselves will be con
ducted in conjunction with the bureau ·s 
regular land-use planning process. 

The BLM wilderness review require
ment is a new ballgame not only for the 
BLM but also for wilderness activist more 
familiar with the reviews of such agencies 
as the Forest Service and the National Park 
Service. If the BLM review is to be mean
ingful. conservationists must become 
familiar with the BLM and the lands under 
its jurisdiction: they must abo participate 
fully in the inventory and in subsequent 
steps in the wilderness review process. 

With Congressional action expected on 
the Forest Service's RARE II recommen
dations and with the start of the BLM ·s 
wilderness review program, this year 
promises to surpass 1978 both in demands 
on environmentalists and opportunities for 
conservation gains. If you "d like more in
formation about the BLM review program, 
contact the Sierra Club, 530 Bush Street. 
San Francisco. CA 94108. The BLM's 
Wilderness l11ve111ory Handbook and in
formation about BLM public lands are 
available from any BLM office. o 

John McComb is a representatfre in the C/11h's 
Washington. D.C .. office. 
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Th0 BLM Wilderness Rc)vie,r Re~i ns in Southern California 

Protecting the California Desert 

W
HILE POLLS SHOW that most 
people revere the desert's special 
features-expansive vistas, 

clean air, flowers, wildlife, cultural trea
sures and starlit nights-others have per
ceived the desert only as a place to dump, 
mine, race off-road vehicles or to damage 
in a dozen other ways. Remember the pro
posal to cleanse the Los Angeles basin by 
drilling through the mountains and blow
ing L.A. 's smog into the desert? II was 
meant to be serious. More recently, some 
have suggested that the answer to Los An
geles and Orange counties' sludge prob
lem is dumping it in the desert. Utility 
companies have turned to the desert to 
build transmission lines and to site power 
plants that would be unacceptable 
elsewhere. Miners seek to drill, dig and 
strip the desert: stripmining at Death Val
ley for borax and talc; cutting down Eagle 
Mountain for iron ore: exploring the Mule 
Mountains for uranium . Offroaders, 
thousands of them, want to race or run wild 
over fragile desert soil. Others steal desert 
vegetation or artifacts to sell for house and 
garden decoration. 

All o f these activities arc taking place on 
25 million acres-about one fourth of the 
state-known as the California Desert 
Conservation Area, established in 1976 by 
the Federal Land Policy and Management 
Act. The Bureau of Land Management 
(BLM) administers half of this acreage; 
the rest is military reservations, state and 
national parks and private lands. The act 
also orders the BLM to prepare and im
plement a plan for the management, use, 
development and protection of these pub
lic lands by September 30, 1980. 
Specifically, Section 603 of the Act man
dates the BLM to review for possible wil
derness classification " those roadless 
areas of five thousand acres or more and 
roadlcss islands of the (BLM) public lands 
having wilderness characteristics de
scribed in the Wilderness Act ... " 

The wilderness review provision applies 
to the BLM 's holdings nationwide-some 
450 million acres- but in California the 
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agency must accelerate the review to meet 
the 1980 master plan deadline for the Cali
fornia desert. The deadline for the rest of 
the country (except for other special proj
ect areas, mainly oil and gas leasing and 
other energy development) is 1991. 

It is critically important that conser
vationists around the country become 
fami liar with and involved in the Califor
nia review: not only is the California des
ert of national significance, but the succes
ses and failures of this rapid review will 
affect the procedure and tone of reviews 
elsewhere. In addition, the opponents of 
wilderness arc well-organized in Califor
nia. Mining, timber, oil, off-road-vehicle 
and even skiing interests are forming un
precedented alliances. Any v ictories won 
in California will surely be parlayed in 
other states. 

In September, after considerable delay, 
the BLM finally issued its Wilderness /11-
vemory Handbook (available free from the 
BLM, Interior Building, 18th and C Streets 
N.W., Washington, D.C. 20240)outlining 
the inventory, study and report stages of 
the national review and including defini
tions and guidelines to be used in the in
ventory. To judge whether an area is road
less, the BLM uses this definition: "The 
word roadless refers to the absence of 
roads which have been improved and 
maintained by mechanical means to insure 
relatively regular and continuous use. A 
way maintained solely by the passage of 
vehicles does not constitute a road." In 
addition, the BLM has listed these three 
criteria, from a strict reading of the Wil
derness Act, that each area must meet: 
• The area must be 5000 acres in s ize. al
though this minimum is not absolute. 
• The imprint of human work must be sub
stantially unnoticeable. 
• The area must provide an outstanding 
opportunity either for solitude or primitive 
and unconfined recreation. 

Using these criteria, the BLM released 
on November I, 1978, a draft inventory 
map of the California desert. Comments 
from the public on this map will be ac-

cepted until February l , 1979, and conser
vationists everywhere are urged to respond 
with strong support for maximum wilder
ness designation and, wherever possible. 
with specific information on particular 
units. 

The importance of insisting on the mo t 
comprehensive inventory of areas to be 
studied cannot be overemphasized; any 
unit dropped from the inventory will im
mediately lose interim management pro
tection. The remaining units may not be 
recommended for wilderness; before 
recommendations arc made. the units will 
receive further study. In other words, the 
list adopted in February by the BLM will 
never get any longer, but it will surely get 
shorter m, each area is subjected to intense 
scrutiny and to an ongoing process. 

To look at the situation another way. 
consider these figures: If the inventory 
lists half of the BLM lands. and this is 
added to all other existing and potential 
wilderness, protection may eventually be 
extended to only about one third of the 
desert, or one twelfth of the state. That's 
not even tithing our land base, and in real
ity the proportion is likely to be much 
smaller unless the re is considerable public 
pressure to afford maximum protection. 

Conservationists have had a year of 
great successes in southern California: the 
Golden Trout, Santa Lucia and Ventana 
additions to the wilderness system: the 
creation of the Santa Monica Mountains 
National Recreation Area: and the final. 
victorious chapter of the long struggle to 
add Mineral King to Sequoia National 
Park. For these victories we depended 
heavily on conservationists around the 
country. Now, as we begin the book of 
wilderness protection on BLM land, we 
again need extensive support so that the 
first chapter, and the long story to follov.. 
will stand as another well-written chroni
cle of the history of preservation in this 
country. o 

Mary A1111 Eriksen i.1 the Club's So111hem Cali
fornia represe111a1ive. 



Desert Areas That Need Help 

H ERE ARE FIVE potential wilder
ness areas that will be dropped 
from BLM 's wilderness inven

tory unless there is strong public sup
port to include them. The deadline for 
public comment on these and all other 
southern California desert wilderness 
areas is January 31 , 1979. Letters about 
these areas and their qualification for 
inclusion in the inventory should be 
sent to: 

BLM Wilderness Inventory Team 
Riverside District Office 
1695 Spruce St. 
Riverside, CA 92507. 

Information on other desert areas is also 
available from this BLM office. 

• Cadiz Valley- The east portion of 
area 305 should be added to the inven
tory. The Sahara-like valley is unique in 
the California desert. The eastern half 
of this valley was excluded from con
sideration as wilderness because the 
several mining operations are visible 
across the broad valley floor ; such an 
exclusion is an interpretation of the 
Wilderness Act unsuited to the desert 
and inconsistent with Congressional in
tent. The mining operations themselves 
could easily be excluded from the area 
by adjusting boundaries, without ex
cluding the little-studied sand dunes 
and the usually dry lake beds that. after 
heavy rains, provide a desert refuge for 
snowy eg rets and other migrating water 
birds. 

• Chemehuevi Valley - Areas 309 , 
309a, 311 and the northwest section of 
area 307 should be included in the in
ventory. All are essential to the protec
tion of the Chemhuevi Wash, a major 
drainage running from several desert 
mountain ranges to the Colorado River. 
The BLM withdrew them because a 
major ORV race course runs through it, 
but the traces of the race would fade if 
the event were rerouted to a less envi
ronmentally sensitive course . 

• Santa Rosa Mountains-Area 341 
rises a mile from the desert floor into 
pinyon-juniper woodlands ; it holds 
some of the finest bighorn sheep habitat 
in Southern California. At the crest , 
this land abuts a Forest Service RARE 

ll area. Area 341 is a checkerboard of 
different ownerships, including the Na
ture Conservancy, the State Depart
ment of Fish and Game , private land
holders and the BLM. The BLM should 
be commended for recognizing the 
area's wilderness values and including 
it in the inventory despite the complica
tions posed by checkerboard 
ownership. 

CALIFORNIA DESERT 
STUDY AREA 

• Algodones Dunes-Areas 360 and 
362 are part of the largest sand-dune 
system in California, a haven for rare 
and endangered plants and animals and 
the site of beautiful spring floral dis
plays formerly enjoyed by many but 
now largely destroyed by dune-buggy 
activity. The BLM has given these areas 
high wilderness ratings but has ex
cluded the half of the dune system open 
to dune-buggy use. The agency should 
include the entire dune system for 
further study. 

• Panamint Valley-Areas 138, 138a, 
139 and 140 are all part of this desert 
valley stretching to broad scenic vistas 
of the Panamint Mountains and the 
Argus Range. The BLM wants to ex
clude these areas because they are flat , 
in the belief that broad , unbroken land
scape is not consistent with the wilder
ness experience. Conservationists be
lieve that valleys such as this provide a 
type of wilderness experience unique to 
the desert. • 
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Hikin~ the Toca TraJl to the City the Conquistadores Never Found 

On the Road to 

Machu Picchu 
ACHU PICCHU, once 
fabled as the Lost 
City of the Inca, is an 
exceptionally well
preserved ruin of an 
Inca city that to this 

day remains something of a mystery. It 
is well-preserved because the maraud
ing Spanish co11q11isradores never 
found it, and a mystery because the Inca 
never developed a written language. 
(For that matter. neither did they de
velop a wheel, an oversight that war
rants forgiveness considering the ter
rain they occupied.) Most historians 
now believe that it never was the Lost 
City of the Inca, though it once was 
lost. And these days it's found so fre
quently that the ancient " Inca Trail '· to 
Machu Picchu and the splendid Inca 
ruins it passes through are in danger of 
being ruined by trekkers. 

Cuzco, where our own trek began, is 
nestled in the Andes of southern Peru at 
I 1.000 feet and is the oldest city in the 
Western Hemisphere. The tribal chief
tains who once lived there undertook a 
campaign of expansion in the fifteenth 
century that rivaled any by Caesar, 
Alexander or Hannibal. At its height, 
the Inca empire ranged along the Pacific 
coast of South America past today's 
Santiago, Chile, into Argentina. north 
into Colombia and east into the Ama
zon jungle. The Andes formed the spine 
of the empire, and Cuzco was its center; 
in Quechua, the Inca tongue, Cuzco 
means ··navel of the world." 

When the Spaniards treacherously 
trounced the Inca in 1533, the reigning 
chief, the Manco Inca, retreated from 
Cuzco to the rugged Cordillera Vil-

Opposite: The ruins of Mac/111 Picc/111. in Per11·s 
Cordillera Vilcabamba. 

RICHARD 8. SPOHN 

cabamba section of the Andes; where 
he held out for nearly 40 years. His suc
cessor was captured and executed in 
1572. In due course, the jungle 
triumphed over all; remote I~ta cities 
and their silver mines became legends. 

Machu Picchu was "discovered" 
in 1911 by Yale professor (lat~r United 
States senator and Connecticut gov
ernor) Hiram Bingham, on a National 
Geographic Society expedition to 
search out the fabled Lost City. Within 
a month 's span, Bingham scored an in
credible triple-play. On tips from na
tives, he discovered the cities of Machu 
Picchu, Vilcabamba and Vitcos, all 
buried in the forbidding Cordillera Vil
cabamba and long reclaimed by the in
domitable tropical vegetation. 

Faced with an embarrassment of 
riches, Bingham had to decide which 
ruin had been the lost capital. He chose 
M achu Picchu - by far the most 
spectacular, developed and command
ing. It looks like a place to hold out 1 

Had he penetrated the jungle to Espiritu 
Pampa. only a few hundred yards north 
of Vilcabamba, he would have come 
upon extensive ruins that today are con
sidered the true site of the Manco Inca 's 
last refuge. But these ruins have been so 
overrun by jungle that they have yet to 
be fully excavated. Machu Picchu 
remains the most exquisite, best pre
served and most exciting ruin in South 
America. It is a spectacular monument, 
fully excavated by the Peruvian gov
ernment in 1934 (to commemorate the 
400th anniversary of the Spanish con
quest) and an exotic wonder visited by 
travelers from all over the world, many 
of whom ride the narrow-gauge railroad 
from Cuzco arid stay at the Machu .Pic
chu Hotel near the ruins. 

Machu Picchu rests on a saddle be-

tween two minor peaks, with sheer 
drops on three sides to the mighty 
Urubamba River, thousands of feet be
low. It was a remote citadel , but it was 
also a city, with distinct sectors for the 
ruling c lasses, the intelligentsia, 
priests, farmworkers, servants, and so 
forth. The Andes surrounding Machu 
Picchu soar out ~f deep river gorges, 
densely vegetated qften up to the 
glacier line - with shades of green that 
darken in distant vistas and mists into 
infinity. In such a setting, it is not sur
prising that the Inca worshipped envi
ronmental forces. They were sons and 
daughters of the sun; the moon, water 
and thunder were all subordinate 
deities- the Inca cosmology was its 
theology. 

The Inca Trail to Machu Picchu has 
become popular in the last few years. 
Once it was part of a marvelous system 
of footpaths and roads that connected 
the far-flung Inca empire, Tahuantin
suyu, "'The Four Quarters of the 

' World. " On such trai ls. and for dis-
tances up to 300 kilometers (186 miles) 
from the coast into the Andes, runners 
regularly brought fresh fish to the Inca 
in less than I 8 hours. 

The trail, or road, is variously a dirt 
footpath, steep steps, a six-foot-wide 
boulevard or a good stone walkway 
with stones about one foot square and 
six-to-eight inches -deep. Building the 
road-or any of the other Inca 
structure~-was an especially impres
sive undertaking because the Inca had 
only bronze tools, which lack the 
strength and durability of iron. 

The trail passes through a chain of 
well-preserved ruins of Inca towns and 
citadels, all built of granite but with 
varying degrees of craftmanship. Vir
tually deserted today, the area was one 
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Except for missing roofs, the buildings ofMachu Picchu are mostly intact. The Inca constructed them witholll the use of the wheel, without iron tools and with 
only the llama as a beast of burden. 

of the most heavily populated during 
the empire. The rugged Cordillera Vil
cabamba, whose ridges the trail cros
ses, is the same magnificent challenge 
today that it was centuries ago. 

Although Professor Bingham ex
plored the trail in 1915, and an au
thoritative archeological study of the 
area was published in 1942, it was not 
until 1968 that the Peruvian government 
sent an expedition to assay the region 
and its ruins. In more recent years, the 
trail has become quite the jaunt among 
backpackers of romantic bent and 
sturdy lungs, from all over the world. 
The locals consider these foreigners a 
little nutty. Indeed, backpackers are 
rather looked down upon, adjudged too 
poor to be able to afford even the cheap 
local public transportation. 

The hike to Machu Picchu begins in 
Cuzco about 4:30 in the morning- in 
order to reach San Pedro Station for the 
5:30 local train to the Machu Picchu 
trailhead. The trick is to get through the 
already busy mercado (open-air mar
ket) and the jammed station with one 's 
pack unslashed by little fellows who 
seem to have a peculiar lust for gorp, 
freeze-dried food , Lomotil or some-

thing gringos carry in their packs. The 
train is classic chaos and crush. We 
were lucky to get a spot to stand on the 
"first class" train for the four-hour 
meander. 

For breakfast we had some fresh pan 
(bread) in the marketplace, and some 
coca re. Had we been daring and as 
savvy as the locals, we would have 
been tempted to purchase a good stash 
of coca leaves, used for centuries by 
Indians to ward off cold, hunger and 
fatigue- all conditions of life in the 
high elevations. 

The Inca Trail begins at the 88-km 
mark on the train line out of Cuzco. We 
hopped off amid much teasing from the 
rest of the train. Crazy gringos! Two 
barefoot, ragged children also got off, 
schoolboys who were returning home 
for the weekend. Martfn was nine, his 
little brother with big smile was six, and 
neither admitted to knowing who the 
Inca were. They hiked the Inca Trail 
twice a week , two hours to Waylla
bamba Village after the three-hour train 
ride, then back again on their return to 
school. Chattering politely in response 
to our clumsy questions, they were de
lightful guides. 

Starting in a lovely eucalyptus forest 
near an ancient irrigation canal, we 
crossed a suspension footbridge that 
was secured to Inca pilings and swayed 
nonchalantly over the roiling Uru
bamba River. The flora around us was 
semitropical, sprinkled with brilliant 
wildflowers. 

Llacta Pata was the first clear set of 
ruins we came upon, and we were 
frankly disappointed; pictures of 
Machu Picchu had set our standards for 
Inca ruins. Our disappointment in the 
architecture was offset, though, by the 
presence of three peasant women rub
bing wet clothes on smooth rocks by the 
stream that runs by the ruins
apparently the local laundry. 

Then we hit the first grade, a rela
tively minor one but a taste of what lay 
ahead . At the crest, we came into a nar
row canyon coursed by the Cusichaca 
River. The lower hillsides were culti
vated by the occupants of rude huts on 
the far side, which was as steep as the 
side of a toaster. Cattle wandered here 
and there , as placid as they are 
anywhere. 

We tried to combat the effects of the 
elevation by sucking on glucose candy,_ 
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other side of the pass; the road was sti 11 
soggy and slippery from the night's 
storm. It eventually disappeared into a 
massive trample of the grasses and 
rocks characteristic of this glaciated 
area, a spot where hikers have gone as
tray. All at once the sun burned off the 
mists, and we could see down into the 
Pacaymayo Valley and across a ridge to 
two passes beyond- one of these had 
to be our route. The left path led to Pal
cay ; the seemingly clear path to the 
right, down the Pacaymayo Valley into 
dense vegetation, was a swampy trap 
where snakes and bears escort one to 
the Urubamba, thence to the Amazon 
River. The Inca Trail, we knew, lay in 
the middle. Noticing neither bears nor 
snakes peeking at us from behind the 
green veil of the swamp forest to the 
right, we thrashed about in search of the 
trail, figuring it had to lead toward a 
ruin we could see halfway up the pass. 
The familiar white granite steps broke 
through the dense brush, and soon we 
were in Runku Raccay, a little gem of a 
citadel believed by Bingham and others 
to have been the first outpost of Machu 
Picchu. A square foundation sat at the 
base of a cliff. A hundred feet above 
perched a perfectly round fortress ; 
within, five distinct rooms With interior 
niches surrounded a courtyard. While 
we were there, a majestic Andean 
condor- wingspan about ten feet
flapped off a nearby tree, soared on the 
winds over the promontory to our right 
and disappeared. 

At 3:30 in the afternoon, prompted 
by the sun 's slide behind the second 
pass and by the g lorious view, we de
cided to call it a day. A full , 1,000-foot 
waterfall to our right, the Dead Lady 
Pass middle right, sheer cliffs dead 
ahead, jungle below, and the mystical 
darkness of the distant reaches of the 
cordillera on the left deserved an even
ing's contemplation. 

The following morning, we crossed 
the second pass, fortunately over the 
steps of the Inca trail rather than up a 
badly pocked, grassy slope that ap
peared to have mited many a hiker. We 
were completely In the clouds. At the 
top of the pass, massive jumbles of gar
gantuan rocks, oddly scattered, evoked 
fantasies of the Inca. Fuel for such idl
ing were the stories of treasure caches 
along the Inca Trail, secreted there by 
the loyal subjects of Atahualpa, the last 
great Manco Inca. In about 1532, 
Pizarro promised Atahualpa safe con-

duct within the Spanish encampment 
but instead took him captive. Then, 
after receiving the roomsful of gold and 
silver Pizarro demanded as ransom, 
Pizarro had Atahualpa killed. The 
riches are said to have been hidden by 
the Inca when surplus ransom had been 
brought down from Inca treasuries. In 
clear weather, the second pass provides 
a dazzling view of Mount Veronica 
(19,342 feet) . 

Hugging the southern side of the 
Yanoqocha Canyon, we passed a 
swampy pond ringed by gatbage, attest
ing to previous campers. The cliffs and 
escarpments defining the gorge spurred 
us forward. Then, abruptly, a set of 
stairs went straight up to our left, to a 
spectacular bastion known today as 
Sayajmarca. 

Sayajmarca compactly and com
pletely occupies a needle-thin promon
tory that juts high between two valleys, 
the Yanoqocha and the Aobamba, and 
has a splendid view of the latter. It was a 
strategically placed community, for
tified against virtually any assault. Here 
we saw the first Inca "baths," or litur
gical fountains , along with worship 
areas, living quarters and streets. One 
charming feature was a stairway that 
ascended to a doorway, beyond which 
was a void-supposedly the Inca ver
sion of The Plank. Sayajmarca deserves 
a day 's exploration of its high-quality 
constructiort and architecture, but we 
surged ahead, back down and across the 
Yanoqocha, up the other side across a 
dry lake bed and into more jungle and 
quagmire. Just as the heavens we had 
been tramping through exploded in a 
vengeful thunderstorm, we came upon 
the Tunnel, a minor miracle considered 
by Bingham the most fascinating fea
ture on the trail. 

Traversing a near-vertical slope, the 
trail enters a hole and descends stairs 
leading to a sitting chamber lit by a nat
ural skylight before it becomes a 50-
foot tunnel. The trail then goes right 
through a massive rock. It was a short 
walk from there to the third pass; to the 
north, the mighty Urubamba's gorge 
opened up as the river rushed on to join 
the Amazon. 

Within an hour we hit Phuyupata
marca, roughly translated as "town 
above the clouds.'' Like all the ruins on 
the trail, it lies in terraces that make the 
most of the mountainside. (There sim
ply were no flat places to build!) Al
though some of the stone work is 
clumsy and the site lacks the drama of 
Sayajmarca, Phuyupatamarca does 
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contain an interesting chain of liturgical 
fountains flowing down the slope and a 
huge and curiously carved boulder in a 
place of worship. 

We stood on a broad ··plaza" and 
gazed northward. By now we had 
picked up the scent; the urge to reach 
Machu Picchu was upon us. and so we 
moved on, passing three good-sized 
cave shelters, littered as usual with gar
bage left by previous hikers. 

The trail passed through grasses and 
brush along the mountains above the 
Urubamba. We were out in the open at 
this point, more than at any other- it 
felt good not to be so closely towered 
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over. Coming out of a stretch of woods, 
I saw in the distance, between two 
modest peaks. a pattern of rocks obvi
ously laid out by a planning being: 
Machu Picchu ! What a thrill- already 
we had outdone Pizarro! 

We stumbled down the grassy ridge, 
heading in the direction of Mac~u Pic
chu, picking up the Inca Trail near some 
power lines from a hydroelectric station 
on the Urubamba, the first sign of the 
.. advanced · ' culture we had escaped for 
nearly three days. The trail did not jibe 
with our map ·s description of it, so the 
search for the next ruin and that night 's 
camp was a tense one. 

Eventually we came to Winay 
Wayna. "The Eternally Young One," 
named for a local flower. The ruin is 
nestled in a cleft of the steep slope of the 
Urubamba, high abcive the ruins of 
Choquesuysuy. The site consists of an 
upper group of structures, including 
fountains. and a long taircase flanked 
by ten more fountains leading down to a 
main cluster of apparently residential 
buildings. Some of these are two stories 
high. High gabled walls make Wiiiay 
Wayna look like something out of a 
fairy tale. In the lower portion, another 
doorway leads only to the abyss below. 
Agricultural terraces abound. 

Exhausted from the long day. we 
pitched our tent in the upper area. A 
"waterfall shower" was shown on the 
map. I could not find it, but a tumbling 
stream provided some relief from the 
accumulated grime of three days on the 
trai I. 

A group of very bedraggled French 
backpackers showed up at dusk, disap
pointed to find that we occupied one 
choice spot and an international four
some the other. They were two British 
geologists from Africa. a Swedish 
woman and an Austrian woman, whom 
we later overhead preparing strawberry 
tarts! They had found something re
sembling wild strawberries high up on 
the slope, had raided a bird 's nest for 
two eggs, and were going at it. There 'II 
always be an England, and probably 
also freeze-dried Americans feeling not 
a Ii tt le outclassed. 

A fter a restless night, we arose at 5 
a.m. , hoping to reach Machu Picchu by 
sunrise. Fat chance. I was lucky to get 
there alive. 

We had worked our way along the 
side of the gorge until we came to a 
deep slash in the ridge immediately 
south of the peak named Machu Picchu. 

We had been told that some American 
investors were pulling in a hotel there. 
and indeed there were signs of attempts 
to lay some structural foundations. 

.The excavation had buried the trail 
with a landslide that reached down 
3000 fee t to the Urubamba: our 
reconnaissance suggested a course 
across the top of the rubble to a likely 
point on the other side. When we got 
there. we found various epithets 
scrawled on the rock wall, including 
'' ill iotas constructores, · ' which 
needed no translation. 

But our relief was premature. We had 
not found the trail, only a short con
struction path. My companion had gone 
ahead . spotted the real trail some 50 
feet below and scrambled down a path 
that became another slide that became a 
sheer drop to the trail. 

1 started down the path and when I hit 
the slide. slide I did. It was a terrifying 
view-a 30-foot drop to a three-foot
wide trail that ran above the full 
slide-3000 feet nearly straight down 
to the audibly raging Urubamba. 

I twisted violently and lunged at the 
undergrowth beside the slide, grasping 
thorny vines and loose junk to break my 
fall. I clung in a cloud of dust. my feet 
digging for a nonexistent hold. Slowly 
slipping, I wrenched back around. hop
ing to make it down on my rear end, 
only to have the bottom of my 
packfrarne snag and begin to pitch me 
forward to my eternal reward. My last 
chance for life was offered by a protrud
ing root- I grabbed at it on the way by 
with my left aim, which has been less 
than dependable since a childhood bout 
with polio. But it held, and my right 
foot found a rock that was crumbling 
more slowly than the reM of the moun
tain . ·'Yawning chasm" describes the 
view, but I wasn ·1 yawning. I was fight
ing hysteria. 

I gazed out at the incredibly gor
geous, emerald-matted preci pices 
across the Urubamba, reaching up to 
snow and glacier lines. and realized that 
I had only a brief time before my hold 
gave way. The sun had just appeared 
and was beating directly and furiously 
on my sun-burned, scratched, bitten 
and bruised body. Sturdy Timex on left 
wrist showed 7:15 a.m. As a youth I had 
often served the 7:15 mass at St. Ig
natius Church in San Francisco, and 1 
had also worshipped the sun. Why 
couldn't J get a break now in this wild, 
crazy place! 

Dangling desperately from my root, I 
concluded there was no way to make it 



down with that frame on my back-all 
else having failed, I turned to sweet rea
son, which suggested I get rid of the 
damned thing. The nylon cord T had 
carried for years in a side pocket for an 
undefined emergency was reachable; 
with my one free hand J untied it, shook 
the tangles out and agonizingly knotted 
it to the top of the frame. Delicately 
contorting, I eased the pack off my right 
shoulder, twisted to grab the root with 
my right hand to slip the pack off my 
left arm and, with the cord wrapped 
around my handkerchiefed hand, 
slowly eased the pack to the trail below. 
The only fatality was my Sierra cup-it 
dislodged in the descent and pinged and 
sparkled into oblivion. 

Liberated, I was able to claw and 
crash down the drop. When I hit the 
trail, I took rwo steps and two huge 
gasps and collapsed against the moun
tainside in a sobbing heap. I cried for 
fifteen minutes. I had seen it. I had been 
born again, and I felt like an infant. 
weak and defenseless. But Pacha 
Mama, Earth Mother, was not being 
especially cuddly. 

The thrash through the jungle that 
clung to the north side of Machu Picchu 
peak-with the same dreadful drop 
ever on our right-was, to say the least, 
anticlimactic. Every time we hit a break 
in the foliage, the sun hit hard. A long, 
tortuous ascent of many steps brought 
us, giddy with anticipation, to In
tipunku, "The Door of the Sun," so
called because from certain sacred 
points in Machu Picchu the sun is occa
sionally framed by this stone entrance 
to the city. 

One observer has nicely noted that 
·'Machu Picchu will knock your socks 
off.'· Another has referred to its "al
most spiritual bewitchment.'' As we 
passed through the Door of the Sun, we 
were bewitched and gladly knocked off 
our weary feet. 

From Machu Picchu peak we looked 
down on our goal, the city straddling 
the narrow saddle that runs across to the 
sugar loaf, Wayna Picchu. (In Quechua, 
Machu Picchu means "old peak," 
Wayna Picchu "young peak.") The 
Urubamba bounds the site on three 
sides, in a hairpin bend, several 
thousand feet down cliffs that for the 
most part seem to deviate only a foot or 
two from the plumb line. Machu Picchu 
is there, cleared, as solid as it has stood 
for 400 to 800 years. 

Machu Picchu 's fine masonry 
suggest• a royal residence or retreat. Its 
massive carved stones are joined with 

no cement or mortar, sometimes so per
fectly that neither pin or razor can be 
inserted between them. The craftsman
ship is splendid, of the ages. 

It remains a mystery how the Inca 
carved the huge stones or, for that mat
ter, built the city up there at all! More 
than 200 structures, most of them intact 
save for roofs-temples, palaces, 
plazas, shops, stairways, observation 
towers, agricultural terraces and irriga
tion systems-all are surrounded, 
across the Urubamba, by still-soaring 
mountains. Among the most notable 
structures is ~achu Picchu 's / 11-

tih11atana, a huge sundial to which the 
high priest would tether the sun during 
the winter solstice lest it stray any 
farther from its worshippers. Each of 
these monumental constructions was 
accomplished without the wheel, with
out iron tools, with only the llama 
(which carries at most 80 pounds) as a 
beast of burden. 

The old adage proves itself con
stantly; the enemy is us. The garbage 
along the trail and in the ruins is a 
defilement and a disgrace-French 
sarcline tins, American food wrappers, 
Peruvian sausage cans, candy wrap
pers, Marlboro hardpacks-a full dis
play, courtesy of the international 
fraternity of slobs. We saw ancient 
walls in the ruins used as firewalls. We 
saw carved-out pegstones from sacred 
baths used to line firepits. We discov
ered that people had used the few de
cent campsites as toilets, and we saw 
morons' names carved on temples. 

Perhaps johns, firepits and waste 
receptacles outside the ruins wou Id 
prevent more destruction. Much of the 
Machu Picchu area has been designated 
a national archeological park, but this 
will prove a futile exercise in 
nominalism if the ·archeological won
ders continue to be defaced and slowly 
ruined. 

Yet Inca grandeur overshadows all, 
easily the average backpacker's delight 
of a lifetime. To our great regret later, 
we'd compulsively charged along to get 
to Machu Picchu, reaching it in 72 
hours. Ideally, several days should be 
allotted to explore the ruins within strik
ing distance of the trail. Respect for the 
ancient culture and civilization so 
spectacularly memorialized deserves a 
leisurely examination, a steeping, and a 
communion with the spirits that linger 
in the Cordillera Vilcabamba. • 

Richard B. Spohn is director of California's 
Deparrmem of Consumer Affairs. 

When Being 
There Isn't 
Enough . .. 

Wilderness Sports Shorts 
Introductions to 

• Horse Packing 
• White Water Rafting 

• River Canoeing 
• Kayaking 

• Rock Climbing 
• Bicycle Touring 

On Site Natural History 
• Wilderness Treks 

• By canoe in Quetico, Crnada 
• By foot in British Columbia, 

California Trinity Alps, the 
California-Oregon Pacific 

Crest Trail, Cali fornia Desert 
• By horse in the Sierra 

• By river raft in 
Alaska, Oregon, California 

Base-Camp Environmental 
Studies 

• California North Coast 
• Central Sierra Audubon Camp 
• Trans Sierra Geology by Train 

• Archeology of Calif. Indians 

A year-round program of 1-10 
day learning experiences in 

western North America. Sports 
Shorts develop your wilderness 
skills. On-Site Natural History 
Programs broaden your under-

standing of zoology, botany, 
geology and the inter-active 
nature of all living things as 

you travel on foot, in canoes or 
by horse th rough the wilderness. 

Base-Camp Environmental 
Studies deepen your knowledge of 

natural history on day-trips and 
return you to secure, permanent 

camps in the evening. Some 
courses are for novice explorers, 

some for experienced packers: 
varying degrees of physical 

conditioning required. 

Whether you want to scale 
mountains or study rocks from 
trains, learn from experienced 

faculty in ... 
Wilderness Extension 

Programs 
University of California, Davis 

Davis, CA 95616 
Telephone: 916-752-3098 
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The Sierra Club Cosponsors a Major Environn1ental Conference 
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City Care: 
Toward a Coalition for the 

Urban Environment 
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STAFF REPORT 

SIERRA CLUB members, as is true of 
environmentalists in general, are 
people who are concerned about the 

condition of the natural environment, the 
human environment. There is plenty to be 
concerned about: cancer-causing sub
stances in the air we breathe and the water 
we drink} unhealthy water in our lakes, 
rivers and streams; less and less open 
space. These environmental problems are 
most severe where most people Jive- in 
cities. As with most national environmen
tal organizations, the majority of Sierra 
Club members and local groups are cen
tered in urban areas, and the Club has a 
long history of involvement with urban 
environmental problems. The establish
ment of the Golden Gate National Recrea
tion Area and, most recently, the Santa 
Monica Mountains NRA, the protection of 
Boston Harbor and of Overton Park in 
Memphis, Tennessee are just a few exam
ples of Club successes with urban issues. 
But until now environmentalists have not 
been able to successfully coordinate at
tacks o_n urban pollution or to get help 
from other activist gr,oups in this crucial 
fight. Now, however, a new campaign has 
begun. 

The Sierra Club will join the National 
Urban League, the Urban Environment 
Conference and Foundation and several 
federal agencies in sponsoring "City 
Care," a major national conference on the 
urban environment to be held in Detroit, 
April 8 through 11 , I 979. Other environ
mental organizations are also being asked 
to join the list of cosponsors. From 800 to 
1000 grass-roots environmental and urban 
activists will gather to formulate a battle 
plan and to forge a new alliance-the first 
stages of an active campaign against urban 
pollution. 

1n sponsoring this conference, the 
Sierra Club is not setting out in a new or 
unfamiliar direction. Environmentalists 
have long been active in such issues, and 
the Club's goals will remain environ
mental-green areas, clean air, clean wa
ter, safe energy, proper land use. The tra
ditional supporters of conservation will 
not be enough for the large, but necessary 
task of making our cities livable. Envi
ronmentalists need new allies, new 
friends. The Sierra Club will seek the ac
tive cooperation of city residents, labor 
unions, businesses and minorities . 

This new, even unique, coalition shares 
broad goals. But different members will 
undoubtedly use their expertise and in
volvement in different ways, and some 
disagreements may be inevitable. As Yer-

non Jordan, president of the National 
Urban League, put it, ''There may be situ
ations where blacks and whites violently 
disagree, but if the air isn't pure, it may not 
make any difference." The Sierra Club 
will stress, in its own efforts, the preserva
tion and improvement of the environment. 

ln a way, wilderness issues are also in
volved in this urban environmental con
ference. Arguments against wilderness 
.preservation are often presented in terms 
of adverse effects on cities. For instance, 
some timber companies argue that estab
lishing wilderness areas deprives the na
tion of lumber needed to create housing 
and construction jobs in cities. But by ap
proaching urban problems directly, we 
will be better able to protect wilderness. 
Wilderness needs an urban constituency; 
this conference may help to expand it. 
Even now, virtually all the votes in Con
gress for Alaska and wilderness are cast by 
representatives from cities. 

"City Care" will be a working, practi
cal conference-more of a town meeting 
than a series of speeches by high officials. 
The stars of the conference will be the 
grass-roots activists; the purpose is to en
able local environmentalists from all over 
the nation to develop coalitions with other 
groups involved in urban matters. 

"City Care" will focus on specifics
on success stories and local victories. Par
ticipants will pool their tactics and re
sources in what could become a national 
network for urban activists. To accomplish 
this, the conference will fean1re an unusual 
format. Each person will be assigned to a 
core group of approximately 30 members 
for the duration. Each group will reflect 
diverse issue and regional affiliations. As 
"melting pots," they will facilitate indi
vidual interaction, often a difficult task at a 
large conference. 

During the conference each participant 
may attend five workshops, divided into 
two broad categories. Some will deal with 
the individual's relationship to the im
mediate neighborhood and community. 
Other workshops will deal with the in
teraction between the individual and the 
overall city and region. 

The skills required for problem-solving 
on these two levels- neighborhood and 
region-differ markedly. The neighbor
hood/community workshops will be held 
in Detroit neighborhoods, where brief 
walking tours and structured field meet
ings will show participants the actual re
sults of grass-roots action. 

Each workshop will examine three as
pects of speci fie issues: a general overview 
of the "what'' and "why" of the subject 
area; successful and unsuccessful efforts 

that have been made to solve specific prob
lems: and ways to acquire the skills, con
tacts and resources needed for solving 
these problems. 

The following topics have been tenta
tively proposed for workshops. 
• How to accomplish neighborhood re

vitalization and environmental im
provement without displacement 

• Community recycling of vacant lands: 
urban gardening, forestry and neigh
borhood parks 

• Fostering neighborhood environmental 
jobs and the economy 

• Preventing environmental disease 
through community health care 

• New neighborhoods in urban areas 
• How to safeguard health in the work

place and in the home 
• Using pollution control legislation to 

protect health 
• The sanitation crisis: energy, health 

and jobs 
• Healthy, affordable energy supplies for 

cities 
• Maintaining vital urban services to 

promote development 
• Who owns the parks? Matching facili

ties planning, access and transportation 
with recreational needs 

• Regional migration and balancing na
tional development 

• Urb;m reinvestment and bringing 
people downtown 

• Improving urban environments through 
zoning. 
Last year, at the Sierra Club's annual 

banquet, EPA Deputy Administrator (and 
former Sierra Club activist) Barbara Blum 
told Club leaders, "It's time to recognize 
that there is no place to hide. lt's time for 
all urban residents, inner-city and subur
ban, to acknowledge that they share a 
common destiny. And it's time for the en
vironmental movement to forge a new 
urban vision and make a sustained com
mitment to create a healthy urban envi
ronment." We will be doing just that. De
troit, April 8 through 11, Radisson
Cadillac Hotel. See you there. • 

To Become Involved 
If you would like more information 
about attending the conference, or 
want to be kept informed as the pro
gram develops, contact Judith Kunof
sky, Sierra Club, 530 Bush Street , 
San Francisco 94108. 
lf you want to suggest workshop 
panelists and leaders or possible 
speakers for "City Care," write to 
Neil Goldstein, Sierra Club, 800 2nd 
Avenue, New York, NY 10017. 
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TUPPER ANSEL BLAKE 

T
HE EARLIEST WRITING primitive 
peoples had to understand was the tracks 
and signs left by wildlife. To be able to 
follow such signs and find animals or 
birds very often made the difference be

tween eating and starving. For most of us who love the 
out-of-doors, though, knowing how to read the tracks 
and signs of wildlife is a matter of fun: it helps us more 
easily see the full course of life around us. 

The first peoples of North America, the Indians, 
learned this skil l well. And later, as other people settled 
on this continent, the new-found wealth of fur-bearing 
mammals led a few hardy souls across the plains, up the 
river valleys and over the mountain ranges. To be suc
cessful in their search for furs and to find food to eat, 
these Mountain Men ·absorbed the Indians' knowledge. 
Trappers with names like Grizzly Hugh Glass, Broken 
Hand Fitzpatrick and Blackfoot Smith learned the na
tive ways of reading tracks and signs. And with time, 
their knowledge was passed on to those who later 
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Below: An acorn woodpecker stores ocoms in 
holes pecked imo the bark of a Douglas fl,· 
{Poim Re_\·es, California). 

Left: Gumw-splashed rocks 
near the sea mark rhe 
nesting colony of brown 
pelirans (lsfa San Lorenzo, 
Gulf of California). Above 
right: These rin_v tracks 
were made by beetles (Kelso 
Valley, hi California's 
Mojare Desert). Right: A 
grizdy bear raked this tree 
with its powerful claws 
(Great Bear Wilderness. 
Montana). 

homesteaded the plains and settled in the woods and 
mountains of our country. 

Soon there came a new breed of trackers who made 
biological surveys of the flora and fauna of their new 
homeland. Naturalists and field biologists such as John 
Muir, Joseph LeConte, Ernest Thompson Seton and the 
brothers Adolph and Olaus Murie all became readers of 
tracks and signs to aid them in their research. The 
tracker turned from gathering food and fur to gathering 
facts. 

People today who love the out-of-doors will also 
benefit by picking up the basics of tracking. A whole 
new dimension opens up; for one can answer questions 
like "Who lives here?" or "What went on here yester
day?" Like those who have gone before us, we can 
learn tracking skills by reading or by talking with expe
rienced trackers, and we can also learn first-hand about 
the silent world of tracks and signs. 

The best place to start is in areas where the tracks are 
most obvious, such as in new snow. mud or wet sand. 
Perhaps a rabbit moved through the snow after a storm, 
or a bear wandered along a river sandbar or a coyote 



Right: A coyore made these 
tracks in the soft mud at a 
shrinking desert ll'ater hole 
(lfoods Moumains. in 
California's Mojal'e Desert). 

Below: These are the cores 
of Bishop pine cones eaten 
by western gray squirrels 
(Point Reyes. California). 

Right: These tiny pits in the 
bark of w1 alder tree were 
pecked by the yellow-bellied 
sapsucker (Point Reyes, 
California). Far right: The 
kangaroo rat digs its 
burrow in the shelter of 
shrubs and grasses (Kelso 
Valley, in California's 
.'>foja1•e Desert). 

walked in the mud of a shrinking desert waterhole. As 
your skills improve, you will become able to tell which 
animals have been in an area and what they were doing. 

Here are some things about tracking that you should 
know: 
• The depth of the track aids in telling whether the ani
mal was heavy or light. 
• The design of the track shows which way the animal 
was traveling. 
• The farther apart the tracks , the faster the animal was 
moving. 
• Wildlife that generally place their feet in pairs-or 
parallel-usually live in trees (squirrels and jays, for 
example). 
• Ground animals place their feet in a diagonal pattern 
(foxes and quail , for example). 

Twigs, limbs and trunks of trees can show where 
deer and elk browse, porcupines gnaw, where pileated 
woodpeckers bore and acorn woodpeckers store 
acorns. Other signs to look for are the homes of wild 
creatures-dams, nests, dens or burrows. In fact, 
nearly all activities of an animal leave clues for the de-

Don't Forget 
Keep these important points in mind as you 

begin: first, never step on the tracks, but walk 
to the side. This allows you to go back and 
take another look, if you need to. Second, 
track into the sun. This will allow shadows to 
fall into the tracks, making them stand out 
more clearly. 

tective who asks "Who was here?" or "What went 
on?" 

The Indians of Baja California called vultures 
''tracks in the sky." In the old days, they would not kill a 
mountain lion or vulture because the mountain lion 
caught animals that were hard for the Indians to kill, 
and vultures showed where the catch was waiting. To
day, vultures still point the way for trackers. 

With time and experience, tracking and reading signs 
become easier. Well , maybe "easier" isn 't really the 
right word, but you will be able to read more from each 
track you come across. Don't feel you must solve every 
mystery or read all the writings of wildlife. Many expe
rienced trackers have been stumped. The important 
thing is to step into the wild and , reading some of what 
is written , to be more a part of this world. o 

-------
Tupper Ansel Blake has explored much of rhe wildlife habirar between 
the Rockies and the Pacific and has exhibited his phorographs widely. 
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Willa Cathers Pastoral Vision 

Going Home to 
Rural America 

JAMES KEOUGH 

DESPITE SOME RECENT attention, Willa 
Cather is an all-but-forgotten author 
for modern readers. Her life spanned 

the intense period from the Spanis h-
American War through World War ll, in 
which the United States developed into a 
modem industrial giant. but Cather was not • 
a modernist. Unlike her contemporaries, 
who sought ways to cope with modern life, 
Cather hearkened back to a dimly remembered, other America. 
Jn fact, she turned her back on the twentieth century and its 
consuming ethos of progress. She was a lover of older ideals 
about society, about culture and, most of all, about the land. In 
this she was ahead of her time, calling into question the direction 
being taken by American society. Like Wendell Berry in our 
time, she sought to counter those forces that were driving soci
ety apart. She was at heart a preservationist, and her strong 
voice speaks directly to the l970s-not stridently, but with great 
passion and understanding. 

Cather dedicated her life to the pursuit of artistic perfection; 
she wished her work-not the stuff that fills biographies- to be 
the expression of that life. To that end, when she died in 1947 her 
will forbade the publication of her private papers or letters. 
Except incidental biographical information-who she knew, 
where she lived-the record of Cather's adult life lies in her 
novels. 

Taken together, Cather's two "first novels " (she herself said 
there were two) represent the central conflict she faced both as 
an artist and as an individual. She had dedicated her life to the 
pursuit of artistic perfection and to the attainment of numerous 
cultural goals, yet her most creative impulses were triggered by 
the remembrance of scenes and emotions with seemingly little 
inherent artistic value. Alexander's Bridge (1912) is a "drawing 
room'' novel set in the London of Henry James and Edith Whar
ton. It depicts attitudes and characters that, Cather said later, a 
novel of the time should portray, even though, for Cather, those 
characters and attitudes were shallow- observed rather than 
experienced. 0 Pioneers!, on the other hand, is a novel drawn 
directly from Cather's childhood memories of life on Ne
braska's great prairie. Its background is distinctly nonliterary (a 
distinguished New York critic said about the book, " I simply 
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don't care a damn what happens in Neb
raska, no matter who writes about it"), and 
its characters know very little of the beau 
monde beyond Kansas City or St. Joe. 0 
Pioneers! speaks of the land and of the past, 
of an earlier era in American life. It is an age 
Cather revels in, sharing its pioneer spirit 
and its nurturing relationship with the land, 
and one whose passing she mourns. 

Nearly twenty years after the publication of these two works, 
Cather declared O Pioneers! was the better novel; she had writ
ten it entirely for herself after she had "recovered from the 
conventional editorial point of view" that she felt had marred 
Alexander's Bridge. But the success of O Pioneers! runs deeper 
than this. For the first 40 years of her life Cather had struggled to 
escape the Divide- the western part of the Great Plains-and 
the provincial society that prosperity had brought to a richly 
diverse frontier world. She had striven to join the "urbane" or 
" literary" world of Alexander's Bridge-and she succeeded, 
only to find that while she could live there, the wellspring of her 
art lay in the very place she had fled. Her writing became an act 
of reconciliation, and in all her works one feels the tension 
between a drive for cultural perfection and a passion for the 
pastoral life. Throughout her work she continued to lash out at 
the small-minded, petty people she felt inhabited the towns of 
the Great Plains and, like herself, most of her protagonists or 
narrators seek to escape the prairie; but like her, too, they always 
return-spiritually if not physically-to the land where their 
emotions and their beings first took root. 

'Wi11a Cather was born in Back Creek Valley near Winchester, 
Virginia, on December 7, 1873. When she was ten, her family 
moved to the farm country near the bustling settlement of Red 
Cloud, Nebraska, established a scant fourteen years before. The 
family struggled through none of the hardships Cather later 
depicted in her novels (Jim Burden's situation in My Antonia or 
Thea Kron berg's in The Song of the Lark most likely describe 
Cather's family life in Nebraska), but farming did not appeal to 
Cather's father, and the next year the family moved into town, 
and Charles Cather became a farm broker. 

From the start the young Willa was a misfit in Red Cloud. She 



wore her hair very short and dressed in boyish clothing; she 
answered to the name Willy but was happiest when called the 
more masculine Billy. Cather spent little time with her peers; 
instead she enjoyed the talk of older people, especially men, 
people who had seen something of the world beyond Red Cloud. 
She also was more interested in the immigrant settlers who were 
trying to carve a living out of the tough prairie than she was in 
most of the townfolk. To her the townspeople were self-satisfied 
and intolerant; their towns brooded on the landscape, were an 
insult to it, and bred people whose minds "were as stuffy as their 
houses." About the immigrants she felt differently, and she 
would often ride out to visit their rough sod dwellings. Later she 
would see in these Bohemians, Swedes, Russians and others a 
rich cultural past capable of adapting to and at the same time of 
transforming the harsh frontier. 

At seventeen Willa Cather left Red Cloud for Lincoln, Neb
raska, and a year of preparatory school before entering the Uni
versity of Nebraska there . Cather had planned to study the sci
ences and then medicine, but early success as a writer and an 
inherent love of 1 iterature led her to pursue a strict course of 
study in the humanities. She wrote for the school paper and the 
literary journal, and she had essays and stories published in The 
State Journal, for which she also wrote drama reviews. Her 
unbending critical standards and her absolute fearlessness-no 
one was too important to be pilloried for an indifferent 
performance-soon earned her a reputation among the traveling 
companies as the "meat-ax young girl." 

After graduation and her failure to obtain a teaching position 
at the university in Lincoln, Cather became an editor and writer 
for the Home Monthly in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. She spent a 
year at this stiflingjob-the magazine sought to provide "enter
tainment for the idle hour ... pure and clean in tone'' -and then 
resigned to work for Pittsburgh's Daily Leader, an evening 
paper, where she was an editor, copy reader and drama critic. In 
1901 she quit journalism to teach high-school English and Latin. 
Journalism had sharpened her skills, but teaching allowed her 
time and the peace of mind to write, and her work began to be 
accepted more frequently in the literary monthlies. 

In 1903 Cather published her first major work, a book of 
poems entitled April Twilights. But while the volume enjoyed a 
modest success and some of the poems were soon anthologized, 
Cather's poetry is a very minor achievement. Her first few pub
lished stories, written while she was in Lincoln, drew upon 
characters and situations she remembered from life in and 
around Red Cloud. They depicted many character types and 
developed many of the themes of her most popular novels. April 
Twilights abandons these characters and themes for more con
ventional rhetoric, for a consciously poetic style that rings false. 
Cather forces her poetic images-birches on the Nebraska 
prairie are Wagnerian Brunhildas standing stoically in winter 
moonlight. As her writing matured and her sense of material 
grew, she allowed simple natural images to appear unadorned, 
unkeyed to a mythic or artistic background. In her later fiction 
the effect of her landscape is cumulative, and we remember her 
powerful images because they have unfolded themselves to us, 
not because we have been told their meanings. 

The Troll Garden, a collection of short stories published in 
1906, continues the direction taken by April Twilights away 
from western themes. We are thrust into a world filled with 
artists and urbane conversation. The three stories that deal with 
western characters or settings do so negatively, although they 
illustrate the ease with which Cather can handle material drawn 

Willa Cather as 11w11agh1g editor of McClure's. 

from her own past. Her small-town characters are all alive; they 
breathe as the characters of more "continental" fiction do not. 

In "A Wagner Matinee,'' Cather's youthful resentment of her 
Nebraska days, heightened by her devotion to Art, appears most 
strongly. Her description of the vastness of the prairie makes it 
clear how confining such open expanses can be: " The world 
there was the flat world of the ancients; to the east the cornfield 
stretched to daybreak; to the west, a corral reached to sunset; 
between, the conquests of peace, dearer bought than those of 
war." The price of victory over the prairie was self-abnegation. 
Aunt Georginna, a Nebraska relative whom the narrator (him
self an escapee from the plains) takes to the matinee of the title, 
has traded a music career and life in Boston fora life of hardship. 
Throughout the performance, Aunt Georginna's soul feasts on 
the music, and long after the musicians have packed up the 
instruments she sits crying, " I don't want to go, Clark, I don't 
want to go!" 

" I understood. For her, just outside the concert hall lay the 
black pond with the cattle-tracked bluffs; a tall, unpainted 
house, with weather-curled boards, naked as a tower; the 
crook-backed ash seedlings where the dishcloths hung to 
dry; the gaunt molting turkeys picking up the refuse about 
the kitchen door.'' 

This is no generous vision, but the statement of an expatriate 
whose reasons for leaving are still uppermost in her mind. Fi
nancial security, travel and acceptance in the literary world 
would lessen this anger, and the freedom that physical and tem
poral distance bring would allow Cather to realize that her 
strength as a writer lay in the imaginative re-creation of her 
Nebraska memories. 

The Troll Garden established Willa Cather as a prominent 
figure in the East Coast literary world. S.S. McClure, publisher 
of McClure's Magazine, one of the most important "serious" 
monthlies at the time, offered her a position on his staff after 
reading this collection of stories. Cather worked for the difficult 
McClure (she was hired after the entire senior staff quit in pro
test to McClure's mercurial manner) for six years. 
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Honored by rhe American Academy of Arrs and Leuers i11 New York in 
1944 were, left to right: Samuel S. McClure, Willa Cather, Theodore 
Dreiser and Paul Robeson. 

During this stable and highly successful period Cather met 
Sarah Orne Jewett, a New England writer much Cather's senior, 
in Jewett's Charles Street (Boston) home. The two formed a 
deep friendship. From Jewett's writings and undoubtedly from 
her conversation, Cather learned that powerful emotions and 
sentiment (as opposed to sentimentality) could be conveyed in 
unadorned prose about unglamorous places-in Jewett's fic
tion, the New England countryside and farming communities of 
an earlier period. Jewett praised Cather's Jamesian fiction, but 
her own writing suggested to Cather that true art came only from 
a creative attempt to capture those things in an artist's life "that 
haunt him ... in trying to get these conceptions down on paper 
exactly as they are to him and not in conventional poses sup
posed to reveal their character." It was a rich store of memories 
about Nebraska that haunted Cather, not drawing-room conver
sations about art. Slowly but increasingly she became aware of 
this fact; she needed only the force of direct experience to con
vince her of the worth of her own past. 

A rter publishing Alexander's Bridge in 1912, Cather quit 
McClure's and journeyed to Winslow, Arizona, to visit her 
favorite brother, Douglas, a trainman for the Santa Fe. This visit 
proved the turning point in her career as a writer. In the open 
vistas of Arizona, in the spirit of the frontier that she still found 
there among Douglas' railroad friends, in the Mexican and In
dian people she met and respected, and especially in the cliff 
dwellings, Cather found images that bespoke ideals far more 
elemental than anything she had encountered in contemporary 
Europ ean society and in the Jamesian turn of contemporary 
fiction. Her vacation became a pilgrimage to the past and 
awakened in her the desire to recapture both the spirit of the land 
she had known as a child and the spirit of the people who had 
settled there. 

Cather d id no writing on this trip, but she returned to 
Pittsburgh free of those influences that had bound her art. She 
began "a story about some Scandinavians and Bohemians who 
had been neighbors of ours when I lived on a ranch in Nebraska, 
when I was eight or nine years old." It was to be entirely for 
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herself, and the writing of this book went far differently than had 
its predecessor, Alexander's Bridge: 

"Here there was no arranging or 'inventing' ; everything 
was spontaneous and took its own place, right or wrong. 
This was like taking a ride through a familiar country on a 
horse that knew the way, on a fine morning when you felt 
like riding." 

The result was a powerful book about the land and the first 
generation of Nebraska settlers. It is their history, a recollection 
of their special character and of the endurance that enabled them 
to work the prairie. In charting the life of Alexandra Bergson, 0 
Pioneers! expresses two of Cather's most central themes, 
themes that would detennine the outcome of future novels that 
seem only tangentially connected with the frontier. 

E ach important character in Cather's mature fiction holds dear 
some ideal landscape drawn from memory, usually of life on the 
prairie. This act of cherishfhg is itself more important than the 
particulars of a specific western location. For example, it is 
because Bishop Latour in Death Comes for the Archbishop 
(1927) was sensitive to the nuances of the French countryside as 
a child that he is able to relate strongly and compassionately to 
the vastly different New Mexico wilderness. Likewise, Profes
sor St. George's (The Professor's House, 1925) easy sympathy 
for Tom Outland's experience at Mesa Verde stems directly from 
his close childhood communion with Lake Michigan. 

For Cather, this relationship is established early or seldom at 
all. Sebastian Clement (Lucy Gayheart, 1935) is a world
renowned singer of lieder, an artist who has achieved the pinna
cle of his profession; still, he is profoundly melancholy: 

"He had missed the deepest of all companionships. a rela
tion with the earth itself, with a countryside and a people. 
That relationship, he knew, could not be gone after and 
found; it must be long and deliberate, unconscious. It must 
indeed be a way of living.'' 

This way of living was the way of the pioneers. In confronting 
nature for survival, they formed bonds with the land-they 
effected a union with it. In fact, an essential part of the pioneer 
spirit stems from the land itself, just as the spirit of a settled land 
reflects the culture of its settlers. 

In contrast to Clement, -Alexandra Bergson in O Pioneers! 
looks upon the land as on· a lover: 

"For the first time perhaps, since that land emerged from 
the waters of geologic ages, a human face was set toward it 
with love and yearning. It seemed beautiful to her, rich and 
strong, and glorious. Her eyes drank in the breadth of it, 
until her tears blinded her. Then the Genius of the Divide, 
the great free spirit which breathes across it , must have bent 
lower than it ever bent to a human will before." 

Clement meets an untimely end-ironically, he drowns-while 
Alexandra outbraves fortune to become a successful steward of 
the land and to garner her measure of happiness. 

In O Pioneers! and My Antonia, her two Nebraska novels, 
Cather makes her most unambiguous statements about the land. 
The novels are about hardship, too, and self-denial; about 
foregoing many things in order to settle a land to prosper. But 
primarily they are about the type of relationship one can estab
lish with the land, depending on one's ultimate goal. They de
scribe the paradoxical nature of the pioneer-at the same time a 
conqueror and a nurturer of the soil. Cather's pioneer does not 



exploit the land and its resources. She deplores people who 
merely take from the land with no moral commitment or attach
ment to it. 

If there is one image in Cather's fiction that best captures this 
complex interaction, it is the orchard; bringing beneficial trees 
to a place that had been a desert of grass is both an arbitrary act 
of conquest and an act of creation. Both novels attest to the labor 
needed to carry water from the well in buckets to nourish the 
young trees, but the effort involved only underscores the im
portance of the endeavor: Alexandra's brothers, who farm only 
for profit and prosper only to become petty and rather vulgar 
caricatures, haven't the patience to plant an orchard of their 
own. If they want fruit they must visit Alexandra, whose singu
lar ways unsettle them. Antonia, on the other hand, loves her 
trees "as if they were people," and has struggled through 
drought to keep them alive. She need " only ... stand in the 
orchard ... put her hand on a little crab tree and look up at the 
apples, to make you feel the goodness of planting and tending 
and harvesting at last." 

In the later novels, the symbolic importance of the orchard is 
transferred to the garden. Professor St. George's ornamental 
bushes and flowers and Captain Forrester's roses attest to the 
importance, even in men ostensibly divorced from the soil, of 
some interaction with the land- these spots are oases of repose, 
careless places in which the spirit is restored. 

Always in Cather's works there is the land, and if it is treated 
properly it is a source of well-being. But if the sole object of 
one's interaction with the land is material advancement, the 
implicit pact between pioneer and a yielding earth is broken, and 
the sanctity of the farmer's relationship with the soil is de
stroyed. The farm may continue to prosper, but like Alexandra's 
brothers, the fanner will seek to fill his spiritual void with ob
jects , the trappings of success. 

This erosion of the pioneer spirit is the cause for the lament 
implicit in the title O Pioneers! and a theme that would grow in 
Cather's later novels to become almost an obsession. As 
Alexandra and her brothers prosper, they begin to part ways 
spiritually and ideologically. Oscar and Lou had always been 
rather reluctant stewards of the prairie, and one is sure both 
would have failed miserably but for Alexandra's faith in the land 
and her strong management of the family holdings. Once suc
cessful, the three divide their property. Oscar and Lou, severed 
from even their tenuous link with the "Genius of the Divide," 
lose their individuality in an effort to blend in with the rest of 
American society- and in so doing they cease to be pioneers. 
At a family get-together all conversation must now be in English 
because Oscar's sons do not understand Swedish- his wife is 
embarrassed at having married a foreigner and won't have the 
language spoken in the house. Oscar himself "still has a thick 
accent, but Lou speaks like anybody from Iowa." Both men and 
their wives rush to purchase automobiles, bathtubs and hot
water heaters, any expression of prosperity that will belie their 
connection with the soil- with dirt. Alexandra herself suc
cumbs enough to build a new house, but she does this as a 
monument to her father. She decorates the parlour with contem
porary furniture , but in the rooms that are lived in daily, she still 
uses the furniture from the first house her father built on the 
prairie. 

Cather despised the gadgetry of modern life-she lived until 
1927 in a New York apartment that had gas lamps and no central 

heating. ·'Machines," she wrote in One of Ours (1922), " ... 
could not make pleasure, whatever else they could do. They 
could not make agreeable people, either." With appropriate 
technology she had no qualm, but she never became completely 
reconciled to the automobile and only grudgingly assented to the 
phonograph. As she got older, this estrangement from modern 
American life became more acute, and she reacted more gener
ally to what she had begun 10 see even in O Pioneers!: the 
deadly sameness of American society and the cultural confor
mity that twentieth-century life demanded. For Cather, modern 
America's economic imperative-increase!-coupled with a 
society divorced from the elemental activities of life spelled the 
demise of an aesthetic vision of the world: 

"Restlessness such as ours, success such as ours, do not 
make for beauty. Other things must come first; good cook
ery, cottages that are homes not playthings; gardens, re
pose. These are first rate things ; and out of this first rate 
stuff art is made. It is possible that machinery has finished 
us as far as this is concerned. Nobody stays at home any 
more; nobody makes anything beautiful any more." 

Cather wrote that "the world broke in two in 1922 or there 
about," and throughout her later work she proclaimed that this 
was because the old pioneers and their special courage had died. 
Only a few individuals among the second and third generations 
inherited the pioneer legacy, and they were exceptional people: 
Antonia Shimerda, Thea Kronberg, Tom Outland. 

Cather's disenchantment with modern America arose from 
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her perception of society's wholesale denial of the past. 
Second-generation Nebraskans sought to obliterate their 
heritage-they abandoned their languages, their customs and 
even their recipes. And to what end? To have "a big rich farm 
where there was plenty of stock and plenty of feed and a great 
deal of expensive farm machinery of the newest model, and qo 
comfort whatever." 

Those members of the new generation that retained the 
pioneer spirit maintained a strong link with their forebears. The 
past is embodied in Antonia-she is an elemental expression of 
the human spirit, the salt of the earth. Thea Kronberg's and Torp 
Outland's attachments to the past are a direct outgrowth of pro
foundly mystical experiences triggered by the remains of an
cient Indian cultures in Panther Canyon and at Mesa Verde. The 
cliff dwellings and the pottery they contained-indeed the mode 
of life they bore silent witness to- revealed to Thea and Torn the 
continuity of human endeavor, and the obligation one has to 
strive to fulfill the desires for perfection of ages past. 

Cather had learned very much the same thing during her visits 
to and then extended vacations in the Southwest. As she became 
increasingly aware of the l)aucity of pioneers in modem 
America, she recreated them from her memory or found them, 
as she had the Archbishop, in the frontier history of the New 
World. But if she found the best of her fiction in the past, Cather 
also came to dwell too completely there and to mourn too much 
the passing of the old ways. "The Old Beauty," one of her last 
stories, is a painfully shrill longing for the years before the Great 
War. One could cautiously call the story self-parody. But a 

longing for the past, for what is perceived as an ordered world, is 
a theme that will appeal to many contemporary Americans who 
seek alternatives to growth and to new-fangledness in general. 
We have begun to feel that we have lost our center, and with 
Cather we have begun to see that "We come and go, but the land 
is always here. And the people who love it and understand it are 
the people who own it-for a little while." 

Almost crudely, one can judge a Cather character by his or her 
relationship to the land-no matter if that character be a great 
singer or a missionary priest. But Cather's novels are not merely 
celebrations of the people who settled the prairies. They depict a 
type of imaginative heroism coupled with extraordinary endur
ance that ran through the whole pioneering race that had turned a 
vast wilderness into a great nation. What Cather wrote of Sarah 
Orne Jewett's work applies more appropriately to her own 
fiction: 

"One might say that every fine story must leave in the rnind 
of the sensitive reader an intangible residuum of pleasure; a 
cadence, a quality of voice that is exclusively the writer's 
own, individual, unique. A quality which one can re
member without the volume at hand, can experience over 
and over in the mind but can never absolutely define .... " 

By this measure, Cather wrote many fine stories indeed. One 
comes away from Cather's work hat1nted, as she herself was, 
with images from a rich and varieq landscape. o 
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Sierra Club 
Ann.ounces: 
A comprehensive trip to New Guinea and the 
Islands of the South Pacific. 
The trip is scheduled for August 5, 1979 when 
the weather is at its best. Fiji, New Hebrides, 
Solomon Islands and New Guinea will all he 
visited. Many are newly independent and share 
the problems of develofment and need of guide
lines for environmenta control. 
While the focus of the trip is on the n ew posi
tion of these exotic lands in the world today, 
there will be ample time to enjoy the natural 
beauty of each area. In Fiji you will sail to the off
shore Yasawa group of islands. The active volcano 
on Tanna Island will be a feature of your visit to 
the New Hebrides. Villagers still make and use shell
money on Malaita Island in the Solomons. Both the 
Highlands and the Sepik River areas of New Guinea 
will be included. All inclusive cost: $4825.00. 
For complete information call or write, enclosing your 
name and address: 
SIBMER &. HAND, LTD. PHONE: 415-788-7186 
One Embarcadero Center, San Francisco, California 9411~ 



The Direct-Mail Appeal for Funds 

PRO BA BLY most members agree with the 
idea that supplem1;ntal revenues are 

vital to sustain the Club's strength and 
growth. Some believe the best approach is 
a straight-out, no-nonsense, direct-mail 
appeal for money. Under certain condi
tions, that strategy has worked remarkably 
well. Often, however, it has seemed hardly 
worth the effort. This year the 4600-
member Ohio Chapter exceeded its $8000 
goal by $1729. The appeal by the Loma 
Prieta Chapter brought in about $9000 in 
two months, plus another $4500 from an 
anonymous donor who gave $2 for every 
$1 of the $9000 earmarked to support the 
California coastal coordinator program. 
An astounding $50,000 was contributed 
by the 3200 members of the North Star 
Chapter and other friendly Minnesotans in 
the latest of that chapter's fund appeals. 

However, a number of chapters, proba
bly a majority of them, have experienced 
some difficulties with their direct-mail ap
peals, which are conducted between Feb
ruary 15 and March 15 in order to avoid any 
conflict with other, national Club fundrais
ing efforts. The San Diego Chapter found 
that fewer than 5% of its 4700 members 
contributed in its 1978 drive, which netted 
$2600. The Redwood Chapter, too, re
ported discouraging results, only $900 
from its 2500 members. 

What accounts for the great discrepan
cies in the results of direct fund appeals? 
Fund drives succeed, it would seem, if 
there are two elements present: a well
defined purpose for the money sought and 
an efficient, well-organized apparatus for 
collecting it. Appeals that are vague about 
uses of the money (merely stating "for 
conservation"), or that depend solely on 
coupons that must be clipped out of a 
newsletter generally do poorly. Dick Flint, 
the North Star Chapter's chair, tells how 
his chapter has been able to do so well. 
Several years ago the executive committee 
came to the conclusion that if the chapter 
was to do the job that had to be done on just 
the most urgent of Minnesota's environ
mental problems, substantial sums of 
money had to be generated. That meant 
that some major donors had to be found. 
The average member of the chapter (then 
about half its present size) had plenty of 
drive, talent and energy-but little money. 
Many were students. Some few dedicated 
members, however, d id have substantial 
funds but little time to be activists. They 
were approached and were receptive. Then 
one agreed to match, dollar for dollar, all 
other contributions up to a limit of 
$20,000. From that point on, the fund ap-

ROBERT A. IRWIN 

peal took off and hasn't slowed down. 
In essence, North Star's fund-raising 

method is simple, Flint insists, and should 
work as well or better in any other met
ropolitan area. While his chapter continues 
to encourage contributions from all of its 
members, it concentrates its efforts on 
donors of $50 or more. Personal letters go 
out to such individuals pointing out such 
specific needs as, for example, the cam
paign to expand the Boundary Waters 
Canoe Area. Face-to-face visits are made 
by members of the fund-appeal commit
tee. Foundations also are approached for 
grants. At this stage only educated esti
mates of funding needs are presented, not a 
finely tuned, detailed budget. Later, how
ever, the donors do receive feedback on 
just what use was made of their money, 
with a detailed accounting of ex
penditures. Flint stresses the importance 
of giving such feedback to the donors, and 
also of impressing them with the tight rein 
that is held on expenses, which adds to the 
effectiveness of each dollar they give. One 
of the major economies is in legal fees , 
which usually are nominal or donated. 

Of the $50,000 received in the latest 
North Star appeal, $31,000 was nontax
deductible, or "hard'' money, and thus us
able for lobbying. The other $19,000-in 
"soft," or tax-deductible, money-was 
collected separately by a chapter founda
tion whose directors are appointed by the 
chapter's executive committee. The board 
is made up of well-known, substantial 
community leaders, most of whom are also 
Sierra Club members. Thus, they are in an 
advantageous position to tap new sources 
of funds, Flint points out. But the funds 
that are generated do not pile up and sit idly 
in a bank account. They are used. As a 
matter of fact, they are usually exhausted 
three quarters of the way through the year, 
according to Flint. As a result, the chapter 
goes into each of its fund appeals lean and 
hungry, and never sets too modest a goal! 

For more details on how North Star does 
it, write to Richard R. Flint, 300 Roanoke 
Building, Minneapolis, MN 55402. 

Fairs, Sales and Special Events 

The one major drawback of most direct 
appeals is that member involvement ends 
with the mailing of a check. On the other 
hand, such successful money-raising 
events as the auctions of the Juneau Group 
or of the Columbia Group in Oregon 
have the adde_d advantage of getting 
members and public alike involved, build
ing morale, generating goodwill and in
creasing environmental awareness. 

For years many chapters and groups 
have augmented their dues income by sell
ing Sierra Club books, calendars, cups, 
pins and patches. More recently they have 
added items of their own such as T-shirts, 
trail guides, stationery and belt buckles. A 
wide range of other ways of raising money 
have been tried. They include: 
• Hard-ticket, outdoor-oriented or envi
ronmental programs presented by such 
well-known figures as mountaineer Galen 
Rowell. Sellouts in large auditoriums have 
been quite profitable. 
• Garage sales, flea markets, sales or swap 
marts for outdoor equipment, and raffles. 
Most of these net only modest amounts, 
but they are fun. The Ventana Chapter, 
however, reaped $800 from its first Trail 
Sale last spring and will hold another this 
year. · 
• Competitive events with entrance fees 
such as cross-country runs, bicycle races, 
ski touring and white-water canoeing. 
• Special ecology or natural history 
cruises or trips with fees that more than 
cover expenses. The proceeds are often 
earmarked for protection of a particular 
threatened area or species. 

·Jn all instances-even for the more-or
less routine sale of Club items-thorough 
planning and careful preparations well in 
advance are required. A key element in the 
preparation is publicity, for the members 
as well as for the general public. Ads, 
posters, handbills, special mailings, news
letter notices, news releases (with personal 
contacts if possible) to the local press, TV 
and radio-all will help boost attendance 
and income. 

Sierra Fest '78 

Last April 29 the San Francisco Bay Chap
ter took a bold new fund-raising step by 
staging its Sierra Fest '78. It melded many 
of the above money-raising techniques and 
especially underlined the importance of 
the three P's-planning, preparation and 
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publicity. The Fest was a grand mixture of 
fun, environmental education, exhibition, 
theater, carnival, foot-races, auction and 
more. For a first-time effort, it also proved 
a grand success, netting more than $4500. 

The idea of holding a Sierra Fest was 
conceived in October 1977 as a rather 
modest Knapsack Section affair. By Janu
ary other activity sections and three of the 
chapter's regional groups wanted in, and 
the idea expanded. The next month a loca-

- tion was found-63 ,000 square feet of 
floor space at Fort Mason in the Golden 
Gate National Recreational Area. Then 
absolute panic. How in the world to fill one 
and a half acres of floor space? By then, 
the Fest's coordinator, Olive Bavins, 
recalls, "All we had was a good entertain
ment program (all volunteer) and a good 
slide and film program.' ' 

With a little luck and some fast footwork 
by Bavins and the other five members of 
her committee, everything somehow all 
came together. A food-and-drink conces
sionaire agreed to participate- for 15% of 
the gross take; a pretzel man with carnival 
wagon and a balloon man were found- au 
adding a festive flavor to the event. Exhib
itors started signing up, $50 for commer
cial and $25 for craft booths. About 2000 
attended, the adults paying a $1 entrance 
fee. Decorations were begged or 
borrowed- festive balloons from the bal
loon man, 200 colorful national shipping 
flags , potted trees and park benches, and 
150 free yellow chrysanthemum plants (la
ter sold for $98). Raffle tickets peddled in 
advance covered 35% of the expenses
not the 100% that had been hoped for. 
There weren't enough volunteer salesmen, 
Bavins explains. 

The auction, conducted by Maynard 
Munger, a former Sierra Club director, 
proved to be the Fest's most successful 
source of income. As did the Juneau auc
tion, it offered such items as a two-day 
river trip down the Stanislaus for two, 
kayak Eskimo-roll lessons, and tents and 
other outdoor gear donated by more than a 
dozen dealers and manufacturers. 

The all-day Sierra Fest enjoyed exten
sive press and television coverage. A 
baker's dozen of ecology and environmen
tal organizations cooperated. And chapter 
members had a good time raising money in 
a most painless way. Olive Bavins and her 
fellow committee members-Paul Tamm, 
Joan Sextro, Dick Macdougall, Sy Gel
man and Ken Maas-are prepared to an
swer questions and offer suggestions to 
any other chapters or groups considering 
their own Sierra Fest. Send inquiries to 
Olive Bavins, 3781 16th Street, San Fran
cisco, CA 94114. • 



It's a special kind of outing-that trip to the mailbox to mail your Sierra Club 
membership application. 
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follow us. 
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D Life (per person) 750.00 with spouse 15.00 = 
I I hereby apply for membership and enclose $ · as total payment (see schedule I 
I above). Dues include subscriptions to Sierra, the Club magazine ($3.00), and regional • • publications ($1.00) . I 
I I I Print Name(s) --------------------- I 
I I I Print Mailing Address -------------------- • 
I I 
I ------------------ Zip Cod,.,___ I 
I I 
I FOR GITT MEMBERSHIPS: A card will be sent acknowledging the membership as I = a gift in your name. Fill your name as donor, in below: I 
I Print Name(s) _____________________ I 
I I • Print Mailing Address _ ___________________ I 
I I 
I ------------------ Zip Cod-.__ _ I 
I I I • Check if you wish to be billed for the renewal of this membership next year. I 
I Fo r additional gifts, s imply include list on a plain s heet of paper. I 
---···································· Mail to: The Sierra Club, Dept. 1, Box 7959 Rincon Annex San Francisco, CA 94120 
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I Fo r a dditional gifts, simply include list on a plain sheet of paper. I ......................................... 

Mail to: The Sierra Club, Dept. 1, Box 7959 Rincon Annex San Francisco, CA 94120 
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College of the Atlantic 

College of the Atlantic in Bar Harbor, Maine, 
offers a BA in Human Ecology. The community 
of 125 students and 20 faculty study the inter· 
actions herween humans and the natural and 
social environments through an interdisciplinary, 
problem-solving curricu lum. In courses, work· 
shops, field study, independent study,and intern· 
ships the areas of Environment.11 Sciences, En· 
vi ronmental Design and Planning, Social and 
Cultural Studies, and Values and Consciousness 
are explored. A fully accredited, 4-year college 
founded in 196q. For more information write: 
Admissions Office, Box S. Bar Harbor,ME 04609. 

Sierra Club life member wants to 
buy an 

ANSEL ADAMS 
PORTFOLIO 

The value of your portfolio has 
increased greatly. Why not take 
a large profit and let someone else 
enjoy it for a while? 
Call collect ( 313) 665-6597 

I Bi KE EU ROPE 
1 Meander from castle to castle on the back roads 

of the real Europe. Two week tours with hotels 
and escort vehicle. 
~ GERHARD"S BICYCLE ODYSSEYS 

1137 S.W. Yamhill St. (503) 
Portland, Ore. 97205 223·5190 

hawaiian health holidays 
A total approach to health 

at secluded retreats in Hawaii. 
Please call or write for free brochure. 

hawaiian health holidays 
Box 429 • Makawao, Hawai i 96768 

(808) 877-4695 

CANADIAN WILDERNESS CAMP 
FOR YOUNG PEOPLE 8-14 
Canoe lnppmg and serious nature study t1and1ng c; ~ 
birds counting me1eors. e1tplonng beaver kJdges ~ 
feldspar oulcrops elc 10 help unde,s1and lhe 
whf of conservallOn and ecology CAMP BLUE 

HERON Box S 511 Morns Place Stulhnglon PA 19607 

Sierra Club 
Annual Election 

EACH YEAR, the annual election of 
the Club is held on the second 

Saturday of April as prescribed by the 
bylaws. On April 14, 1979, five di
rectors will be elected, and several 
bylaw amendments will be voted on. 

A ballot, information brochure and 
return envelope (not postpaid) will be 
mailed by March 2 to each eligible 
member. Packets for members living 
within the contiguous 48 states will be 
sent by third-class mail; for members 
living in Alaska, Hawaii, Canada and 
Mexico, packets will be sent first-class. 
Packets will be sent airmail to members 
overseas. With the exception of junior 
members (under JS years), all those 
listed in the Club records as members in 
good standing as of January 31 (about 
177,000) will be eligible to vote. 

The eight candidates for directors se
lected by the Nominating Committee 
are, in alphabetical order: Ann Duff, 
William Futrell, Robert Howard, Tony 
Look, Roger Pryor, Leslie V. Reid, Ted 
Trzyna and Ellen Winchester. 

The information brochure will con
tain a statement from each candidate 
regarding pertinent background and his 
or her views as to the direction the Club 
should take, together with a picture. 
The brochure will also contain the text 
and arguments regarding the proposed 
amendments to the C lub bylaws. 

If you do not receive a ballot by 
mid-March, or if you mismark it, write 
a note of explanation to: Chairman, 
Judges of Election, Sierra Club, De
partment£, 530 Bush Street, San Fran
cisco, CA 94I08. Enclose the voided or 
mutilated ballot if you have it. If ad
dressed any other way, attention to your 
letter wi II be delayed. After appropriate 
checking, an effort will be made to send 
you a replacement ballot in time for it to 
be returned by the date of the election. 
This procedure is under the control of 
the Judges of Election. Ballots are to be 
mailed back to the Elections Commit
tee, Sierra Club, P.O. Box 2178, Oak
land , CA 94621. They will not be 
opened until the time for counting. 

Lewis F. Clark 
Chairman, Judges of Election 

r---------------Foreign Study for Adults 

Galapagos • 
Unique plants and animals. Two programs: 
July 2-17, 1979; Dec. 18, 1979-Jan.1 , 1980. 

Sea of Cortez • 
Marine life, birds, and specialized plants ot 
the Midrift Islands. June 16-23, 1979. 

Switzerland • 
Alpine botany and ecology near Interlaken 
and St. Moritz. July 15-29, 1979. 

Send this coupon with name and address'to: 
University of California Extension 
PIO. Dept. H-61, Berkeley, CA 94720 

L--•••••••••••-~ 

ROWA 
WILD 
RIVER! 

TREK 
10 THE 
RAINBOW! 

Excellent guides teach you 
to row a great little one-person boat 
on the Green or San Juan Rivers 

Hike through Navajoland to 
Rainbow Bridge. Discover ancient 
ruins in Grand Gulch. 

Prolessional inte1pretation, 
delicious meals. Novice-intermediates 
& families welcome. 

1979 Sierra Club Outfitter. 

, ,.,.:' ;:::;:._., Take a trip that will give you 
ft, . -J something extra in exchange for 
'\:·~ i a little spunk! 

- C-W-id tc5Cfldr. /1t1. 
Box 123-B,Ma,ble Canyon, AZ 86036 

6021355-2222, Palnck or Susan Conley 

WHALES ~ WILDLIFE 

• San Ignacio Lagoon-whales£, seals, J an. 13·2 1 • 
• Magdaleno Bay gray whales, Feb. 24-Mor. 3 • 

• Humpback wha~ in Hl!'NB.li . • -.pn17-15 • 
• Sea o/ Cortez cruise, l\pril 22-29 • 

• Kenya wildlife salari, 2 oc 3 weeks. July/August • 
• GonHa sarari into Zaire f., Rwanda, July • 

ADVENTURES INTERNATIONAL 
Dept. S, 442 t Albert SL • Oakland. C,, 94619 

WILDLIFE VACATIONS 
... i11 Scotlnnd, Orkney, Icelmrd. Write lntmrntio1!11I 

Airmail: Caledonian W ildlife Servirts, 
Ki11gsmil/s Gardens, lnvm,tss IV2 JLU, Scoll11t1d. 

WILDLIFE VACATIONS 

JOINT PAUL WINTER CONSORT MUSIC 
WORKSHOP /WHALE WATCHING 
EXPEDITIONS, DAJA CALIFORNIA. 

JAN. 14-21 & 21-28. 1979. 
FOR INFORMATION, WRITE 

DAJA EXPEDITIONS, 
P.O. DOX J725. SAN DIEGO. 
CA 9210J, (714) 297-0506. 

fttt.~lql!!) 
• ~ Write or Call Toll Free I • .,-na w 1-aoo-321-2474 

Ohio call-1216I542-2892 I 
' 215 Main St., S N- Middletown. Ohio 4444~ 

············-
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Guest Opinion 

How Massachusetts Is Attacking .a, 

Growing Land-Use P1~oblem 

Preserving 
Agricultural Land 

WILLIAM G. SCHELLER 

William G. Scheller is a free-lance writer on travel and conservation. 
He is a former editor of the New England Sierran. 

r;E OTHER STATES in which city populations have spread to 
areas of lower density, Massachusetts has sacrificed much 
of its farmland to suburban sprawl. Small farmers have 

often found themselves faced with a sad but simple choice: 
continue coping with the economic difficulties of modern agri
culture, or sell their land at the inflated prices offered by devel
opers. 

As fields went fallow to await subdivision, Massachusetts' 
dependence upon food imported from out of state increased to 
85%, and beautiful open landscapes receded farther from popu
lated areas. It has been hard to argue with the farmers' economic 
logic-but new state legislation, currently being tested in a pilot 
program, may remove the temptation to sell without taking 
away the financial sweetener. 

The idea is simple: A farmer's acreage has a certain value as 
farmland, and another-often higher-monetary value as a de
velopment property. By paying the owner a sum equivalent to 
the difference between these two established values, the state 
effectively purcha.,es development rights to the land. The 
farmer has been compensated, without the necessity of sacrific
ing arable fields. 

'ftie idea of state acquisition of development rights-referred 
to in the Massachusetts legislation as Agricultural Preservation 
Rights, or APRs-is not entirely new. Both Suffolk County, on 
New York's Long Island, and the state of New Jersey have 
recently initiated similar experiments. But Massachusetts' is the 
only such project that will be tested statewide. 

According to one of the act's sponsors, State Senator Robert 
D. Wetmore, Massachusetts citizens polled through their 
Growth Policy Committees have expressed interest in the pres
ervation of farmlands. Nevertheless, conservationists' lobbying 
was crucial to the bill's passage; as Wetmore put it, "there's 
always opposition when state money is involved." Contri
butions from municipal coffers, however, will help cover the 
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cost of APR purchases in areas where development pressures 
have driven land values inordinately high. 

As envisioned, the program will be entirely voluntary. A 
landholder wishing to sell APRs must submit an application 
through a municipal conservation commission. The Agricul
tural Lands Preservation Committee established by the act will 
then make its decision after considering such factors as soil 
classification, the farm's contribution to the state's economy and 
the ultimate agricultural benefit of the APR purchase to the state. 
After the rights are purchased, the land remains under private 
control, its owner retaining all prerogatives except the right to 
develop for more intensive purposes or to destroy the agricul
tural potential of the land. The restrictions remain with the land, 
which may be subsequently bought, sold or inherited at its re
stricted value. 

Five million dollars have been appropriated for the pilot pro
gram. Regulations to govern the disbursement of these funds 
will be adopted by the end of this year. 

Warren Colby is the assistant to the Commissioner of Food 
and Agriculture in charge of getting the project started. "We've 
got to advise farmers on possible changes in their capital gains 
and estate tax responsibilities," he points out, "and we have 
professional appraisers looking into the problem of determining 
the value of the restrictions. Appraisals and negotiations for our 
first acquisitions will probably begin in the fall. In any event, it's 
doubtful that more than 20 or 30 parcels will be involved; $5 
million won't go very far." 

Despite the limitations imposed by the pilot funding, both 
Colby and Wetmore feel that the state stands to learn a good deal 
from the experiment. " We' ll be watching to see if the program 
makes sense, if people can use it properly,'' Wetmore remarks 
hopefully, "and ultimately to see if the state acquires preserva
tion rights to the right lands." Assuming all goes well, Colby 
looks ahead to the project's ultimate benefits: " The nice part of 
preserving farmland is that it 's not only open country that's 
pleasing to look at, but you can eat off it as well. Meanwhile, 
you're circulating jobs and money locally." • 
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THERMAL INSULATION 

A microfiber insulation that inch for inch of thickness can 
give you almost the warmth of competitive insulations. 

Thinsulate® Insulat ion is a new 
concept of thermal insulation that 
provides nearly two times the 
thermal insulation for a given 
thickness than commonly used 
competitive materials including 
down, f iberfill, pile or wool. 
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Thinsulate® Insulation works 
because its patented microfiber 
construct ion provides nearly 20 
times more surface area in a 
given space when compared with 
competitive materials. 

Thinsulate Insulation 
magnified 500 times. 

Competit ive polyester 
fiberfill insulation 
magnified 500 tomes. 

This is important because the 
smaller the diameter or size of 
fiber and the more fibers there 
are in a given space, the greater 
the surface area there is to hold 
insulating air. The more dead, or 
"boundary" air held in a given 
space, the higher the thermal 
resistance and the warmer you 
are. 

Performance just doesn't 
happen automatically. It takes the 
right combination of quality 
materials, workmanship and 
design working together to 
produce a garment that will meet 
the test of time. · 

Since even the best insulating 
material will fail if incorporated 
into a poorly designed outer shell, 
knowing what's proper design is 
critical to selecting both design 
and style. 

That's why 3M has introduced 
use of Thermography to evaluate 
design alternatives and help 
garment manufacturers and their 
customers get maximum thermal 
comfort. (Thermography is the 
sensing of temperature patterns 
on the surface of the object 
being viewed. Power companies 
use this infrared sensing process 
to reveal heat loss from poorly 
insulated homes.) 

For example, this thermogram 
(above) of a jacket insulated with 
goose down shows heat loss 
areas in the seams where the 
jacket has been quilted. The 
quilting pattern has reduced the 
overall thermal efficiency of this 
jacket. 

Thinsulate® can be hand or 
machine washed without 
bunching or "thinning out." 

Thinsulate compares favorably 
with competitive insulations on a 
weight basis. Exact weight and 
warmth comparisons can only be 
made in reference to finished 
garments. 

Companson ol weight ,_,,od 
to get tquat Wlsu~bon 

1 Cto un11 ,nsulatton 

Thinsulate® Insulation is 
produced from synthetic fibers 
which absorb less than one 
percent of their own weight in 
water. 

steam water 

Steam (left) dist illing 
through Thinsulate® Insulation 
shows good breathability; yet 
water (right) lays on the surface 
of Thinsulate® without being 
absorbed. 

For detailed information about 
Thinsulate® Insulation and who 
is using it, write: 

THINSULATE®, Box I, 3M Center 
223, SSW 

St. Paul, MN 55101 

In Canada, write 3M Canada Ltd. 
P.O. Box 5757, Terminal "A" 
London, Ontario, Canada N6A4T1 



the KHYB~~ 
is the newest additrep) to.,: ~ 

refreshingly new lineuof rt1gged 
outdoor clothir'i'g ff@r,} 
Wilderness Experience: 

Insulated with Du Pont Hollofil fr:- he 
KHYBER offers dual purpose hand 
warmer/cargo pockets, a handy 

chest pocket to store those easy to 
break items, and our exclusive hood 

attachment system. The KHYBER's 
stylish tailor-fit waistline is adjusted 

by a drawstring and cordlocks. 

Destined to become the leader in 
both style and function, the KHYBER, 

as well as our entire Solo line Qf 
jackets and vests, can ~ 

seen at your local 
Wilderness Experience Dealer. 

For more information on our Clothing, 
Packs, Sleeping Bags and other 

products plus our newest free full-color 
catalog and the location of your 

nearest dealer, call Toll Free ( outside 
California) 800--423-5331. 

Or write to: 

Wilderness Experience 
20120 Plummer Street 
Chatsworth. CA 91311 

(213) 993-1191 




